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Introduction: Physiological and body composition variables have important
role for assessment of training status and evaluation of health status of athletes.
Regular monitoring of these variables during training may provide valuable
information to coaches for training and selection of players’ training protocol
participating in both team sports and individual events.
Purpose and objectives of the study: The aims of this study were to compare
physiological and body composition variables between male athletes participating in team sports (football) and individual sprint event and also to correlate
training duration (both in years and hours per week) of male athletes participating in both team sports as well as sprint with physiological and body composition
variables.
Applied Methodology: The study was carried out with thirty-year-old (n=30)
and BMI matching male Indian athletes participating in team sports (football,
n=16) and individual sprint event (n=14), having minimum 2 years of official
training. They were in post competitive phase during the test. Several physiological and body composition variables were assessed such as height, weight, body
mass index, training age (years), training time (hours/week), fat mass, fat-free
mass, body cell mass, muscle mass, VO2 max, maximal power, training intensity
and fatigue index following standard protocol.
Achieved major results: The sprinters were found to possess significantly
more fat free mass (p < .01), body cell mass (p < .01), muscle mass (p < .01),
less fat mass (p < .05) and more average anaerobic power (p < .01) than their
peers - football players. However, no significant correlation was found between
any of the measured physiological and body composition parameters and the
training status of these players.
Conclusion: This study would provide useful information for assigning training protocols to the athletes participating in team sports and individual sprint
events on the basis of physiological and body composition parameters.
Key words: football, sprint event, training status, anaerobic power, fatigue index

INTRODUCTION
Every sportsman or nation wants to show
their dominance by challenging other nations
by showing supremacy in sporting performan
ce in international competitions. Thus this
challenge excites, inspires and motivates all
the nations to sweat and struggle to run faster,
jump higher, throw far and display greater stre
ngth, endurance and skills in present compe

titive sports world. This can only be achieva
ble through scientific, systematic and planned
sports training by channeling them into suitable games and sports and finding out their
potentialities.
Individual sport athletes practice in groups
or individually. They compete individually and
have individual results, which can be part of a
team result. Team sport athletes practice mostly
3
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health and cardiovascular status of athletes. Regular monitoring of these variables enables coaches
to assess the current status of players participating
in both team sports and individual events and the
degree of their training adaptability and to formulate their training schedule accordingly to achieve
the desired performance. However, studies on the
physiological and body composition parameters
of male athletes participating in both team sports
and individual events specifically in relation to
training are lacking in India. In view of this, this
study was undertaken with the following aims:
1. To compare physiological and body composition variables between male athletes
participating in team sports (football) and
individual sprint event.
2. To correlate training status of male athletes participating in both team sports as
well as sprint with selective physiological
and body composition variables.

in groups and they compete with a team and the
team shares the results (Lindwall et al., 2002).
To develop the most effective training program,
it is important that the coach know and be aware
of the physiological demands the athlete experiences during competition. Most team sports
(e.g. basketball, football, hockey, rugby, volleyball) can be described as moderate-to-long
duration exercise including repeated bouts of
high-intensity activity combined with periods
of low-to-moderate active recovery or passive
rest. Players’ capability to execute repeated
sprints with short duration recovery in between
is an important determinant of performance in
intermittent team sports (Spencer et al., 2005;
Rampinini et al., 2007). This activity pattern
determines to a great extent the physiological
necessities of team sports. This is in contrast to
coaches training individual sports athletes, such
as sprinters, who generally perform a separate
event requiring maximal effort. The physiological demands imposed on those athletes are easier
to be aware of; consequently, the design of their
training program is more clear-cut. The training
program for the sprinter is focused primarily on
developing power, improving running technique
and speed and increasing speed endurance. Also,
the training program for the sprinter is unlike that
of the football player, whose primary emphasis
during anaerobic conditioning is to get ready for
repeated bouts of high intensity activity with
limited rest intervals. In contrast, the sprinter’s
training program is less concerned with improving fatigue rate and more concerned with the
quality of each sprint.
Numerous studies have been carried out to analyze the effect of training on various body composition and physiological parameters, having
an impact on performance of athletes from different sports (Charmas, Gromisz., 2019; Genc et
al., 2019; Manna et al., 2010). Physiological and
body composition variables have important role
for assessment of training status and evaluation of

METHODOLOGY
Ethical Statement
The study was designed as a cross- sectional non invasive study. All experimental procedures were conducted in full accordance with
the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki after taking permission from the Institutional Ethics Committee. A written informed
consent was obtained as per declaration of Helsinki from all the athletes below the age of 18
years from the parents or guardians. Before taking the measurement, the players were instructed according to Heyward & Stolarczyk (1996)
by the following guidelines: 1. No heavy exercise 12 hours before the test; 2. No large meals
an hour before the test and 3. Consumption of
liquids limited to 1% of body weight or two 8 oz
glasses of water, 2 hours before the test.
Subjects
Thirty Indian male athletes with similar
age group and body mass index (BMI) partic4
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ical body composition analyzer (SECA mBCA
model 515, Hamburg, Germany) which is an
eight-electrode segmental multi frequency bioelectric impedance analyzer (MFBIA) that
measures impedance at 19 different frequencies
ranging from 1 kHz to 1 MHz under uniform and
controlled laboratory conditions. It consisted of
evaluation of body cell mass (BCM), fat free mass
(FFM), fat mass (FM) and muscle mass (MM) of
the athletes of both groups (Thurlow et al., 2018).
The subjects were asked to relax for 5 minutes, following which pre-exercise heart rate was
recorded by observing the heart rate from Polar
(H7) heart rate monitor (Aggarwala et al., 2018).
VO2 max was calculated with Astrand
6-mi
nute sub-maximal protocol, on Cycle
Ergometer (model Monark LC7TT, Sweden)
(Aggarwala et al., 2018). This test was done
by one individual at a time. Test protocol was
explained to the subjects and it was ensured
that they understood it clearly. The work intensity per session was gauged by heart rate
monitor. Maximal heart rate (MHR) was calculated, and 75% of MHR was estimated for
the protocol. Before the beginning of the test,
the seat was adjusted with respect to the participant’s height. This was followed by a 2-3
minuеts warm-up without resistance. The participants were asked to maintain 60 cadences
throughout the protocol. After 3 minutes, the
load was increased to 75 N and the participant
was asked to continue paddling. Once the heart
rate was seen to be stabilizing, the load was
increased to 100 N and later up to 125 N according to the capability of the participant. If
the participant was not able to paddle any further, the load was decreased slightly. ‘Astrand
protocol’ is a submaximal protocol for aerobic
capacity assessment, therefore, 75% of MHR
was calculated and it was ensured that the heart
rate of participant was maintained within the
calculated heart rate. The participants followed the protocol, and paddled for 6 minutes,

ipating in individual sprint event (n=14) and
team sports (footballers) (n=16) were selected
for the study. An informed consent was taken from the subject prior to testing and protocol was clearly explained to them. They
were selected from Come and Play Scheme
of Sports Authority of India (SAI), Jawaharlal
Nehru Stadium, New Delhi. The athletes had
a history of participation in at least state level
competitive events with minimum of 2 years
formal training and were in post competitive
phase during the conduction of the test. The
players were reported to be training for at least
10 hours per week during the current season,
were non-smokers, and none of them was taking any medication at the time of testing.
Procedure
All the subjects were evaluated for various
physiological and body composition variables
at Human Performance Laboratory, SAI and
conducted during morning hours on similar
day. They underwent body composition evaluation first and then sub maximal exercise testing with the help of bicycle ergometer after
being familiarized with the exercise protocol,
followed by a field test Running-Based Anaerobic Sprint Test (RAST). The subjects had a
light meal at least 2 hours before the exercise
test. Their medical history and training duration was assessed by a preset questionnaire.
The training was relatively common to all
the participants of the study besides the skill
training. Hours per week of sports training
(hours/week) were self-reported by athletes
and were concluded by multiplying training
sessions in a week by hours per training session. Body weight and height were measured
with the use of a scale (SECA GmBH & Co.
KG., Hamburg, Germany) to the nearest 0.1 kg
and 0.1 cm respectively. BMI was calculated
as the ratio of weight to height squared.
Body composition was measured with med5
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the selected variables was checked with Pearson’s Correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficients (r) were classified as very weak (0.0–
0.2), weak (0.2–0.4), moderate (0.4–0.7), strong
(0.7–0.9) or very strong (0.9–1.0) in all cases
(Akoglu, 2018). All the data were expressed as
mean ± SD. Criterion alpha level of p ≤ .05 was
used to determine statistical significances.

however if the heart rate did not stabilize, the
test was extended for another minute. After the
complete protocol, participants were asked to
continue paddling at 25 N loads with proper
breathing, for next 3 minutes for cool down.
Average anaerobic power and fatigue index
were determined by running based anaerobic
sprint test (RAST). A 35 m long track was set. The
participant was asked to reach the opposite end of
the track, as fast as he could. Then, 10 second rest
was given to the participant. The same procedure
was repeated 6 times. The time was recorded with
a stopwatch. Average anaerobic power and fatigue index were calculated by putting the values
of each lap in the equation (Zagatto et al., 2009).

RESULTS
The comparison of various body composition and physiological parameters between
Indian male athletes participating in competitive team sports and individual events is depicted in Table 1. It was revealed that FFM,
BCM, MM and anaerobic power were significantly higher in athletes participating in individual events than in the athletes participating
in team sports (p < .01). On the other hand,
athletes participating in team sports had significantly more amount of fat mass than the
athletes participating in individual events (p
< .05). The rest parameters were found to be
altered in a statistically insignificant manner
in both groups.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analysis tests were performed
with statistical package for social sciences (SPSS)
version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The
normality of the data was checked with Shapiro
Wilk test. Difference between selected physiological and body composition variables among
athletes participating in team sports and individual events were checked by applying parametric
unpaired Student’s T-test. Correlation between

Table 1. Comparison of selective physiological and body composition variables among male
athletes participating in team game and individual events with their significance level
Team game
Individual event
T value (level of
n= 16
n=14
significance)
1.
Age (years)
17.56±1.31
17.57±1.86
0.015.988
2.
Height (cm)
171.13±5.65
175.07±7.73
1.5760.128
3.
Weight (kg)
58.81±6.46
63.43±7.05
1.8590.074
2
4.
BMI (kg/m )
20.00±1.89
20.64±1.21
1.1180.274
5.
Training (years)
3.63±1.85
3.71±1.43
0.1460.885
6.
Training (hours/week)
24.88±7.71
26.36±7.17
0.5450.590
7.
FM (kg)
6.85±4.22
4.73±1.82
-1.9650.033*
8.
FFM (kg)
50.38±8.3
58.36±6.18
3.0440.005**
9.
BCM (kg)
28.57±4.71
33.10±3.51
3.0960.004**
10.
MM (kg)
24.61±1.94
28.82±2.50
5.1840.000**
11.
VO2max. (ml/kg/min.)
43.23±9.03
46.47±12.39
0.7990.432
12. AverageAnaerobic Power (W) 464.13±105.78
596.79±135.76
3.0050.006**
13.
Fatigue Index(W/sec.)
5.69±2.65
5.66±2.96
-0.1580.975
Values are expressed as Mean± SD. * represents p ≤ .05, ** represents p ≤ .01, BMI= Body mass index,
FM= Fat mass, FFM= Fat free mass, BCM= Body cell mass, MM= Muscle mass, VO2 max= maximum
aerobic capacity
Nom.

Parameters

6
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Table 2 shows Pearson’s correlation coef- athletes practising team sports. None of the paficient between training experiences in years rameters were found to be significantly related
and duration in hours/week with various body with one another.
composition and physiological variables in
Table 2. Pearson’s Correlation of training experience (years) and duration (hours/week) with
the selected physical and physiological parameters of Indian Athletes of Team game (n=16)
Training
(years)
Training
(hrs/wk)

FM
(kg)

FFM
(kg)

BCM
(kg)

MM
(kg)

VO2max. Average Anaerobic Fatigue Index
(ml/kg/min.)
Power (W)
(W/sec.)

.1740.52

.0890.74

.0670.805

-.0120.96

.3310.211

.3350.24

.1810.54

.0240.93

.1800.50

.1560.57

-.3580.17

-.1640.543

-.3090.24

-.2610.33

FM= Fat mass, FFM= Fat free mass, BCM= Body cell mass, MM= Muscle mass, VO2 max= maximum
aerobic capacity

Table 3 shows Pearson’s correlation coef- in athletes participating in individual events.
ficient between training experiences in years None of the parameters was found to be sigand duration in hours/ week with various nificantly related with one another.
body composition and physiological variables
Table 3. Pearson’s correlation of training experience (years) and duration (hours/week) with
the selected physical and physiological parameters of Indian athletes of individual events (n=14)
Training
(years)
Training
(hrs/wk)

FM
(kg)

FFM
(kg)

BCM
(kg)

MM
(kg)

VO2max. Anaerobic Power Fatigue
(ml/ kg/ min)
(W)
(W/sec)

.2790.30

.3030.29

.3010.29

.3300.25

.0630.83

.3350.24

.1810.54

.2520.38

.1120.70

.1530.60

-.0870.76

-.0610.84

-.1440.62

.0350.90

FM= Fat mass, FFM= Fat free mass, BCM= Body cell mass, MM= Muscle mass, VO2 max= maximum
aerobic capacity

DISCUSSION
Body composition and physiological parameters can be possibly used to detect potentially talented athletes for a specific sports discipline. Hammami et al., (2012) observed that
height & weight operated as an influencing parameter of physical performance. In this study,
the athletes participating in sprint event were
found to be taller and heavier than footballers,
although the difference was statistically insignificant. This may be attributed to the development of muscles in due course of time with the
type of training undertaken by the sprinters.

Body composition was observed to play a
vital role in estimation and prediction of performance of an elite player. Body composition
goals vary between sports and among athletes
within the same sports. For example, very
high- intensity, very short duration track and
field athletes benefit from high muscularity,
but sprinters also benefit from a relatively low
percentage of body fat while throwers (e.g.,
discus) benefit from having a percentage of
body fat that is higher than that of most other
athletes. Within a team sport, players may be
distinguished by position and may have differ7
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athletes and non-athletes. The obtained results
showed high content of BCM due to regular
training. The obtained results from this study
could possibly be due to the small sample size.
It is possible, that with larger sample size, body
composition components might have shown
correlation with the training status.
High level of aerobic capacity is indispensable for achieving success in many sports;
therefore, the determination of VO2max is of
special importance as it plays the key role in
professional sports - it is the reflection of any
athlete’s physical capability (Rancovic et al.,
2010). The VO2max indicates upper limit of
body’s ability to consume oxygen and maximum rate of energy released from oxidative
process primarily. It is the highest rate at which
an individual can intake oxygen during exercise and serves as the most popular index of
aerobic fitness of sports persons (Armstrong,
Weisman, 1994). In the current study, the footballers (43.23±9.03 ml/kg/min) and sprinters
(46.47±12.39 ml/kg/min) had more or less the
same VO2 max with a small range of variation
and the difference was also found to be statistically insignificant. The reason could be that
they were involved in a similar kind of training,
which was based on strength endurance and
explosive strength. It also implies that at least
in our population overlaying regular resistance
training to an endurance program or vice versa
will not decrease performance in power events
at the cost of endurance and vice versa.
A significant difference (p < .01) was seen
in average anaerobic power between the sprinters and footballers. This difference can be attributed to the nature of the activity done by
the sprinters and to their larger muscle strength
and not to faster muscle contractile properties.
The sprinters continuously perform the activity
with high explosiveness for pretty longer period of time than the footballers. Whereas in
football, moves such as sprint during counter-

ent body composition goals. The sprinters in
the present study were found to possess significantly more fat free mass (p < .01), body cell
mass (p < .01), muscle mass (p < .01) and less
fat mass (p < .05) in comparison to their age
and BMI matched football players, although
all the mentioned body composition variables
were found to be within normal range in both
groups. These results are supported by the findings of Barbieri et al. (2017) who stated that
sprinters with larger muscle mass and lower
adiposity, less ectomorphy and more strength
showed better performances. However, no significant correlation was established between
fat mass (FM), fat free mass (FFM), and muscle mass (MM) of athletes of both groups with
training years and hours per week. These observations were supported by previous results
described by Rossi et al. (2017) where, it was
stated that, in the off season i.e., the period of
time after the conclusion of the season where
athletes decrease sport specific skill work and
start to focus on functional movement and
strength development, no significant changes
in body composition were found during mild
training regimes regardless of a supervised or
unsupervised conditioning training program.
Body Cell Mass (BCM) is a comparatively
new approach for assessing body composition.
BCM is the total mass of ‘oxygen-exchanging,
potassium-rich, glucose oxidizing, work-performing’ cells of the body (Andreoli et al.,
2003). In our study, no significant correlation was established between body cell mass
(BCM) with training years and hours per week
in either of the groups, contrasting to the previously conducted studies by Quieterio et al.
(2008). They proposed that athletes training for
more than 9 hours per week showed a greater
level of BCM, i.e., more weekly training hours
were associated with greater levels of BCM
and lower levels of body fat. Also, a comparative study was done by Randáková (2005), on
8
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players, post 3-week training done by them. In
same line, Tomlin and Wenger (2002) showed
a negative relation between aerobic capacities
with fatigue in athletes.

attack situations, for example, highlight the anaerobic power. The maximum effort toward the
goal or to intercept a move is notorious so that
the anaerobic power becomes a very important
variable during decisive moments of the match.
Short accelerations are also highlighted in the
anaerobic power and occur often during the
game. The nature of the test was also favorable to sprinters and footballers as they go for
sprinting activities during their workout. Degens et al. (2019) studied physiological aspects
among four distinct athlete groups and found
significant changes in anaerobic power in team
and sprint athletes compared to the endurance
athlete and non- athletes, similar to this study.
During intense exercise, muscle and blood
lactate can rise to very high levels. Lactate accumulation causes an increased concentration
of hydrogen ions and corresponding acidosis,
a primary factor in muscle fatigue. Athletes
with high fatigue index numbers should train
to improve lactate tolerance in order to promote
quicker recoveries from explosive bursts of
speed and power. Mohor et al. (2005) observed
that, fatigue or impaired performance in soccer
happened through various phases of game, to
operate in different periods of the match. In this
study, the footballers and sprinters had more or
less the same fatigue index values with a small
range of variation and the difference was also
found to be statistically insignificant. Also, no
inter- correlation was obtained in any measurement between aerobic and anaerobic power
values. However, Singh et al. (2014), analyzed
fatigue levels in the Indian male hockey players
and found significantly high fatigue levels in
all of them with training. A similar study found
several performance factors significantly associated with training-induced fatigue, in elite
youth football players (Fitzpatrick et al., 2019).
Also, Thorpe et al. (2016) cited significant
changes in fatigue along with muscle soreness
and sleep, during competitive season in football

LIMITATIONS
This was a cross- sectional study and did not
study the effects of specific training programs
in pre- post condition, where the differences
between the two groups may be to some extent
attributable to genotypic differences (Erkine et
al., 2014; Hagberg et al., 2001) rather than different training programs. Secondly, the sample
size taken for the present study was relatively
small. Larger sample sizes in future research
will be essential to better comprehend training status for athletes participating in team
sports as well as in individual events. Thirdly,
training experience for these players was low,
being a maximum of three years, which may
have influenced the results, and hence deserve
further research. Fourthly, indirect measurements were used to quantify both aerobic and
anaerobic power among the players. Finally,
all the measurements were made at the end of
the competitive season.
CONCLUSION
This article considers the effect of sports
specific training on the key parameters of fitness and attempts to relate these changes to the
adaptations seen in the body’s physiological
systems with training. The physiological and
body composition data of the present study can
act as a basic frame of reference for monitoring
and assigning or preparing the sports specific
systematic training protocols for both footballers and sprinters.
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ABSTRACT

Despite its importance and significant contribution to the final game outcome, the free throw shooting motion is greatly understudied. The purpose of this
study was to examine kinematic differences between proficient and non-proficient
free throw shooters and to determine which variables have the greatest impact
on successful free throw shooting performance. Thirteen healthy recreationally
active males volunteered to participate in this study. Each participant shot three
sets of ten consecutive free throws from the regulation distance from the basket.
Each set was performed under 3 minutes with 1-2-minute rest between each set.
A high-definition camera recording at 30 fps captured the free throw shooting motion from a sagittal point of view. Video analysis software was used to analyze the
following kinematic variables: knee angle, elbow angle, hip flexion, ankle flexion,
release angle, shoulder angle, hand release height, and elbow height. The findings
of this study suggest that lower elbow positioning influenced by greater knee, ankle, and hip flexion during the preparatory phase of the shooting motion may lead
to improvements in free throw shooting accuracy. Moreover, greater ball release
height and release angle, as previously suggested, could decrease the margin of
error and enhance free throw shooting performance. By using these kinematic
variables to create the discriminant function projection model, it is plausible that
proficient free throw shooters can be accurately classified in 94% of cases.
Key words: basketball, sport, shooting technique, coaching

INTRODUCTION
Basketball is one of the most popular
sports worldwide. Quick pace of play, rapid
changes in score, and high-skill movements
make this game very attractive to a large audience. While scoring opportunities can emerge
from various sources, free throw shooting has
been an elementary contributor for over a century. Previous research found that free throw
contributions to the overall number of scored
points can range between 20-25% (Hays &
Krause, 1987; Kozar et al., 1994, Merskey,
1987). Besides defensive rebounds and field
goal percentage, successful free throw shooting performance is capable of distinguishing

between winning and losing teams (Csataljay
et al., 2009; Trninić et al., 2002). It has been
shown that free throw performance can be one
of the major determinants for a regular season
winning profile (Sampaio & Janeira, 2003).
While offering further support to the previously mentioned findings, Kozar et al. (1994) indicate that successful free throw shooting performance might be even more critical during
the last five minutes of game play. In a study
analyzing the discriminating power of various
aspects of basketball playing statistics within
a cohort of professional basketball players,
Sampaio & Janeira (2003) found that optimal
free throw shooting performance for the away
12
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the knee during the preparatory phase of the
shooting motion and greater extension at the
time of ball release is associated with better
free throw performance. The researchers also
found that in relation to the total movement
hand velocity was highly correlated with knee
flexion, while the shoulder and hip angles had
moderate contributions (Ammar et al., 2016).
Mullineaux & Uhl (2010) conducted a similar study on a cohort of experienced collegiate
basketball players. While no differences in
wrist linear velocity were observed between
missed and made free throws, the results revealed that elbow positioning had a significant
impact on wrist shooting mechanics which
could eventually impact optimal shooting performance (Mullineaux & Uhl, 2010). Hayes’s
(1987) findings reveal that the forearm, upper
arm, and trunk have major contributions to
ball velocity during the preparatory phase of
the free throw shooting motion, although the
majority of force during the propulsion phase
necessary to push the ball towards the basket
is attributed to the lower body. It has been estimated that hand contribution to ball velocity
is the greatest at the time point of ball release,
and rapidly increases during the last 0.15 seconds of the free throw shooting motion (Hayes,
1987).
While joint mechanics play an important
role in proper execution of various sport specific motions, we need to be aware of individual differences during the preparatory phase
of the free throw shooting motion. Many basketball players have their own shooting routines that might include, but are not limited
to, a couple of stationary dribbles, ball movements, or certain body motions. Regardless
of the routine type, in order for each player
to achieve a successful shooting outcome,
their free throw shooting movements need
to satisfy the previously mentioned kinetic
and kinematic requirements. Southard et al.

games and number of committed fouls for the
home games were major determinants for a
successful game outcome. Considering that a
large number of foul calls result in free throw
shooting opportunities, especially during the
end of each regulation period, we can realize
how critical it is for each player to develop
and maintain peak free throw shooting capabilities.
Despite its importance, the free throw
shooting motion is greatly understudied. Previous research has mainly focused on estimating kinetic and kinematic requirements necessary for achieving optimal ball trajectory
and release conditions that ultimately lead to
successful free throw outcomes (Brancazio,
1981; Hamilton & Reinschmidt, 1997; Huston & Grau, 2003; Okubo & Hubbard, 2006;
Tran & Silverberg, 2008). However, to date,
there is little scientific literature addressing
key kinematic characteristics during the preparatory phase of the free throw shooting motion that allows basketball players to achieve
and satisfy some of the previously mentioned
requirements. By using video analysis software, Nakai et al. (2018) examined free throw
shooting kinematics and found that probability
of a successful free throw shooting outcome is
positively correlated with greater flexion in the
knee joint. The researchers also found that inexperienced players tend to push the basketball
from the chest area, while more experienced
players manage to achieve greater release
heights by positioning the ball in the front of
the head (Nakai et al., 2018). These findings
are similar to the findings of Tran & Silverberg (2008) who estimated a 5% increase in
free throw shooting accuracy with every 0.152
m increase in release height above 1.981 m.
In a study focused on examining kinematic
differences between made and missed shots
within a cohort of novice basketball players,
Ammar et al. (2016) found that less flexion of
13
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METHODS
Subjects
Thirteen healthy recreationally active male
subjects (height = 187.1 ± 8.2 cm, weight =
89.3 ± 6.7 kg, age = 27.5 ± 6.4 years) volunteered to participate in this research study.
The participants were separated into proficient
(≥70%; n=8) and non-proficient (<70%; n=5)
groups based on their free throw shooting capability. Before the start of any testing procedures, subjects signed an informed consent
form. Subjects with any musculoskeletal injuries were not permitted to participate in the
study. All testing procedures performed in this
study were previously approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board.

(1993) found that the actual rhythmicity of
the routine movement is more important than
the overall duration of the movement in determining a successful free throw shooting
outcome. Behaviors that the players chose to
incorporate as a part of a preparatory shooting technique need to be controllable and unchanged through different playing conditions
(Southard et al., 1993). Moreover, findings by
Gayton et al. (1989) reveal impairment in free
throw shooting performance when subjects
were prohibited from using their own preparatory routine. When implemented within a
competitive environment, the shooting performance impairment seems to reach a greater
magnitude (Gayton et al., 1989). Considering that the free throw shot is an uncontested
scoring opportunity performed under no time
constrains, it has been suggested that players
should be allowed to perform their preparatory routine as long as it does not harm their
shooting mechanics and impair the shooting
percentage (Wrisberg et al., 1992).
Based on the previously mentioned findings, we can conclude that optimal free throw
shooting technique requires full body contribution and is highly contingent on the summation of forces and appropriate sequential action
of joints to provide the desired motion. Thus,
being solely focused on analyzing kinetic and
kinematic properties of certain body parts,
even though they may seem to provide a greater kinetic or kinematic contribution, might not
be an optimal approach to determine proper
preparatory techniques necessary for optimal
free throw shooting performance. Hence, the
purpose of this study was to examine the difference in kinematic variables between proficient
and non-proficient free throw shooters regardless of their preparatory shooting routines, and
to determine which kinematic variables have
the greatest impact on successful free throw
shooting performance.

Procedures
Upon arrival at the testing facility, subjects
completed a standardized warm-up procedure
consisting of a five-minute treadmill run at
moderate intensity, and a set of dynamic exercises involving high knees, butt-kicks, lungeand-twist, lateral slides, high skips, and lateral
lunges. Each subject was individually familiarized with the testing procedures and equipment. A high definition camera (Canon PowerShot SX530) recording at 30 fps was used to
capture the free throw shooting motion from a
sagittal point of view. Video analysis software
(Kinovea, Version 0.8.27) was used to analyze
the kinematic data. The subjects shot three sets
of ten consecutive free throws from the same
regulation distance from the basket (4.57 m).
Each set was performed under 3 minutes with
1-2-minute rest between each set. A rebounder was present throughout the whole testing
procedure to preserve the subject’s energy and
permit optimum focus on free throw shooting form. To eliminate any kind of possible
distraction, subjects individually performed
the free throw shooting procedures. The basketball goal was positioned at a standardized
14
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height of 10 ft (305 cm) while each subject angle between the upper arm and forearm at
was provided with a standardized size seven the initial concentric phase of the shooting motion (Figure 1d). The relative shoulder angle
(75 cm) basketball.
variable is quantified as the angle between the
upper arm and torso at the initial concentric
Variables
This study focused on observing seven ki- phase of the free throw shooting motion (Fignematic variables estimated to be important ure 1e). The relative elbow height variable is
predictors of proficient free throw shooting the perpendicular distance between the elbow
form. The internal hip flexion variable rep- and the ground divided by subject’s height at
resents the magnitude of the internal angle be- the initial concentric phase of the shooting
tween the torso and thigh at the initial concen- motion (Figure 1f). The relative release antric phase of the shooting motion (Figure 1a). gle variable is the angle formed between the
The internal knee angle variable represents fully extended arm and a line parallel to the
the internal angle between the thigh and shank ground at the time point of the ball release
at the initial concentric phase of the shooting (Figure 1g). The relative hand release height
motion (Figure 1b). The relative ankle flex- represents the perpendicular distance between
ion variable represents the angle between the wrist joint and the ground divided by the
the shank and ground at the initial concentric subject’s height at the time point of the ball
phase of the shooting motion (Figure 1c). The release (Figure 1h).
internal elbow angle variable represents the

a) internal hip flexion, b) internal knee angle, c) relative ankle flexion, d) internal elbow angle, e) relative shoulder angle, f) relative elbow height, g) relative release angle, and h) relative hand release height.

Figure 1. Dependent variables examined in the study.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics and standard deviations (x̄ ±SD) were calculated for each of
the dependent variables. A multivariate Hotelling’s T-squared test was used to determine
the difference in the dependent variables be-

tween a group of proficient (≥70%; n=8) and
non-proficient (<70%; n=5) free throw shooters. A full-model discriminant function analysis was used to examine the magnitude of the
relative contribution of each of the examined
variables, as well as to determine the ability to
15
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hand release height, and relative elbow height
when compared to the non-proficient group
of shooters (all p < .001), while no difference
in internal elbow angle and relative shoulder
angle variables was observed (p > .05). While
all standardized discriminant function coefficients demonstrated moderate to strong magnitudes, the greatest factor in discriminating
between proficient and non-proficient free
throw shooters were relative elbow height,
relative release angle, relative shoulder angle, and relative hand release height variables. All discriminant function standardized
coefficient values are presented in Table 3,
and classification results for predicted group
membership are in Table 4. By using these
kinematic variables to create the discriminant function projection model, 94% of cases were accurately classified as proficient or
non-proficient free throw shooters. Additionally, while notable differences were presented
between the proficient and non-proficient free
throw shooters, no differences were found for
the examined kinematic variables between
missed and made shots within the proficient
group of free throw shooters (p > .05), see
Table 2.

predict between proficient and non-proficient
free throw shooters. Additionally, Hotelling’s
T-squared test was used to determine the difference in the dependent variables between
made and missed shots within the proficient
group of free throw shooters. Levene’s test
was used to test the homogeneity of variance
assumption. Statistical significance was set a
priori to p < .05. All statistical analyses were
completed with SPSS Version 25.0 software
statistical package (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL,
USA).
RESULTS
Mean and standard deviations (x̄ ±SD) for
all kinematic variables examined in this study
are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The total number of free throw shots that subject performed
was 390, from which 240 were performed by
proficient and 150 by non-proficient shooters.
To avoid violation of homogeneity of variance and assure equal sample sizes, 90 shots
from the proficient group of shooters were
randomly removed by SPSS software. Proficient free throw shooters had smaller internal knee angles, internal hip flexion, relative
ankle flexion, relative release angle, relative

Table 1. Comparison of kinematic variables between proficient (≥70%; n=8) and non-proficient
(<70%; n=5) free throw shooters. The detailed graphical representation of the examined kinematic variables is presented in Figure 1
Dependent Variable
Internal Knee Angle
Internal Elbow Angle
Internal Hip Flexion
Relative Ankle Flexion
Relative Release Angle
Relative Shoulder Angle
Relative Hand Release Height
Relative Elbow Height

Proficient (≥70%)
101.1 ± 8.1
60.8 ± 7.5
126.5 ± 14.1
52.6 ± 3.9
56.5 ± 6.3
92.3 ± 19.8
1.15 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.11

*significant difference (p < .05)

16

Non-Proficient (<70%)
114.3 ± 5.9 *
61.1 ± 16.8
135.6 ± 6.0 *
58.9 ± 5.2 *
58.6 ± 3.1 *
92.6 ± 9.9
1.13 ± 0.03 *
0.72 ± 0.05 *
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Table 2. Comparison of kinematic variables between made and miss shots within a group of
proficient free (≥70%) throw shooters
Dependent Variable
Internal Knee Angle
Internal Elbow Angle
Internal Hip Flexion
Relative Ankle Flexion
Relative Release Angle
Relative Shoulder Angle
Relative Hand Release Height
Relative Elbow Height

Made
100.9 ± 8.2
60.8 ± 7.3
126.4 ± 14.1
52.5 ± 3.9
56.3 ± 6.4
92.1 ± 19.9
1.15 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.11

Missed
102.4 ± 7.8
60.8 ± 8.8
127.0 ± 12.8
53.2 ± 3.7
57.5 ± 5.9
93.9 ± 19.5
1.15 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.11

The detailed graphical representation of ed in Figure 1. No variables were significantly
the examined kinematic variables is present- different (p < .05).
Table 3. Standardized discriminant function coefficients, percentage of explained, and percentage of total variance for each of the dependent variables examined in this study
Dependent variables
Internal Knee Angle
Internal Elbow Angle
Internal Hip Flexion
Relative Ankle Flexion
Relative Release Angle
Relative Shoulder Angle
Relative Hand Release Height
Relative Elbow Height
Total

Standardized
coefficients
.351
.365
-.219
.499
1.017
-1.014
-.981
1.860

Percentage of
explained variance
5.6
5.8
3.5
7.9
16.1
16.0
15.6
29.5
100

Percentage of
total variance
5.3
5.5
3.3
7.4
15.1
15
14.7
27.7
94.0

*canonical correlation = 0.82 (effect size = 0.67)

Table 4. Classification results for predicted group membership for each free throw.
Actual Group
Non-proficient
Proficient

Predicted group membership
Non-Proficient
Proficient
142 (94.7%)
8 (5.3%)
10 (6.7%)
140 (93.3%)

Number of
cases
150
150

*94.0% of subjects correctly classified (p < .05)

DISCUSSION
The findings of this study revealed significant differences in the kinematic characteristics between the proficient and non-proficient
groups of free throw shooters. During the preparatory phase of the free throw shooting mo-

tion, the proficient group demonstrated greater
knee, hip, and ankle flexion magnitudes when
compared to the non-proficient group. Our
findings are contradictory to the findings of
Ammar et al. (2016) suggesting that less knee
flexion was positively associated with superi17
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ing percentage. The lack of differences in the
internal shoulder angle between the proficient
and non-proficient groups of free throw shooters suggests that shoulder flexion was not the
main cause for a decrease in the elbow height
magnitudes during the preparatory phase of
the shooting motion. Based on the previously
mentioned findings, we can conclude that the
lower elbow placement within the proficient
group of free throw shooters was produced as
a consequence of greater knee, hip, and ankle
flexion. Despite accounting for a small percent of the explained variance, knee, hip, and
ankle flexion influence is crucial for the optimal elbow positioning. Similar observations
made by Hudson (1983) indicated that high
and moderate skill free throw shooters were
capable of attaining a lower center of gravity ratios, and further supports the intertwined
nature of the free throw shooting kinematics.
Moreover, previous research has indicated that
free throw shooting is a complex motion that
in many instances encompasses compensatory mechanisms that can ultimately influence
the overall body kinematic changes (Schmidt,
2012). The major contribution of force production necessary to propel a basketball towards
the basket during the propulsion phase of the
shooting motion is attributed to the lower body
and close to the ball release phase gradually
transitioned to the upper body (Hayes, 1987).
Therefore, we may assume that inadequate
kinematics of knee, hip, and ankle can ultimately decrease the likelihood of successful
free throw shooting outcome via kinematic
compensations that may inhibit optimal upper
body force production and transmission.
Along with elbow height, relative release
angle and relative hand release height were
the two variables with a considerable contribution to the overall free throw shooting proficiency prediction model. When compared to
the non-proficient group of free throw shoot-

or free throw shooting accuracy. Furthermore,
findings by Hudson (1983) revealed no difference in trunk inclination between players with
a high and low shooting ability, although trunk
inclination is likely influenced by the degree of
knee flexion. While being distinctively lower
in magnitude and capable of distinguishing between proficient and non-proficient free throw
shooters in the present study, the dissimilarities in the knee, hip, and ankle flexion variables disappear when comparisons are made
between made and missed free throw shoots
within the proficient group of shooters. Uygur
et al. (2010) studied ten male collegiate basketball players and revealed similar findings. The
researchers found no significant differences in
the knee, hip, and ankle flexion between successful and unsuccessful free throw shooting
attempts (Uygur et al., 2010). The inability
to observe the differences in the previously
mentioned kinematic variables stayed consistent even when fatigued (Uygur et al., 2010).
Considering that collegiate basketball players
presumably need to have a decent shooting
percentage in order to qualify to play at that
specific level of competition, their shooting
ability may resemble the shooting percentage
of the proficient group of shooters examined in
this study. Thus, the inability to observe significant kinematic differences between made and
missed free throw shots may be attributed to
the performance characteristics in the cohort
of the examined subjects, as well as the specific variables examined.
Upon conducting the full discriminant
function analysis, the variable with the greatest distinguishing power between proficient
and non-proficient free throw shooters was the
relative elbow height. When adjusted for the
subject’s body height, our findings indicated
that higher elbow placement during the preparatory phase of the free throw shooting motion was inversely associated with the shoot18
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ton & Reinschmidt, 1997; Miller and Bartlett,
1996; Okazaki et al., 2015).
While notable kinematic differences were
present and were able to differentiate between
proficient and non-proficient free throw shooters, when the same dependent variables were
examined between made and missed free
throw shots within the proficient group of
shooters, no statistical differences were found.
The elbow height and hand release height
magnitudes, the two variables with the previously discussed greatest discriminating power,
were identical between made and missed free
throw attempts while the rest of the variables
differ by approximately one degree. Based on
these findings, we can conclude that the ability to differentiate between made and missed
free throw shots within subjects with good free
throw shooting ability (i.e., ≥70%) is minimal.
Mullineaux & Uhl’s (2010) findings offer further support to our findings suggesting that the
margin of error affecting the success of the
free throw shot is very small and most likely is
caused by player’s intention to correct shooting technique. These corrections are most likely to occur upon a player’s ability to perceive
certain flaws in their execution just before the
time point of ball release (Mullineaux & Uhl,
2010). Thus, despite not reaching the level of
statistical significance, the minimal differences in knee, hip, and release angles may be an
underlying factor leading to the unsuccessful
free throw shooting outcome.

ers in the present study, significantly greater
release heights and lower release angles were
observed for the proficient group of free throw
shooters. Our findings contradict the findings
of Hudson (1983) who reported no difference
in the angle of projection between high, moderate, and low skill free throw shooters. Moreover, it was reported that the release angle for
the high skill group ranged between 46-60°,
with a mean value of 52° (Hudson, 1983).
Previous research, conducted with the purpose
of theoretically estimating the optimal release
angle, further supports the findings of Hudson
(1983) and indicates almost identical release
angles of approximately 52° (Huston & Grau,
2003; Tran & Silverberg, 2008). However, our
findings for the proficient group of free throw
shooters displayed slightly larger release angles. It was found that the mean release angle
for the proficient group of shooters was 56.5°
which was significantly lower when compared
to the non-proficient group. Also, our findings
regarding the height of the ball release agree
with previous research findings suggesting
that higher release heights may be positively
associated with increases in free throw shooting accuracy (Tran & Silverberg, 2008). Basketball players with high free throw shooting
capabilities released the ball at greater heights
when compared to players with poor free throw
shooting capabilities, regardless of their body
size (Hudson, 1983). Moreover, it is interesting
to note that the release angle displayed an inverse relationship with the hand release height
variable. The results of this study show that
proficient free throw shooters were capable
of releasing the basketball at greater heights
while maintaining lower release angles. These
observations offer further support to the previously studies suggesting that player’s ability to
increase the height of the release may allow for
the reduced angle of release and are likely associated with lower body kinematics (Hamil-

CONCLUSION
The findings of this study suggest that
lower elbow positioning influenced by greater
knee, hip, and ankle flexion during the preparatory phase of the free throw shooting motion
may lead to improvements in basketball free
throw shooting accuracy. Moreover, greater
ball release height and release angle values
closer to previously estimated standards could
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decrease the margin of error and aid in further
improvements in free throw shooting performance. Although using the kinematic variables
examined in this study may perhaps distinguish between proficient and non-proficient
free throw shooters in 94% of the cases, small
changes in their magnitudes may lead to unsuccessful free throw shooting outcomes. Further research should focus on determining the
optimal magnitudes for each of the examined
variables as well as how they differ between
playing positions and various levels of basketball competition (high school, collegiate, and
professional).
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to reveal the average level and variability of the
signs of physical development and specific working capacity of 17-19-year-old
Bulgarian handball players and, on this basis, to develop an up-to-date norm
framework for control and optimization of sports training in the studied age
group. The object of the study is the characteristics of physical development,
specific physical fitness, technical and tactical skills, and some mental characteristics. The research was done among 115 handball players between the age of
17 and 19 from the top 10 teams, participating in the national championship for
juniors under 19 years old. Anthropometric measurements and sports-pedagogical testing were conducted for the needs of the study with a total of 34 indicators
for establishing the level of physical development, specific physical and technical-tactical preparation and some mental characteristics and qualities of the
handball players of the studied age group. The following research methods were
applied to solve the purpose and tasks of the research: review study and theoretical analysis of the specialized literature, anthropometry, manual dynamometry,
sports-pedagogical testing and ascertaining psychological experiment. Frequency analysis and descriptive statistics, sigma estimation method, and index
method were used for mathematical-statistical data analysis. The applied approach allowed developing normative tables for evaluation of the results of each
competitor or team, based on which, person or team optimization models could
be developed, revealing both strengths and weaknesses in their preparation.
Key words: handball, adolescents, physical development, specific working
capacity, control, optimization

INTRODUCTION
Control is part of a person’s cognitive activity (Zhelyazkov, Dasheva, 2017) or a cogni
tive process (Brogli, 2012), during which information is collected and the current state of
an object (system) is assessed in view of the
purposefully (pre-planned) development and
perfection.
The main factors of sports achievement,
which are related to the basic parameters
(signs, qualities, properties) of human motor
skills, are the object of control (Brogli, 1991).
Permanent monitoring and evaluation of the
state of preparation of the competitors and the
teams, allows making timely adjustments of

the training programs to improve the training
process and to increase the level of specific
working capacity (Tzarova, 2013).
In 1982, for the purposes of controlling
physical, technical, and tactical preparation,
Krastev and Nikolaev, developed the Handball
Program, providing a regulatory framework
for the evaluation of children from mini-handball groups, boys, girls, and adolescents. However, this norm framework is very old - it was
developed more than 35 years ago.
A System for control and evaluation of the
training process of handball player is developed in the current Unified Handball Program
(Krastev, Varbanov, 2014). This System al22
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is that the adaptation process is a nonlinear
function of physical activity, i.e., dose-effect
dependence develops in the so-called logistic
curve. Therefore, the higher the level of development of this trait, i.e., the better the achievement, the less growth can be expected on it
per unit of training work. This suggests that it
is more correct in the training process to focus
on improving the performance of those indicators that have a lower level at the time of
preparation in the future, i.e., a lower value of
the calculated by the normative framework T.
According to Zhelyazkov (1978) and Tzarova (2013), establishment of the similar norm
framework is one of the most important circumstances for optimizing sports training and
will certainly assist sports specialists with the
preparation of young players. The authors believe that deriving the factor weights of the
variables and revealing of the factor structure
of the sports preparedness enable the optimization of the training in a strategic aspect (depending on the importance of separate performance variables), while evaluating the results
through tables of norms allows for tactical (ongoing) optimization of the training, depending
on the current level of preparation.
The study of literary sources allowed the
following work hypothesis to be formulated:
The generation of up-to-date information
on the state of the physical development, the
physical fitness and the specific technical-tactical preparedness and the mental qualities of
the best Bulgarian handball players from the
age group 17-19 years will make it possible
to develop an up-to-date regulatory basis with
high sensitivity (50-ball evaluation scale)
for control on a large number of indicators,
which will allow the coaches to gain information both for the well-developed and for
the weakly developed qualities and skills of
their athletes and to develop mechanisms for
optimizing the future training process of all

lows the assessment of sports working capacities, based on 9 indicators, to be made, but
the 3-point rating scale greatly limits coaches
in their attempts to obtain a more accurate assessment of the state of the various signs of
their players’ training. The monitoring of the
dynamics of the basic parameters of the specific current working capacity, as well as the
comparative analysis of the results of the students from the 5th to the 12th grade with the
Handball profile in Bulgarian sports schools,
allows Chanev (Tzarova et al., 2012) to develop a system for evaluation of sports’ preparation. This enables teachers and coaches to
manage the training process of their players,
but the used test battery includes only 7 indicators, and a 16-point rating scale is applied,
which also imposes some limitations.
We think that such studies are much more
valuable when control is exercised on all aspects of sports training, and especially when
it concerns youth players from our age group
(17-19-year-old) who are a reserve of high
sports performance. Moreover, the used evaluation scale needs to be more sensitive, like
the 50-point one we decided to use (Chanev,
2017), which sequentially allows smaller differences in the level of development of each
of the observed signs to be correctly evaluated
and compared.
It is correct to also note the scientific articles of Nikolaev (1978), Krastev and Nikolaev
(1982), Avramov (2007, 2015), Valkov (2011),
but in them the normative tables also include
a smaller number of indicators or are aimed at
younger age groups.
From the theory of sports science (Zhelyazkov & Dasheva, 2017) we know that depending on the current state of the parameters
for which the relevant indicator carries information, with the same amount of training
work, a different increase in the results on the
indicators can be obtained. The reason for this
23
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ers was conducted.
The applied methodology is borrowed from
another scientific research (Chanev, 2017),
aiming to reveal the age peculiarities in the
development of the specific working capacity
of adolescent Bulgarian handball players, successfully defended before the Scientific Jury
for awarding the educational and scientific degree “Ph.D.“.
The following research methods were applied to accomplish the goal and tasks of the
research:
1. Survey and theoretical analysis of the
specialized literature.
2. Anthropometry - information was collected along 10 anthropometric indicators
(from 1st to 9th and 12th - Table 1) at the beginning of the first training activity for each
of the teams. Measurements were made with
the use of standard instruments (Silver Crest,
GPM - Swiss Made and Silver Crest - Germany) and standard methods (Slanchev et
al., 1992). For more complete characteristics
of physical development, the so-called Body
Mass Index (BMI) recommended by the World
Health Organization (Petkov, Toteva, Maznev
and Dimitrova, 2012) was calculated.
3. Manual dynamometry - for measuring
the grip strength of both the comfortable and
the uncomfortable upper limb (Table 1 - indicators 10 and 11), using the so-called manual dynamometer (Drp 90 - URSS), according
to the standard procedure of Slanchev et al.
(1992);
4. Sports-pedagogical testing - for determining of the level of development of the
special motor and specific technical and tactical preparation. The test battery includes 14
sports-pedagogical tests (Table 1), divided into
two groups:
• for special fitness - 8 tests (indicators 14
to 21);
• for specific technical and tactical prepara-

sides of the sports training.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
reveal the average level and variability of the
signs of physical development and the specific
working capacity of 17-19-year-old Bulgarian
handball players and, on this basis, to develop
an up-to-date norm framework for control and
optimization of sports training in the studied
age group.
METHODS
This study was conducted from 2014 to
2017. The subject of the research is handball
among adolescents. The object of the study is
the parameters of physical development, special physical preparation, specific technical and
tactical skills, and some mental characteristics.
Thе subject of research were 115 students
from the second educational level (10th, 11th,
and 12th grade) from Bulgarian schools, training in an organized way handball in 10 Sports
Handball Clubs, whose teams won the right to
participate in the Bulgarian National Championship for juniors under 19 in 2017. The
surveyed sample represents 87% of the total
population (participants in the National Championship), which is a guarantee for high statistical reliability of the obtained results. The
average age of the general totality is 18 years.
The sport-pedagogical testing of the players, taking part in the research, was conducted
in the period of 1-1.5 months before the finals
of the National Championship`2017 (in May)
in the time of 2 training activities for each
of the teams. Each player participated in the
testing voluntarily – at the beginning of the
sports-competition year, each handball player signs a document for informed consent for
participation in the training process, including
in various medical and sports-pedagogical research such as our testing. For eliminating the
risks of injuries, before the start of the specific
test exercises, a standard warm-up of the play24
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tion - 6 tests (indicators from 22 to 27).
The testing on the indicators, characterizing the special physical fitness (from 14th to
21st), was made in the time of the first training
activity for each of the teams, after measuring

the anthropometric indicators. The tests, characterizing the specific technical and tactical
preparedness (indicators from 22 to 27) was
made during the second training activity for
each of the teams, after the psychological tests.

Table 1. List of the indicators of the physical development and the specific working capacity of
the handball players
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Variables
Height
Height with arms outstretched
Stretch (horizontal)
Length of upper limb
Length of lower limb
Span length
Span width
Breaststroke - Pause
Breathing difference
Strength of comfortable upper limb
Strength of uncomfortable upper limb
Weight
Body Mass Index
20 m sprint
Running around stands
Long jump from place
Triple jump from place
Vertical bounce
Vertical bounce after reinforcement
Crunches
Shuttle - 10 x 15 m
Dribbling around stands
Ball dribbling index
Throwing handball ball in length
7-meter throw in goal - % successful
Long jump throwing the ball - % successful
Moving in defence
Coordination-motor test - t
Coordination-motor test - errors
Coordination-motor test - coefficient
Black and red Schulte table
Short-term memory test - t
Short-term memory test - replied
Short-term memory test - coefficient

Measure units
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
kg
kg
kg
kg/m2
s
s
m
m
cm
cm
number
s
s
s
m
%
%
s
s
N
s
s
s
number
s

Precision Growth direction
1,0
+
1,0
+
1,0
+
1,0
+
1,0
+
0,5
+
0,5
+
1,0
+
1,0
+
0,1
+
0,1
+
1,0
0,01
+
0,01
0,01
0,05
+
0,05
+
0,5
+
0,5
+
1,0
+
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,5
+
0,01
+
0,01
+
0,01
0,01
1,0
0,01
+
0,01
0,01
1,00
+
0,01
-

- Indicator 15 (Running around stands)
– Eight running is performed between two
cones, located at a distance of 15 m from
each other. The player starts optionally (left
or right) after a whistle signal. Two experiments are performed, taking into account
the better achievement, with an accuracy of
0.01 s (Figure 1).

The sports-pedagogical tests are applied as
follows:
- Indicator 14 (20 m sprint) – From the
starting position a high start, the player runs at
a maximum speed a distance of 20 m. He starts
after a whistle signal. The result is read with
an accuracy of 0.01 s. Two runs are performed
and the better achievement is respected.
25
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Figure 1. Running and dribbling around the stand
- Indicator 16 (Long jump from place)
- From the starting position - standing with
arms forward and upwards (feet slightly open,
located on one line), squatting is performed,
combined with swinging the arms through the
bottom to the back, followed by reversing the
arms and bouncing the length of two legs with
an aim to land as far as possible. The distance
from the starting line to the last mark left by
the jumper’s feet is recorded to the nearest 1.0
cm. Two attempts are performed, respecting
the better achievement.
- Indicator 17 (Triple jump from place) Starting position - standing with hands up, feet
slightly apart, located in a line. A swing of the
arms through the front and bottom to the back
is performed, combined with springing of the
legs, followed by a reverse swing of the arms
through the bottom to the front and up and a
bounce from both legs (simultaneously). The
player lands first on one foot, then on the other, and finally lands on both feet. The distance
from the starting line to the last track left by the
jumper is recorded to the nearest 1.0 cm. Two
attempts are made. The better achievement is
respected.
- Indicator 18 (Vertical bounce) – The test
is performed next to a wall (or a lath), delineated by every centimeter. The player stands with
his face close to it, without taking his heels off
the floor, and stretches his most comfortable
hand up the wall (lath). The height reached
point (h) is read, to the nearest 0.5 cm. Then
he makes a maximum bounce of two legs from

a place. Preliminary swinging of the arms and
springing of the legs is allowed, but without
separating the feet from the floor. At the highest point of the vertical bounce, the fingers of
the hand touch the wall (lath) and the height
reached (H) is measured with an accuracy of
0.5 cm. As a final result of the test, the value X
= H - h is calculated.
- Indicator 19 (Vertical bounce after reinforcement) – The preparation and reporting of
the result is as in indicator 18, but the player
stands at a distance of 2.5-3 m from the place of
rebound, performs 3 running steps and bounces in the vertical direction of one leg, with a
strive to reach maximum height.
- Indicator 20 (Crunches) - It works in pairs.
The performer is in the initial position, lying on
the floor (occipital position) with knees bent
at 90°, feet spread shoulder-width apart, hands
placed on the nape of the neck with elbows to
the side. The partner holds the ankles and fixes
the feet to the floor. The player performs lifts
to the seat position, with the forehead trying to
touch the knees. There should be a fist distance
between the chin and the chest at all times. The
elbows remain directed to the side. The number of correctly performed abdominal presses
for 30 s is reported.
- Indicator 21 (Shuttle - 10 x 15 m) – The
player stands on the starting line in the high
start position. After a sound signal, he performs
sprints with a change of direction along a section with a length of 15 m. The corresponding
line must be stepped before each turn. There
26
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(measuring 50 by 50 cm), putting in each corner of the door. For the last 2 throws the player
can choose the corner. The final result is calculated like the percentage (%) of successful hits.
- Indicator 26 (Long jump throwing the
ball - % successful) – A number of six throws
are performed with a rebound in length after a
deceptive movement (a feint) to the free hand
against a cone, placed directly against the door
of the free throw line. The final result is calculated like the percentage (%) of successful
hits.
- Indicator 27 (Moving in defence) – The
player performs moving in defense position
of the body around an isosceles triangle with
a base of 4 m and a thigh of 3 m. Cones are
placed at each corner of the triangle (Figure
2). He starts after a whistle signal and performs
a lateral movement along the base of the triangle to the right, a sharp change of direction
and return to the starting position, an attack
forward to the right to the top of the triangle
and a movement back and right to the it base.
The route is passed without interruption. Two
attempts are made. The better performance is
reported, with accuracy of 0.01 s.

are 5 cycles “going - returning”. The time is
recording with an accuracy of 0.01 s.
- Indicator 22 (Dribbling around stands)
– The test is the same as at indicator 15 (see
Figure 1), but the exercise is performed with
a dribble.
- Indicator 23 (Ball dribbling index) – The
results for this indicator are calculated as the
difference between the achievements of each
handball player in test 22 and test 15.
- Indicator 24 (Throwing handball ball in
length) – Starting position standing, the ball
is held with both hands in front of the body.
The player carries the ball over the shoulder,
combined with one step back with the foot of
the same name on the throwing hand, and the
center of gravity is transferred to it. This is followed by a sharp movement of the leg and arm
in the opposite direction, followed by throwing the ball lengthwise. Two experiments are
performed, respecting the better achievement,
with an accuracy of 0.5 m.
- Indicator 25 (7-meter throw in goal - %
successful) – A number of six 7-metres throws
are performed, as, at the first 4, the ball is directed consistently to the each of the squares

Figure 2. Moving in defence
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5. Ascertaining psychological experiments
- to establish some psychological abilities and
qualities, at the beginning of the second training activity for each of the teams, the psychological tests were performed. Appropriate test
methodologies (Table 1 - indicators 28 to 34)
are applied as follows:
- Indicators from 28 to 30 (Motor coordination test) - after signal, the players try for the
shortest time to draw a continuous line (with a
pencil) from the entrance to the exit of the labyrinth drawn on a sheet of paper. The time for
passing through the labyrinth and the number
of mistakes are taken into account and on this
basis the so-called coordination-motor coefficient is extracted, which represents the average
time (in seconds) for one error;
- Indicator 31 (Black-and-red table) black-and-red digital tables (a modified version of Schulte’s methodology) are used. The
work is carried out in a group. After a signal,
the plyers find the numbers written in the colour indicated by the researcher (black or red),
in a sequential order from 1 upwards, and write
in a special form the letters in the lower corner
of the square of each number, trying to reach
as fast as possible to 24. The time for detecting all digits of the respective colour shall be
recorded, with an accuracy of 0.01 s. Then the
table is inverted, and the procedure is repeated.
The evaluation takes the better achievement;
- Indicators from 32 to 34 (Short-term
memory) - the test consists of nine geometric signs as substitution incentives. The subjects examine and memorize the signs for 30
s. Then, for an unlimited time, they reproduce
the received information on a special form.
The time for filling in the entire form (indicator
32) is reported, with an accuracy of 0.01 s, as
well as the number of errors. Based on this, the
number of correct answers is calculated (indicator 33), as well as the short-term memory
ratio (STMCo - indicator 34), according to the

following formula (1):
(1) STMCo = t / number of correct answers * 75
The results of the study were subjected to
mathematical and statistical processing by:
1. Frequency analysis - to establish the relative shares (in %) of the successful hits in the
door when performing 7-meter throws from
place and with rebound in length.
2. Descriptive statistics - to determine the
average levels and variability of the studied
variables total for the whole group observed.
3. Sigma evaluation method - for quantitative assessment of the condition of the measured features. Based on the average level, a
normative table was designed for the whole
population (17-19-year-old handball players),
which makes it easy and quick to evaluate each
individual or team result. The T scores are normalized values presented

in our research in a
50-point scoring system that allows comparisons to be made of scores across differently
sized tests and indicators (measured in s, m,
cm, kg, number, %, etc.). The average of the
whole population corresponds to 25 points. In
cases where a lower quality score for a given
variable corresponds to a higher quality (for
example, time to travel a given distance), the
rating scale is reversed. In our case, this was
done along 11 of the examined indicators. For
each competitor, the so-called summary score,
as an average sum of his grades on all indicators, which bears information on his level
of physical development and specific performance and can be considered as an analog of
his fitness (ΣTaverage = ΣT1-34 / 34). The procedure for applying the sigma estimation method
is completely correct, since the shape of the
distribution of our traits, with few exceptions,
is close to the so-called normal Gauss-Laplace
distribution. This was confirmed by the calculated values of the asymmetry coefficients
(As) and kurtosis (Ex).
4. Index method - for calculating the so28
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ied psychological abilities and qualities of the
surveyed Bulgarian handball players (Table 2).
The analysis of the first group of indicators
(from 1 to 13) provided information about the
physical development of the handball players.
The average height of the surveyed players
was 178.36 cm, and the average weight was
74.05 kg. The estimate body mass index calculated was generally around normal body mass
(BMI = 23.32 kg / m2). However, a detailed observation on the individual values of the index
showed that 13% of the surveyed Bulgarian
handball players competing in the age group
up to 19 years were overweight, and another
3.50% were obese (Figure 3).

called Body Mass Index (BMI) with the following formula (2):
(2) BMI = Weight (kg) / Height (m)²
For the qualitative evaluation of body mass
indexes of our handball players, we used the
adapted table of Slanchev et al. (1992) for the
diagnosis of obesity.
RESULTS
The processing of the collected information, with the help of descriptive statistics,
allowed gaining an idea of the average level
and variability of the basic signs of physical
development, the specific physical and technical-tactical preparation, as well as the studObesity (3,50%)

Underweight (12,20%)

Overweight (13,00%)

Normal body mass (71,30%)

Figure 3. Relative shares of the degree of obesity
Table 2. Mean values and variability of the indicators of the physical development and the spe
cific working capacity of the 17-19-year-old handball players
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Variables / Parameters
Height
Height with arms outstretched
Stretch (horizontal)
Length of upper limb
Length of lower limb
Span length
Span width
Breaststroke - pause
Breathing difference
Strength of comfortable upper limb
Strength of uncomfortable upper limb
Weight
Body Mass Index
20 m sprint
Running around stands
Long jump from place
Triple jump from place
Vertical bounce
Vertical bounce after reinforcement
Crunches
Shuttle - 10 x 15 m

Mean
178.36
230.42
180.99
77.59
101.35
19.05
23.29
93.59
6.15
52.83
46.46
74.05
23.32
3.35
6.90
2.34
6.79
48.17
57.34
24.95
34.56
29

S
6.27
8.95
6.76
3.29
4.68
1.18
1.37
6.65
1.29
8.92
8.32
11.47
3.26
0.21
0.57
0.20
0.61
5.83
6.82
2.90
1.70

V
3.52
3.89
3.73
4.24
4.62
6.19
5.88
7.10
20.99
16.89
17.90
15.49
13.98
6.14
8.20
8.36
8.94
12.11
11.90
11.64
4.92

min
159
197
154
67
88
17
21
76
3
30
25
45
17.79
3.92
8.64
1.8
5.2
32
39
16
41.66

max
195
254
200
85
114
23
26.5
119
11
80
69
118
34
2.82
5.88
2.75
8.3
68
74
32
31.22
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Dribbling around stands
Ball dribbling index
Throwing handball ball in length
7-meter throw in goal - % successful
Long Jump Throw - % successful
Moving in defence
Coordination-motor test - t
Coordination-motor test - errors
Coordination-motor test - coefficient
Black and red Schulte table
Short-term memory test - t
Short-term memory test - replied
Short-term memory test - coefficient

Sasho Chanev

7.58
0.67
35.23
48.21
48.47
11.02
111.32
18.11
11.07
114.39
197.77
69.21
217.13

0.77
0.36
4.03
17.26
12.57
0.68
27.32
12.27
11.70
24.88
23.40
6.58
38.86

10.11
52.97
11.44
35.80
25.94
6.16
24.54
67.75
105.68
21.75
11.83
9.50
17.90

10.4
2.73
25.5
17
17
12.56
209
2
1.17
202
272
38
127.7

6.08
0.04
44
100
83
9.05
53
69
51.25
59
126
75
404.27

handball was reported in H. L., who reached
only 32 cm.
As shown in Table 2, the studied handball
players made an average of 24.95 lifts sit-up
for 30 seconds.
The third group of indicators (from № 22
to № 27) provides information about the level of specific technical and tactical training of
young handball players. It is noticeable that
some competitors showed a small difference
between the achievements in crossing the
route on Figure 1, with running (indicator 15)
and with dribbling the ball (indicator 22). The
evidence is the value of Xmax at indicator 23,
which was only 0.04 s. But, at the same time,
in the group there was a boy who covered the
distance with the ball 2.73 s (Xmin) slower. That
means, the surveyed handball group was heterogeneous concerning the ability to move on
the field with a ball, as evidenced by the high
coefficient of variation (V23 = 52.97%).
The analysis of indicators 25 and 26 that
showed the efficiency of throwing the ball
into the goal (see Table 2) from 7-meter and in
throwing with a rebound in length was almost
the same (respectively 48.21% and 48.47%).
The first three indicators for the fourth
group are shown in Table 2. They reveal the
level of the psychological qualities, carrying
information about the coordination-motor
abilities of the young handball players. Based
on the obtained individual results, the relative

As we can see from Figure 3, the relative
share of those who were underweight (12.20%)
is very close to that of overweight boys.
Connected to the study is indicator 9,
which carries information about the functional
capacity of the chest, the variation table shows
that the average life expectancy for the whole
group was 6.15 cm. At the same time, however, in the group there were both boys with a
respiratory difference of only 3 cm and others
with almost 4 times higher values (11 cm).
All this, quite naturally, affects the variability of the studied groups in terms of respiratory volume of the chest, an indicator that is
extremely important for the coach because it
carries information about the ability of athletes
to support volume training loads.
The second group of indicators (from №
14 to № 21) provides information about the
level of special physical fitness of the studied
handball players. The analysis showed that
the physical abilities of boys, in general, were
quite close, although among them there were
some whose achievements were twice lower
than the achievements of the best plyers. For
example, with an average vertical rebound of
48.17 cm for the group, the highest level of
development of the explosive strength of the
lower extremities in vertical muscular effort
was demonstrated by A. N. (18 years old),
who reached 68 cm. The lowest level of development of this important motor quality for
30
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at 11.30% and 8.70%, respectively. The relative share of handball players demonstrating a
satisfactory level was higher (15.65%). On the
positive side, only 7.83% of the juniors participating in the national championship during the
studied year had a low level of development of
coordination skills.

shares of the level of development of these important for sports games abilities of the organism were determined (Figure 4).
It is clear from the figure that more than
half of the surveyed players (56.52%) had a
good level of development of coordination
skills. Very good and high level was observed

High level
(8,70%)

Low level
(7,83%)
Satisfactory
(15,65%)

Very good level
(11,30%)

Good level
(56,52%)

Figure 4. Relative shares of the level of development of coordination-motor abilities
29 and 30 were extremely high - 67.75% and
105.68%, respectively, and they evidence the
heterogeneity of the observed players concerning the studied coordination-motor features.

These differences in the level of development of coordination skills affect the variability of indicators. As we can see from Figure 5,
the coefficients of variation for the indicators

105,68

120,00
100,00

67,75

80,00

0,00

21,75
11,83
9,50
17,90

24,54

6,16

3,52
3,89
3,73
4,24
4,62
6,19
5,88
7,10

20,00

20,99
16,89
17,90
15,49
13,98
6,14
8,20
8,36
8,94
12,11
11,90
11,64
4,92
10,11

40,00

11,44

60,00

35,80
25,94

52,97

%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

Indicators

Figure 5. Dispersion of the studied variables of physical development and specific working
capacity
The results from “Black and Red Schulte the level of concentration, distribution, and
Table” (indicator 31) allowed us to determine flexibility of attention. The analysis of Table
31
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ment of short-term memory. The analysis of
Figure 6 shows that in the area „ ± S” are
included almost 74% of the surveyed players
(73.91%). Unfortunately, the lowest percentage (11.30%) was the relative share of young
handball players, having a high level of development of short-term memory. Positively, the
relative share of those with a low level was
below 15% (14.78%).

2 and Figure 5 shows that the average time
for detection and writing in the form of the
numbers from 1 to 24 in total for the studied
handball players was 114.39 seconds. It means
that the players were relatively homogeneous
concerning the of attention parameters (V31 =
21.75%).
The last three psychological indicators
carry information about the level of develop-

Above the area
(11,31%)

Below the area
(14,78%)

In the area "X ± S"
(73,91%)

Figure 6. Distribution of the studied handball players, according to the level of development of
short-term memory
Following the variability of all indicators included in the attached test battery gives reason
to consider that the population surveyed (over
88%) was homogeneous and relatively homogeneous in terms of the observed features. An
exception, as we mentioned, is the indicators
characterizing the level of development of the
coordination abilities of the competitors (indicators 30 and 29 - V30 = 105.68% and V29 =
67.75%), the ability of young handball players
to run the ball at high speed (indicator 23 — V23
= 52.97%) and the efficiency of the 7 m target
throw (indicator 25 — V25 = 35.80%).

To solve the purpose and tasks of the study,
based on the average levels of all studied features, using the sigma method for evaluation,
a normative table was developed to assess
the physical development, the specific physical and technical-tactical preparation, as well
as the examined psychological abilities and
qualities of the best 17-19-year-old Bulgarian
handball players, competing in the age group
of 19. As an example, here is part of the normative table that contains the standards for
physical fitness (Table 3) and technical-tactical
skills (Table 4).

Table 3. Normative table (sample) for evaluation of the physical development and the specific
performance of 17-19-years-old Bulgarian handball players
Value Т Value Р Long jump Triple jump
(points)
(%)
16.
17.
50
99.38
2.84
8.32
49
99.18
2.82
8.26
48
98.93
2.80
8.20
47
98.61
2.78
8.14
46
98.22
2.76
8.07

Vertical jump from place
18.
65.25
64.56
63.88
63.20
62.51
32

Vertical jump after runout
19.
74.39
73.71
73.03
72.35
71.66

Sit-up
20.
32.20
31.91
31.62
31.33
31.04
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45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

97.73
97.13
96.41
95.55
94.52
93.32
91.93
90.32
88.50
86.44
84.14
81.60
78.82
75.81
72.58
69.15
65.54
61.79
57.93
53.99
50.00
46.01
42.07
38.21
34.46
30.85
27.42
24.19
21.18
18.40
15.86
13.56
11.50
9.68
8.07
6.68
5.48
4.45
3.59
2.87
2.27
1.78
1.39
1.07
0.82

2.74
2.72
2.70
2.68
2.66
2.64
2.62
2.60
2.58
2.56
2.54
2.52
2.50
2.48
2.46
2.44
2.42
2.40
2.38
2.36
2.34
2.32
2.30
2.84
2.82
2.80
2.78
2.76
2.74
2.72
2.70
2.68
2.66
2.64
2.62
2.60
2.58
2.56
2.54
2.52
2.50
2.48
2.46
2.44
1.86

8.01
7.95
7.89
7.83
7.77
7.71
7.65
7.59
7.53
7.46
7.40
7.34
7.28
7.22
7.16
7.10
7.04
6.98
6.92
6.85
6.79
6.73
6.66
8.32
8.26
8.20
8.14
8.07
8.01
7.95
7.89
7.83
7.77
7.71
7.65
7.59
7.53
7.46
7.40
7.34
7.28
7.22
7.16
7.10
5.21

61.83
61.15
60.47
59.78
59.10
58.42
57.73
57.05
56.37
55.68
55.00
54.32
53.64
52.95
52.27
51.59
50.90
50.22
49.54
48.85
48.17
47.52
46.87
65.25
64.56
63.88
63.20
62.51
61.83
61.15
60.47
59.78
59.10
58.42
57.73
57.05
56.37
55.68
55.00
54.32
53.64
52.95
52.27
51.59
32.50

33

70.98
70.30
69.62
68.94
68.25
67.57
66.89
66.21
65.53
64.84
64.16
63.48
62.80
62.12
61.43
60.75
60.07
59.39
58.71
58.02
57.34
56.66
55.98
74.39
73.71
73.03
72.35
71.66
70.98
70.30
69.62
68.94
68.25
67.57
66.89
66.21
65.53
64.84
64.16
63.48
62.80
62.12
61.43
60.75
40.97

30.75
30.46
30.17
29.88
29.59
29.30
29.01
28.72
28.43
28.14
27.85
27.56
27.27
26.98
26.69
26.40
26.11
25.82
25.53
25.24
24.95
24.60
24.25
23.90
23.55
23.20
22.85
22.50
22.15
21.80
21.45
21.10
20.75
20.40
20.05
19.70
19.35
19.00
18.65
18.30
17.95
17.60
17.25
16.90
16.55
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Table 4. Normative table (sample) for evaluation of the physical development and the specific
performance of the 17-19-year-old Bulgarian handball players
Value Т
(points)

Value Р
(%)

50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8

99.38
99.18
98.93
98.61
98.22
97.73
97.13
96.41
95.55
94.52
93.32
91.93
90.32
88.50
86.44
84.14
81.60
78.82
75.81
72.58
69.15
65.54
61.79
57.93
53.99
50.00
46.01
42.07
38.21
34.46
30.85
27.42
24.19
21.18
18.40
15.86
13.56
11.50
9.68
8.07
6.68
5.48
4.45

Dribble around
the stands
22.
5.65
5.73
5.80
5.88
5.96
6.04
6.11
6.19
6.27
6.34
6.42
6.50
6.57
6.65
6.73
6.81
6.88
6.96
7.04
7.11
7.19
7.27
7.34
7.42
7.50
7.58
7.67
7.77
7.87
7.96
8.06
8.16
8.25
8.35
8.45
8.55
8.64
8.74
8.84
8.93
9.03
9.13
9.22

Dribble
index
23.
0.02
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.21
0.23
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.34
0.36
0.39
0.41
0.44
0.47
0.49
0.52
0.54
0.57
0.60
0.62
0.65
0.67
0.74
0.81
0.87
0.94
1.00
1.07
1.14
1.20
1.27
1.33
1.40
1.47
1.53
1.60
1.66
1.73
1.80
34

Throwing a hhandball
ball - length
24.
45.31
44.90
44.50
44.10
43.69
43.29
42.89
42.48
42.08
41.68
41.28
40.87
40.47
40.07
39.66
39.26
38.86
38.45
38.05
37.65
37.25
36.84
36.44
36.04
35.63
35.23
34.83
34.42
34.02
33.62
33.22
32.81
32.41
32.01
31.60
31.20
30.80
30.39
29.99
29.59
29.19
28.78
28.38

7-meter throw –
% successful
25.
91.36
89.64
87.91
86.18
84.46
82.73
81.01
79.28
77.55
75.83
74.10
72.38
70.65
68.92
67.20
65.47
63.75
62.02
60.29
58.57
56.84
55.12
53.39
51.66
49.94
48.21
46.89
45.56
44.23
42.91
41.58
40.26
38.93
37.60
36.28
34.95
33.63
32.30
30.97
29.65
28.32
27.00
25.67
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7
6
5
4
3
2
1

3.59
2.87
2.27
1.78
1.39
1.07
0.82

9.32
9.42
9.52
9.61
9.71
9.81
9.90

1.86
1.93
1.99
2.06
2.13
2.19
2.26

27.98
27.57
27.17
26.77
26.36
25.96
25.56

24.34
23.02
21.69
20.37
19.04
17.71
16.39

sonal optimization models can be developed.
As an example, here are two custom optimization models developed by us.
The first is a personal optimization model
of the specific physical fitness of 17-year-old
handball player T. K. (Figure 7).

The developed normative tables help the
assessment of the current level of development
of each of the observed variables, for each part
of sports training of the young handball players
competing in the age group up to 19 years. Based
on the calculated evaluation, the so-called per1
45
40

10

2

35
30
25
20

42
9

23

15
10
5

11

30

14

3

0

27

39 4

8

25
26
7

28
5

6

Figure 7. Personal optimization model of the special physical preparation of T. K. (17-year-old)
The figure shows the marks that the demonstrated a high level of development
competitor received for the level of devel- of the:
• explosive strength of the abdominal musopment of his specific physical qualities cles (indicator 20, T20 = 42 points);
between 11 and 42 points. It is quite clear
that this young handball player had uneven
• special speed of movement on the terdevelopment of the basic signs of physical
rain without a ball (indicator 15, T15 = 39
fitness.
points) and
At a more detailed analysis of the op• sprinting abilities (indicator 14, T14 = 30
timization, the model shows, that T. K.
points).
35
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At the same time, however, this competitor
received very low marks for the level of development of upper limb strength, respectively 11
points for the comfortable and 14 points for
the uncomfortable hand. Problems were also
observed regarding the level of development
of speed endurance (indicator 21, T21 = 23
points). The remaining signs of special physi-

cal fitness for T. K. were developed at the average and slightly above it for Bulgaria in the
studied population (T takes values between

25
and 28 points).
The second example model (Figure 8) is
the personal optimization model of the specific technical and tactical preparation of
the same competitor (T. K. – 17-years-old).
1

40

36

35
30
25

6

2

20

29

32

15
10
5
0

13

5

40

3

26

4

Figure 8. Personal optimization model of the specific technical-tactical preparation of T. K.
(17-year-old)
this player`s ability to move in defense, which
is extremely important for success in modern
handball.
The calculated summaries (the average sum of the scores on all indicators from
the side of sports training) of T. K. showed,
that during our study, this young competitor
showed a little above the average for Bulgaria
level for his special fitness (ΣT physical preparedness =
26.50 points) and a relatively high level of his
specific technical and tactical preparation (ΣT
= 29.33 points).
technical and tactical preparedness
In summary, it can be argued that the em-

The analysis of the model shows that here
the estimates of T. K. were higher than those
obtained for his special fitness. The young
handball player had a very high level of:
• the effectiveness of throwing the ball with
a rebound of length (indicator 26, T26 = 40
points);
• the ability to move around the terrain with
dribbling at high speed (indicators 22 and
23, T22 = 36 points and T23 = 32 points).
Relatively high (29 points) is also the assessment of the T. K. by indicator 27. This
is proof for the high level of development of
36
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they completed only 16-18 successful attempts
with a maximum achievement of 32 lifts.
It is necessary to increase the effectiveness
of shots at goal (Yankelich, 1973; Strochenski,
1984; Evtushenko, 1985; Shibila, Pori, Bon,
2002; Chanev, 2019), mainly from the 7-meter line, which will make a positive impact on
the level of competitive realization of young
handball players.
The development of the coordination-motor abilities is very important for increasing the
level of the technical skills and speed and power qualities of the adolescent handball players
(Tiriaki, 2015). It`s a positive fact, that more
than half of the surveyed 17-19-year-old Bulgarian players have a good level of development of coordination skills and one-fifth - very
good and high level, but overall, the population
studied is heterogeneity in terms of the studied
coordination-motor features.
The short-term memory is extremely important for sports games, as it provides the
players opportunity to navigate in game situations and make the right tactical decisions. The
analysis of the results from our research shows
that almost three-quarters of the surveyed Bulgarian handball players have a good level of
development of their short-term memory and
the relative share of young players who have a
high level of short-term memory development
is 11.30%. However, we think that the low
level of development of short-term memory in
15% of athletes can have a negative impact on
their successful development along the path of
high sportsmanship.
The competitors from the observed age
groups participate together in the championships of the Bulgarian Handball Federation which gave us a reason to set up this
population (17-19 years) and to develop the
normative assessment framework (Chanev,
2018). The developed normative framework
for control makes it possible quickly and

phasis of the future training work with T. K.
should be aimed primarily at developing the
strength of the upper limbs and the speed endurance. To improve his general physical condition, it is necessary to increase the volume
of the training work to develop the explosive
strength of the lower limbs in muscular efforts
in both horizontal and vertical plane. The efforts made to develop the signs on which the
assessments are highest will not lead to the
same training effect.
DISCUSSION
The problem with the overweight of the
players is very serious. The observation on
the individual values of the Body Mass Index
showed that 16,5% of the surveyed Bulgarian
handball players competing in the age group
up to 19 years were overweight or obese. This
problem could be solved only with the joint efforts of both the athletes and the coaching staff
of the teams, by applying an appropriate diet
and increasing the volume and intensity of the
training loads, which will lead to a reduction
in the body weight and build a quality musculoskeletal system (Tzarova, Tzarov, 2012;
Nestorov, 2019).
The results for the physical development
of the players of our group are very close and
coincide with the results of Krastev and Varbanov (2014), Avramov (2007).
In the studied group there were handball
players with ability to move on the field at high
speed developed at very high level. At the same
time, however, there were players who experienced serious difficulties in dribbling the ball
(Tzarova, Miladinov, Chanev et al., 2012).
We also think that the average level for
the group 24.95 lifts sit-up (for 30 seconds) is
relatively small for the studied age group, and
this due to the fact, that in the group there are
boys with very low level of development of
the explosive power of abdominal muscles –
37
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from other handball sports clubs of different
locations. In addition, the research population can be expanded to include curriculum
(both girls in the study age group practicing
handball and adolescent handball players in
the lower age group).

easily to evaluate the basic signs of physical
development and the specific working capacity (Borukova, 2018) of the 17-19-year-old
handball players at every moment of their
preparation.
Based on the calculated evaluation, the
so-called personal optimization models can
be developed (Trarova, 2013), which allows
coaches to understand both the best developed and the low developed qualities and
skills at every moment of the preparation of
young players and find adequate measures to
optimize the future training process with each
of them.
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CONCLUSION
For the first time our study offers a legal basis for control and optimization of the physical
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ABSTRACT

It is widely assumed that wrestling is a sport posing high requirements as
regards one’s physical qualities strength and endurance. A lot of specialists,
however, point out the necessity of harmonious and balanced development of all
motor qualities, including flexibility.
This research is aimed at wrestlers’ physical preparation and more specifically the dynamics in the physical quality flexibility. We attempted to find out
whether altitude influences the manifestation of the physical quality flexibility
and to what extent.
The research was done among 13 wrestlers from Bulgarian National team,
Greco-Roman style, men. We measured the flexibility of the spinal cord and coxofemoral joint during training camps held at low and high altitude. The tests
used (Т1, Т2, Т3 and Т4) are easy to be applied. The results were processed
statistically and further discussed. It is clear that there were statistically significant differences only along T2, and there was no reliable difference in the results
along the rest of the tests - Т1, Т3 and Т4 at a low and high altitude.
Key words: wrestling, flexibility, altitude

INTRODUCTION
Among the many factors contributing to
achievement of high sports results in wrestling, technical and physical preparation are
the most important ones. These sides of sports
perfection are interdependent and predetermine each other. Technique contributes to the
manifestation of a wrestler’s physical abilities,
and physical preparation increases the efficiency of the technique applied. In other words, in
order to increase technical mastery, we should
work not in isolation but simultaneously on the
development of physical qualities. Also, there
is a great potential in the forecasts about dynamics and development of both the technical
side of wrestlers’ preparation and the results
from their physical preparation.
According to the World Sports Encyclopedia there are more than 8,000 sports disciplines. Each of them develops certain set of
physical qualities and motor skills. In this
sense, each motor quality can be perfected

with the help of a great number of methods
and means characteristic of different sports
(Dimitrova, 2020).
According to a lot of authors the leading motor qualities are wrestlers’ speed-strength abilities which is an emanation and involves both
endurance and speed of a wrestler. We totally
agree with this fact. But due to sports wrestling
kinematic and dynamic nature, we should take
into consideration the significance and should
work on the development of coordination abilities, as well as flexibility of wrestlers.
A lot of authors have their own point of
view and surveys on flexibility as one of the
basic motor qualities of humans. Some of them
define flexibility as the ability to perform motions with great amplitude from the joints in
human body (Stanchev, 1999, 2015; Stanchev,
Tsiakaras, 2004; Dasheva, Jeliazkov, 2002;
Petrov, 1977; Makaveev, 1978).
Although there has not been a great attention paid to the physical quality flexibility, there
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degree of the angle formed between the two
lines is measured with an accuracy of 1 degree.
In a survey done in 2013 the focus was on
flexibility of the spinal cord because it is of
great importance for taking the position “wrestling bridge” for evading critical situation and
pins or as an element of some technical actions
used mostly in Greco-Roman wrestling. Of
course, the mobility of the shoulder grid, ankles, knees and coxofemoral joints is of great
importance, too (Makaveev, 2016).
We did not manage to find other research
held in low and high altitude. This was a premise for us to formulate the aim of this research:
to establish whether there was a significant difference in flexibility and to offer some tests for
measurement of wrestlers’ specific flexibility.
We also wanted to establish the dynamics in
the measured flexibility and its direction.
In order to fulfil the aim of the research we
set the following tasks:
Research of the available literature on the
topic.
Selection of four tests for measuring active and passive flexibility in certain joints,
which were easily applicable in practice but
informative enough.
Selection of the subjects of the research.
Testing and collecting the results.
Analysis of the obtained results.
Formulation of conclusions and recommendations based on the obtained results.
In order to fulfil the aim of the research we
surveyed the available literature and, on this
basis, selected four tests measuring active and
passive flexibility in certain joints. The tests
are easily applicable in practice and informative enough.

is some research done both in Bulgaria and in
other countries treating the issues related to the
development, measurement, and evaluation of
this motor quality. Nikolai Stanchev and Nikolai Dimitrov (1999) pointed out that wrestling
was a sport with special requirements towards
the quality flexibility. They stated that the mobility in all joints was very important in wrestling trainings and sports competitions, but the
mobility in coxofemoral joints was of particular importance. Special flexibility is needed for
execution of holds from standing position, but
is also useful in ground position (Bojichkov,
Stoilov, 2005). However, the dynamics in flexibility, in timely aspect, is not beneficial among
the researched wrestlers aged between 19 and
21 years (Nikolov, Iliev, 2013). In their research
they applied tests for measuring the flexibility
of the spinal cord and coxofemoral joints of
first- and second-year students at NSA “Vassil
Levski” who studied at the Sports Faculty with
major Freestyle and Greco-Roman wrestling
and competed in their style. They were tested
with the following control tests in 2013:
- „height and length of the wrestling bridge“
– the researched individual takes a position
“wrestling bridge” with his pelvis as high as
possible; the feet are flat on the ground, shoulder
width apart so that the bridge is stable enough.
The index “height” is the measurement of the
distance between the surface of the mat and the
highest point of the bridge (usually in the lumbar/waist area). The measurement is made with
a standard meter with an accuracy of one centimeter. The index “length” is the measurement
of the distance (in cm) between the line of the
heels and the closest point on the head.
- „Straddle position“ – the initial position
is the maximum straddle sitting position, the
knees are straight. Two lines are drawn with
chalk on the mat starting from the projection of
the os coxae and continuing towards the feet.
The measurement is done with goniometer. The

METHODS
Participants
Because this research focused on the physical preparation of elite Greco-Roman style
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with the work in the main part of the training
session designed by the coaches of the team.
One pair was summoned at a time for the testing. The rest of the competitors were performing the tasks from the main part of their training
session. The aim of the analysis was to evaluate the presence or absence of the achieved
results from the 4 tests during the preparation
at a low and high altitude.

wrestlers and especially on their flexibility, the
researched individuals were part of the male
Bulgarian Greco-Roman Wrestling National
team, competing in the age group 20 years.
The mean age of the participants was 25 years
– the youngest two wrestlers were 21 and the
oldest one was 36. The wrestlers’ training
experience varied from 10 years to 20 years.
The research was done among 15 individuals
but the data about only 13 of them were processed after the first and second measurement.

Statistical analysis
The data were presented in a table format.
The results were processed with MS Excel 2016.
In order to establish whether there was a significance difference in the results from the tests we
performed a normality check of the distribution
of the data and applied a test for hypotheses
check for two dependent samples. In this case,
we used variation analysis; t-test of Student for
two dependent samples; Jarque-Bera test for
normality of distribution of the data.
The measurements were made with a standard meter, in centimeters with an accuracy of
one centimeter.
We used four tests:
Test 1 (Т1) – from lying position; palms are
on the shoulders; a gradual raise of the torso as high as possible; the head is raised
to the highest position too (Figure 1). The
distance between the support and chin (the
active flexibility of the spinal cord) is measured.

Design
The first testing was done during the
preparatory period of the team. We took the
measurements of 15 people on 10.09.2020
at the sports facilities of Dianabad in Sofia.
The second testing was done at the end of
the preparatory period, in the training camp
(16.09.2020-07.10.2020) at High Mountain
Sports Facilities “Belmeken”. The second testing was carried out at the end of the preparation at the sports facilities in Belemken which
is situated on 2,050 meters altitude. (As we
have already mentioned, 13 people took part
in both tests – at a low and high altitude and
that is why only 13 people’s measurements
were analyzed).
Both surveys were done during the first
training session for the day (at about 11 a.m.),
right after the usual warm-up including general and specific wrestling exercises, and parallel

Figure 1. Test for measurement of the active flexibility of the spinal cord – Т1
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Test 2 (Т2) – the same as in T1 but with
some help from a partner – Figure 2 (pas-

sive flexibility).

Figure 2. Test for measurement of the passive flexibility of the spinal cord – Т2
highest position, the distance between the
mat and the proximal end of the kneecap is
measured (active flexibility).

Test 3 (Т3) – from lying position; arms up;
the right leg is raised/extended in the coxofemoral joint; the knee is straight; the pelvis is pinned to the mat (Figure 3). At the

Figure 3. Test for measurement of the active flexibility of the coxofemoral joint – Т3
individual. With the other hand he holds the
thigh and helps the raise (passive flexibility).

Test 4 (Т4) – the same as in Т3, but with
some help from a partner. The partner places one hand on the waist of the researched

Figure 4. Test for measurement of the passive flexibility of the coxofemoral joint – Т4
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RESULTS
Table 2 - for the tests done at the end of the
The tests and the obtained results are shown preparatory period at a high altitude.
in Table 1 – for the tests done in Sofia, and in
Table 1. Results from the tests at a low altitude (in cm)
Subjects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name/w.cat.
N.P./ 55
I.A./ 60
D.D./ 67
S.K./ 77
D.A./ 77
A.M./77
Z.Z./ 82
R.D./ 82
S.N./ 87
Y.D./ 87
T.A./ 87
M.M./ 97
K.M./97

Test 1
27
26
35
27
35
29
30
35
28
32
36
34
37

Test 2
51
50
74
62
69
67
68
58
70
73
65
80
61

Test 3
23
27
30
18
24
24
28
12
19
24
26
30
27

Test 4
42
37
45
40
37
40
39
36
40
39
28
49
44

Test 3`
30
44
20
20
35
20
23
20
17
37
31
31
29

Test 4`
42
50
38
42
38
31
42
42
37
53
40
51
45

Table 2. Results from the tests at a high altitude (in cm)
Subjects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name/w.cat.
N.P./ 55
I.A./ 60
D.D./ 67
S.K./ 77
D.A./ 77
A.M./77
Z.Z./ 82
R.D./ 82
S.N./ 87
Y.D./ 87
T.A./ 87
M.M./ 97
K.M./97

Test 1`
28
27
32
25
34
27
30
36
27
36
38
36
36

Test 2`
74
56
70
65
67
62
65
66
70
76
80
83
70

tion of the data was normal (JB test = 1.68
< 5.99). Jarque-Bera test was calculated automatically by the program, after that the results were written down and compared to the
preliminarily set values, thus verifying that
the distribution of the values was normal, i.e.
below the standard value. This allowed us to
use the t-test of Student for two dependent
samples.

Table 3 presents the data recorded from the
two tests which were statistically processed.
Thirteen individuals were tested with test 1.
The mean value of the researched index was
31.66. The minimal value was 26, and the
maximal one - 37. The most frequently measured result among the researched individuals was 35 cm. The values were relatively
homogeneous (V = 12.42%). The distribu46
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Table 3. Statistical indexes obtained after the comparison of the first and second testing
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count

Т1
31.66
1.09
32
35
3.93
15.42
-1.75
-0.19
11
26
37
411
13

Т1’
31.69
1.26
32
36
4.53
20.56
-1.76
-0.09
13
25
38
412
13

Т2
65.23
2.43
67
#N/A
8.75
76.53
-0.26
-0.35
30
50
80
848
13

Т2’
69.54
2.05
70
70
7.38
54.44
0.02
0.19
27
56
83
904
13

Т3
24
1.42
24
24
5.13
26.33
1.18
-1.10
18
12
30
312
13

Т3’
27.46
2.27
29
20
8.20
67.27
-0.53
0.54
27
17
44
357
13

Т4
39.69
1.40
40
40
5.04
25.40
1.98
-0.49
21
28
49
516
13

Т4’
42.38
1.71
42
42
6.16
37.92
-0.09
0.20
22
31
53
551
13

In Т1` the mean value of the measured in- The measured values were relatively homogedex was approximately equal to 32. The min- neous (V = 14.31%). The distribution of the
imal value was 25, and the maximal one - 38. data was normal (JB test = 1.69 < 5.99).

Test 1 - Test 1`
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1
Тest 1, cm 27
Тest 1`, cm 28
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26
27
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35
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4
27
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35
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6
29
27

7
30
30

8
35
36

9
28
27
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32
36
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36
38

12
34
36

13
37
36

Figure 5. Curve of the data obtained after the comparison of the mean values of the researched
individuals after the first and second testing with Т1
We applied the t-test of Student for two dependent samples at significance level 95% (α =
0.05). With 95% guarantee probability we can
claim that there was no statistically significant
difference between the obtained mean values
of the two tests held at low and high altitude
(P (T) = 0.44 > 0.05).

We can see in Table 3 that the mean value of the measured index (passive flexibility of the spinal cord) in T2 equaled 65. The
minimal value was 50, the maximal one – 80.
The measured values were relatively homogeneous (V = 13.41%). The distribution of the
data was normal (JB test = 0.29 < 5.99).
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imal one – 83. The measured values were
relatively homogeneous (V = 10.61%). The
distribution of the data was normal (JB test
= 0.08 < 5.99).

Also, in Т2’, the mean value of the measured index was approximately equal to 70.
There was a significant difference between
the maximal and minimal value of the index
(27). The minimal value was 56, the max-
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70
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65
80

12
80
83

13
61
70

Figure 6. Curve of the data obtained after the comparison of the mean values of the researched
individuals after the first and second testing with Т2
We applied the t-test of Student for two
dependent samples at significance level of
95% (α = 0.05). With 95% guarantee probability we can claim that there was a statistically significant difference between the obtained
mean values of the two tests – before and after
the preparation (P (T) = 0.04 < 0.05).
The individual differences between test
1 and test 2 provide the difference between
the active and passive flexibility of the spinal
cord, which is specific for wrestlers, mainly
competing in Greco-Roman style, because
the efficient holds and the wrestling bridge
require a very good level of flexibility in
this area (Stanchev, Tsiakaras, 2004). In the
conducted testing at low altitude the results
were in favor of the passive flexibility. The
differences in the data about each wrestler
provide us with some information about the
so-called spare flexibility. The bigger the values, the greater the potential for development

of active flexibility, and vice versa. The interpretations of the differences in the individual
data of the wrestlers from Т1` and Т2` were
analogical but from the tests at high altitude.
In Т3, the mean value of the measured
index (active flexibility of the coxofemoral
joint) was 24. The minimal value was 12, and
the maximal one – 30. The measured values
were relatively homogeneous (V = 21.38%).
The distribution of the data was normal (JB
test = 3.38 < 5.99).
In Т3`, the mean value of the measured
index was approximately equal to 27. There
was a significant difference between the minimal and maximal value of the index (27). The
minimal value was 17, and the maximal one
– 44. The participants in the test showed relatively homogeneous results (V = 29.87%).
The distribution of the data was normal (JB
test = 0.78 < 5.99).
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Figure 7. Curve of the data obtained after the comparison of the first and second testing with Т3
We applied the t-test of Student for two dependent samples at a level of significance 95%
(α = 0.05). With 95% guarantee probability we
can claim that there was no statistically significant difference between the obtained mean
values from the two tests before and after the
preparation (P (T) = 0.06 > 0.05).
In Т4 the mean value of the measured index (passive flexibility of the coxofemoral
joint) was approximately equal to 40. There
was a significant difference between the maximal and minimal values of the index (21).

The minimal value was 28, and the maximal
one – 49. The measured values were homogeneous (V = 12.70%). The distribution of the
data was normal (JB test = 2.65 < 5.99).
In Т4` the mean value of the measured index was approximately equal to 42. There was a
significant difference between the maximal and
minimal values of the index (22). The minimal
value was 31, and the maximal one – 53. The
participants in the test showed relatively homogeneous results (V = 14.53%). The distribution
of the data was normal (JB test = 0.09 < 5.99).
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Figure 8. Curve of the data obtained after the comparison of the mean values of the researched
individuals after the first and second testing with Т4
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We applied the Student’s t-test for two dependent sample at a significance level of 95%
(α = 0.05). With 95% guarantee probability we
can claim that there was no statistically significant difference between the obtained mean
values from the two tests before and after the
preparation (P (T) = 0.10 > 0.05).

from the chest area, wrestling bridges, falls
and overturns in bridge position, etc. In tests
3 and 4 the flexibility of the coxofemoral joints
is measured, which is not an object of purposeful development in the training process
of Greco-Roman wrestling style. As regards
the results obtained from the tests performed
with a partner which provide the values of the
passive flexibility (T2 and T4), we find the
higher results normal because, as theory and
practice show, the passive flexibility is always
greater than the active one. Passive flexibility
is important in wrestling because of the nature
of sport. There is almost always a contact between the two competitors where passive flexibility is manifested.

DISCUSSION
From the tests done, only in T2 (raising the
body with the help of a partner) there was a statistically reliable difference between the mean
values of the obtained results at low and high
altitude. This, however, does not mean that the
reason is the preparation at high altitude but is
a premise for further, more detailed surveys of
the reason for this difference in positive aspect.
Although in the four tests the results of the
researched individuals (the team) were relatively homogeneous, which is explicable given
the close indexes of the sample (gender, age
group, sports experience, etc.), there is still a
significant difference between the minimal and
the maximal values of the indexes along most
of the tests which can be explained with the
great individual differences of the wrestlers
as regards both their flexibility in general and
their anatomic peculiarities, stature, weight
category, age, etc.
In tests 3-3` and 4-4` there were relatively greater individual fluctuations between the
values of the wrestlers. In tests 3-3` nine wrestlers showed improved values and four – lower
values. In tests 4-4` nine wrestlers improved
their indexes, one had the same result, and
three lowered their indexes. Such a trend and
distribution were shown in the first three tests
but not with such a great amplitude of the individual results. The explanation could be related to the fact that the first two tests measure
types of flexibility of the spinal cord which is
developed purposefully with particular means
in wrestlers’ preparation – throws of a dummy

CONCLUSION
The obtained data and the analysis and
conclusions are indicative only to the subjects
researched and we could not extrapolate them
to other wrestlers. But we could not claim that
the dynamics, and especially the increase in
the data, the way it is (e.g. T2) is due only to
the change in the altitude although the training
sessions at high altitude had their influence.
That is why we believe these data could be a
step towards further, comprehensive, more indepth research of the influence of altitude on
wrestlers’ flexibility. The tests used are easy
to be applied, and the information obtained
from them could be useful for both coaches
and other specialists – sports pedagogues and
researchers.
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EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL
METHODOLOGY AIMED AT
INCREASING THE FORCE OF STRAIGHT
REAR-HAND PUNCH IN KARATE
Radoslav Penov, Milen Chalakov
National Sports Academy “Vassil Levski”, Sofia, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT

This article presents a methodology aimed at increasing the force of the
rear-hand straight punch at the torso-level (gyaku zuki chudan). To accomplish
the tasks of the survey, a video-computerized system was used to record and analyze the parameters of the punches performed by the participants. The results
concerning the force of the torso-level rear-hand straight punch were registered
in identical ways for each of the participants in order to make sure that the
survey was performed under uniform conditions. The input data was processed
by means of kinematics analysis software. To prove the credibility of the data
registered the necessary statistical analysis methods were applied.
If more and more coaches start using modern tools and methods to develop
the sports and technical skills of their entrusted athletes, this will increase the
quality of the karate training process.
Key words: methodology, karate, punches, rear hand, force

INTRODUCTION
When analyzing the men’s finals at the
22nd World Karate Championship (WKF) in
Bremen, 2014, we observed that gyaku zuki
chudan was one of the most commonly used
and one of the most successful punches in karate. The study of the final matches indicates
that in five of the final matches, 12 points were
scored with this technique (Penov, 2015). Other factors that directed our attention towards
this technique are the ones that relate to using
the technique in the examination requirements
for technical level in karate and complexity of
the technique in comparison with other ones.
From the comparative analysis performed regarding the existing systems for achieving a
higher level in karate Shotokan and the system
for technical preparation and control developed
by Stanchev and Penov (2015), it was concluded that gyaku zuki is present in all systems
for technical preparation. Another publication
by Stanchev and Penov (2016) shows that the
gyaku zuki chudan technique is the most com-

plex one amongst the other punches with the
upper limb. The reasons listed above, as well as
the acceptance of Karate as an Olympic sport,
provoked our interest in studying the technique
and in particular the force of the punch with
the goal to optimize the preparation of karate
practitioners. Therefore, in order to achieve the
set goal, it was necessary to study the effect of
the application of the developed experimental
methodology, which aimed to improve the force
of gyaku zuki chudan in karate. The punching
action of gyaku zuki chudan in fact is a straight
fist punch performed by the opposing arm with
respect to the front leg (gyaku - reverse) without a significant shift in the center of mass of
the competitor’s body in the direction of the
target (Penov, 2015).
Modern Karate employs a variety of
punches, which is in fact specific for this sport.
Punches are performed at three different levels
of height: low, middle, and high (gedan, chudan, and jodan). Using punches at high maneuverability and dynamics in rapidly chang52
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means of using cinematography or mathematical models. Another series of studies examine Karate punches by means of cinematics.
(Chiu, Shiang, 1999)
The coordination among the motions of
punches performed with maximum force
complies with the following two requirements
(Pinto, Magini, Saba, 2007):
1. Gaining maximum speed of the striking
unit before the beginning of the third phase.
2. Increasing the striking mass at the moment
of impact.
In order to improve and further perfect karate techniques, athletes should perform each
technique repeatedly, with maximum concentration and dedication. This, however, will
not be enough unless the training is based on
proper physical and physiological principles
(Marques, Gianino, 2010).

ing circumstances requires of competitors
ultimately specialized technical preparation
and physical and psychological force (Bishop,
1989; Higaonna, 1985).
Hand punches are easier to perform than
kicks because they allow for maintaining the
balance, which results from a more stable support. If the technique is performed correctly,
its force, speed, precision, and the damage on
the opponent cannot be denied (Habersetzer,
1998).
Gyaku zuki chudan, also known as the reverse punch, is a technique that is commonly
used in karate kumite, a form of competitive
combat (Emmermacher et al., 2005; Hofmann
et al., 2008). Gyaku zuki is one of the most
commonly used techniques when we analyzed
the final matches of the World Karate Championship in Bremen, 2014. In the five matches
in the men’s finals, gyaku zuki was used 36
times, 12 techniques were realised and were
given points (Penov, 2015). The punch involves a quickly performed series of motions
involving various parts of the body (Stull et.al.,
1988). This punch has more variations and is
more efficient than other Karate offences. It is
highly valued by national-team competitors,
who feel a lot more confident when performing this punch compared to performing other
Karate techniques. Seventy percent of all Karate combinations rely heavily on punches as
an efficient weapon. Therefore, a competitor
must indeed perform good punches in order
to score a point when fighting or in a Kumite
match (Muhamad, Haqiyah, 2018).
A good karateka must possess quick reactions, good flexibility, high speed, and a great
muscular force. In this case, reaction time, the
speed of attack, and the force of the punch are
the major assessment factors regarding Karate techniques. A number of studies define the
correlation between the maximum speeds of
the punching fist and the force of the punch by

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This survey aims to study the effect of applying this methodology for the purposeful
increase of the force of the straight read-hand
punch at torso level - gyaku zuki chudan in
karate. In order to fulfill the aim, we set the
following tasks:
1. To evaluate the importance of the force of
punches for the technical mastery of karate.
2. To develop a methodology for purposeful
development of the force of punches.
3. To analyze the effect of applying the specific methodology.
Participants
The survey was conducted by means of
a video-computerized system for registration
and analysis of the force of karate punches.
Twenty male participants, aged 19 to 26, took
part. All participants are competing in karate
on the National Sports Academy’s team and
possess technical levels from 4rd kyu to 1st
dan (Table1).
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Table 1. Competitors surveyed
Participants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Weight
49
120
64
78
52
90
73
85
56
80
60
97
76
87
92
67
100
82
71
58

Dan/Kyu
1 dan
4 kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
3 kyu
2 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
1 dan
3 kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
1 dan
3 kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
2 kyu
4 kyu

Belt
Black belt
Second blue belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Brown belt
Second brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Black belt
Brown belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Black belt
Brown belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Second brown belt
Blue belt

of the gyaku zuki chudan. During the same
period of six months, a standard methodology was applied to the control group, used to
increase the force of the studied impact. The
methodology used for both groups is presented
in Тable 4 and 5.
The grouping of the participants is presented in Тable 2 and 3.

To accomplish the tasks assigned, the athletes in question were divided into two groups:
a control group and an experiment group. Both
groups performed six rear-hand straight punches at torso level onto a designated target. For
a period of six months, a special experimental
methodology was applied to the experimental
group to develop the physical quality “force”

Table 2. Group organization - experimental group
Participants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Weight
49
120
64
78
52
90
73
85
56
80

Dan/Kyu
1 dan
4 kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
3 kyu
2 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
1 dan
3 kyu
54

Belt
Black belt
Second blue belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Brown belt
Second brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Black belt
Brown belt
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Table 3. Group organization - control group
Participants
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Weight
60
97
76
87
92
67
100
82
71
58

Dan/Kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
1 dan
3 kyu
3 kyu
1 dan
1 dan
2 kyu
4 kyu

Protocol
The solution to the first task in our study,
namely to reveal the importance of force
when performing the punch to the mastery
of Karate, requires an overview of the major
physical laws that illustrate the force and its
magnitude, of biomechanics, and of the biomechanics of Karate punches, in particular.
Force is a vector value that is characterized by a point of application, direction of
motion, and magnitude. The magnitude of
the force is equal to the product of the object’s mass and the acceleration generated by
the impact of the force. The acceleration of
the object generated by the force F is proportional to the magnitude of F and is inversely
proportional to the object’s mass. (Arakchijski, 2002).
To obtain the force values of gyaku zuki
chudan in karate, the following formula will
be used - F=m.a, where F - is the force of
the punch measured in Newtons (N), “m” –
is the mass of the hitting hand, “а” – is the
measured acceleration during the punch.
The implementation of the punches was
recorded by means of Sony PJ740 video

Belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Black belt
Brown belt
Brown belt
Black belt
Black belt
Second brown belt
Blue belt

camera, at 50 frames per second. The camera
was positioned perpendicularly to the sagittal axis of the punches, and the point of view
was at the height of the punches.
Video recordings of the punches were
processed by means of Kinovea video-computer program for cinematic analysis, in order to measure the acceleration of the punching hand for each of the participants. The
acceleration values were measured in meters per square second (m/s2). (https://www.
kinovea.org/)
In order to calculate the mass of the striking arm, we used the percentage of total body
weight and the mass of the hand in males,
which is 5,7% (Plagenhoef et al. 1983).
The data was further analyzed and averaged with regard of the phase periods
(Rathee, Magnes, Davis, 2014; Arakchijski,
2002a).
Figure 1 presents a series of frames illustrating the motions in the case of a straight
punch with the rear-standing arm at the torso level (gyaku zuki chudan) from a standstill. Projecting the elbow before the wrist is
clearly seen.
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Figure 1. Straight punch with the rear-standing arm at the torso level (gyaku zuki chudan) from
a stand-still
between the maximum values of the speeds of
the punching and the reverse units (p ≤ .001).
For each of the groups, we made two measurements of the force of gyaku zuki chudan.
The first measurement for both groups was
made before the use of the indicated methods
for increasing the impact force. The second
measurement records the progress of the two
groups, which was achieved after the training
period and the application of the respective
methodologies.
The exercises applied to the experimental
group, aiming to develop the force of the rearhand straight punch at the torso level - gyaku
zuki chudan, are presented in Table 4.

According to most traditional karate experts, a significant factor that affects the acceleration of the punching unit is the reversive
motion of the non-punching arm in the direction that is opposite to the target. Nevertheless,
the biomechanical reasoning for the influence
of the reverse motion of the non-punching limb
on the kinematic and dynamic characteristics
of the punching unit has not been provided yet.
Stll, Kimura et.al. (2007) discovered a veritable positive correlation between activity of the
muscles providing the reverse motion of the
non-punching arm and the maximum values of
the speeds of the punching unit. Penov (2015)
also observed a veritable correlation r = .89

Table 4. Dose of the exercises aiming to develop the force of the rear-hand straight punch at the
torso level – gyaku zuki chudan
Exercise
1. Bench-press with
85-100% of F-max
2. Bench-press at
40% of F-max
3. Performing gyaku
zuki chudanwith an
elastic band
4. Shot-putting a
heavy ball - 3 kg.

Months
Dosage
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

2X5
3X5
4X5
5X5
2X8
2X8
2X8
2X8
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10

5X5
5X5
3X3
4X3
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10

5X3
5X3
5X3
5X3
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

3X2
4X2
5X2
5X2
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

5X2
5X2
3X1
4X1
6X10
6X10
6X10
6X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10

5X1
5X1
5X1
5X1
6X10
6X10
6X10
6X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
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5. Lifting weight
with one arm from
lying position

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

2X15
2X15
2X15
2X15

3X15
3X15
3X15
3X15

3X12
3X12
3X12
3X12

4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10

4X8
4X8
4X8
4X8

6. Delivering gyaku
zuki chudan onto a
heavy punching bag
- 100 kg.

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10

3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10

4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

tached to a horizontal bar or a wall-bar.
4. Shot-putting a heavy ball (3 kg). This
exercise develops the explosive force of the
upper limbs. It is performed with a 3-kilogram
ball, which is shot-put towards a wall bag, as
the motion replicates the gyaku zuki chudan
punch. The dose in a single set is 10 repetitions.
The number of sets increases until the fourth
month of preparation, and then decreases.
5. Lifting weight with one arm from lying
position. This exercise develops the force of
the upper limbs and improves the intramuscular coordination of muscles, which is particularly needed for the performance of gyaku zuki
chudan. The exercise is performed from a lying
position, as a 12-16-kilogram weight is moved
upwards in a trajectory that replicates gyaku
zuki chudan motion. The intermission between
sets is one minute. It can be seen from the dose
table that in months 1 - 3 the volume of series
increases and in months 4 - 6 the volume goes
down, but the intensity increases.
6. Delivering gyaku zuki chudan onto a
heavy punching bag (100 kg). This is a special
exercise aimed at developing the force of the
upper limbs. The technique is delivered onto a
heavy punching bag (80-100 kg). The dose is
10 repetitions per arm, as a correct and forceful
performance of gyaku zuki chudan is sought.
The intermission between sets is 30 seconds.
The exercises applied to the control group,
aiming to develop the force of the rear-hand
straight punch at the torso level - gyaku zuki
chudan, are presented in Table 5.

Description of exercises used by the experimental group for the development of force
when performing gyaku zuki chudan punch.
1. Bench-press with 85-100% of F-max
– The exercise is performed with a bar. The
intensity is 85-100% of F-max. This exercise
develops the maximum force of the upper
limb. It is performed in sets of 1 to 5 repetitions. For the first 45 days, a set with 5 repetitions is performed, during the next 45 days
a set with 3 repetitions is performed, during
the next 45 days a set with 2 repetitions is
performed, and during the last 45 days a set
with 1 repetition is performed at 95 - 100%
of F-max.
2. Bench press with 40% of F-max. This
exercise develops the explosive force of the
upper limbs. It is performed after a very good
general and special warm-up. The dose is 8
to 10 repetitions, as sets increase from 2 to 6.
The intermission between the sets is 30 seconds. The athlete performs a bench press with
40% of the weight used for one repetition attempt.
3. Performing gyaku zuki chudan with an
elastic band. This exercise is performed with
an elastic band that is attached to the wrist
of the punching hand. Ten repetitions with
each hand are performed. The intermission
between sets varies from 30 sec to 1 min.
The number of sets increases until the fourth
month of the preparation, and then decreases. A 3-meter long, 5-centimeter thick elastic band is attached to the wrist of the athlete
while the other end of the elastic band is at57
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Table 5. Dose of the exercises aiming to develop the force of the rear-hand straight punch at the
torso level - gyaku zuki chudan
Exercise
1. Bench Press with
75-85% of F-max
2. Push-ups

3. Performing gyaku
zuki chudan with a
1-kilogram dumbbell
4. Delivering gyaku
zuki chudan onto a
punching pad.

Months
Dosage
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

2X15
3X15
4X15
5X15
2X30
2X30
2X30
2X30
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10

5X15
5X15
3X12
4X12
3X30
3X30
3X30
3X30
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10

5X12
5X12
3X10
4X10
4X30
4X30
4X30
4X30
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

5X10
5X10
5X10
3X8
5X40
5X40
5X40
5X40
5X10
5X10
5X10
5X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10

4X8
5X8
5X8
5X8
5X50
5X50
5X50
5X50
4X10
4X10
4X10
4X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10

3X6
4X6
5X6
5X6
4X60
4X60
4X60
4X60
3X10
3X10
3X10
3X10
2X10
2X10
2X10
2X10

punching pad. This exercise improves the technical performance with the upper limb - gyaku
zuki chudan. It is performed in pairs, as one
partner holds the punching pad at the level of the
waist. The trainee performs gyaku zuki chudan
at maximum force. The number of repetitions
per set is 10, with each hand. The intermissions
are of 30 seconds. The number of sets increases
until the fourth month and decreases after that.
The results received regarding the force of
the gyaku zuki chudan punch of both groups
were measured in identical ways in order to provide the same test conditions for both groups.
The data received were discussed with specialists in order to eliminate possible mistakes.

Description of exercises used by the control group for the development of force when
performing gyaku zuki chudan punch.
1. Bench-press with 75-85% of F-max – The
exercise is performed with a bar. The intensity
is 75-85% of F-max. This exercise develops
the force of the upper limb. It is performed in
sets of 15 to 6 repetitions.
2. Push-ups. This exercise develops the
quality of force stamina of the upper limb. The
dose is 30-60 repetitions per set. The intermission between sets varies from 30 seconds to 1
minute. From the dose table it can be seen that
the volume of the sets increases from the first
month to the sixth. The exercise is performed
on the fists as the elbow joints bend and extend.
3. Performing gyaku zuki chudan with a
1-kilogram dumbbell. This exercise develops
the force of the gyaku zuki chudan punch and
the force stamina of the upper limbs. The technique is performed with a 1-kilogram dumbbell. The dose of the exercise is 10 repetitions
per set, as the number of sets increases until
the fourth month and decreases after that. The
intermissions are of 30 seconds.
4. Performing gyaku zuki chudan onto a

Statistical Analysis
The results obtained from the video recording were processed by means of mathematical
and statistical methods, including descriptive
statistics and Student’s t-Test: Two-Sample
Assuming Unequal Variances.
Descriptive statistics were used for summarizing a given data set. The measure of central
tendency included the mean (X) and measures
of variability included the standard deviation
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If we perform a t-Test to compare the mean
values, the main hypothesis is that there is no
difference between the mean samples. In other
words, it is established in the null hypothesis
that any differences in the mean values are random, ie. is equal to zero: H0: μ1 = μ2 or, H0:
μ1 - μ2 = 0. In most cases, it is sought whether the null hypothesis can be rejected, and the
alternative hypothesis accepted, i.e., that the
mean values are not equal to zero.: Ha: μ1 ≠
μ2 or, Ha: μ1 - μ2 ≠ 0.
The data were analyzed by following standard procedures, with the statistical package
for the Social Science (SPSS) v.19 for MAC
(IBM, New York, NY, USA).

(S), the minimum and maximum variables, coefficient of variation (V%), range (R) and the
kurtosis and skewness. The coefficient of variation (V%) provides information about the dispersion of the studied variable and offers possibilities to compare the variation of the different
indicators. It is accepted that the variation is
low and the sample is homogenous when the
values are up to 10-12%; between 10 and 30%
the sample is approximately homogeneous and
over 30% the variation of the indicator is high
and the sample is strongly inhomogeneous.
The normal distribution is proved by the
coefficient of skewness and kurtosis when the
empirical data are ≤ of the theoretical depending on the number of the sample.
The analysis of the differences in the distribution between the control and test groups
was performed with a Student’s t-test for two
samples suggesting unequal variations. The
student t-test is used to determine the significance of the difference between the means of
two data sets. In essence, the test compares the
difference in mean values against the observed
random changes in each group.

RESULTS
The force of a punch depends on the correct execution of all phases that comprise its
performance. Figure 2 illustrate punches with
the left and the right arm respectively that were
performed by the participants in the survey
during the video-recording sessions. Later, all
recorded performances were compared with
the correct execution of the punch.

Figure 2. Gyaku zuki chudan performed by the author, R. Penov, PhD
59
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dan punches in karate.
As a result of the applied training methodology, improvements in the parameters of
the force of gyaku zuki chudan were achieved.
The results obtained from the measurements
made before and after the application of the
indicated methodologies are presented in Figure 3 and 4.

Learning the force of the backstroke at the
level of the torso (gyaku zuki chudan) in karate
is an important part of the training process and
is associated with the proper execution of the
punch, as well as the inability of the opponent
to perform appropriate defensive techniques.
Therefore, it was important for us to prove that
the created experimental methodology led to
improvement of the force of gyaku zuki chu3000
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Figure 3. Generalized results of the two measurements for the control group
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Figure 4. Generalized results of the two measurements for the test group
In order to illustrate the progress of the two parison between the achieved results of the
groups more clearly, Figure 5 presents a com- two groups for the period of training.
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Figure 5. Generalized results after the training period
As Table 6 indicates, the average force of ference between the average forces of the two
the test group was significantly higher than groups was 209 N in favor of the group that
that of the control group. Respectively, the dif- used the experimental methodology.
Table 6. Descriptive statistics – results
Indicator/Group

X̅

S

Ex

As

R

X-min

X-max

V%

Control Group

1182

25

-0.78

1.25

46

1163

1209

2.07

Experimental Group

1391

43

-1.27

0.43

81

1352

1433

3.07

the methodology applied to the experimental group had led to an increase in the force
of the impact compared to the methodology
applied to the control group. To ensure this,
the Student’s T-test for independent samples
was applied. Referring to the results obtained
from Student’s t-Test for t-stat = 2.5, t-Critical bifurcation = 2.1 and P (t) = 98%, at α =
.05 it was confirmed that the null hypothesis
should be rejected. Therefore, due to the fact
that t-stat> t Critical two-tail and p-value (P
<= t with two tails) was less than .05 and
P (t) ≥95%, the alternative hypothesis could
be accepted. Therefore, there was a significant difference in the results achieved by the
two groups, which was in favor of the group
working on the experimental methodology.
These results can be seen in Table 7.

The results from the descriptive statistics
are presented in Table 6.
The coefficient of variation for the control group was 2.07%.
The coefficient of variation for the Experimental group was 3.07%.
It is evident, from the coefficients of
variation (V%), that the coefficient for two
groups was within the range of V=12%,
which allows to consider the sample as highly homogeneous.
In order to prove statistically that the method applied to the experimental group led to
an increase in the force of gyaku zuki chudan
compared to the applied method on the control group, the values obtained

from the second measurements of the impact force for the
control and experimental groups were tested
for hypotheses, which determined whether
61
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Table 7. Student t-Test – results
t-Test: Two-Sample
Assuming Unequal
Variances
Experimental group

1391 N

Control group

1182 N

Mean

df

15

t - Stat P(T<=t) t Criti- P(T<=t) t Crit- P(t)
one-tail cal one- two-tail
ical
tail
two-tail
2.5

0.0118

DISCUSSION
Gyaku zuki chudan is the most commonly
used and the most powerful technique. In order
to be better than the opponent and to be able
to make the right judgement, the Karateka’s
goal is to minimize the overall duration of motion regarding the technique that is being used
(Hofmann et.al. 2008).
In a study of his own, Nelson Kautzner,
Marques Junior (2012), examinesd 54 matches
in 22 Shotokan Karate competitions in the discipline of kumite for women. Gyaku zuki chudan was the most commonly used technique.
His studies revealed that 37% of all techniques
used in real competitions were namely straight
punches with the rear-standing arm at the torso
level (gyaku zuki chudan). Another study of
Penov (2015), the world championship finals
for men, Bremen, 2014, proved the thesis that
this punch was one of the most commonly used
techniques.
When examining other similar studies that
utilize a force platform, the average values of
maximum force received are 1567-2218 N,
which is close to the values that were received
in our study (Aguiar de Souza, Marques, 2017).
Voigt (1989) registered the maximum force of
10 experienced participants. The results varied
from 2345 N to 4866 N, as the average was
around 3334 N. Gulledge and Dapena (2008)
studied 12 elite Karate athletes in order to estimate the maximum force of the reverse punch.
The average maximum punch force measured
was 1450 N.
Stanchev and Penov (2016) found that
gyaku zuki was the most complex technique

1.75

0.0236

2.1

α

98% 0.05

to be performed with the upper limb in comparison with others.
Kimura et.al. (2007), found a veritable positive correlation between the activity of muscles that promote the reverse motion of the
non-punching arm and the maximum values
of speeds of the punching unit. Penov (2020)
illustrated one of the common mistakes when
performing gyaku zuki chudan, namely the absence of the reverse motion and its halt due to
projecting the elbow of the non-punching arm.
Another important element of the technical
performance is the wrist rotation of the punching arm in the final phase of the punch. Venkatraman & Nasiriavanaki (2019) did a study
that proved that a gyaku zuki performed with
a rotation of the wrist in the final phase of the
punch provided a greater force than it does
when the wrist’s rotation is missing.
Jacek Wąsik et.al. (2019) studied the force
of pressure of the lower limbs when performing gyaku zuki chudan onto a training pad
and in the air by means of a training platform.
The following values are registered: punching
without a purpose - 1150.27-1329.72 N for
the front leg and 621.78-748.13 N for the rear
one; punching onto the pad: 912.28-697.76 N
for the front leg and 721.44-670.63 N for the
rear one. The conclusions of the research show
that during the application of a punch - gyaku
zuki, the thrust of the legs forward carries more
weight (the leg that is opposite to the punching arm). The presence, or respectively the absence, of a movable target when delivering the
punch reflects on the force of pressure on both
feet of the studied participant, as the punch62
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sports experience variables on the maximum
force was analyzed by means of a linear regression model. The results and their study indicated that the two variables of age and sports
experience had a statistically significant correlation to the maximum force of the punch.
This correlation was displayed in the square
form where a decreasing effect was observed
that determined the behavior of the maximum
force of the punch. The maximum force of the
punch for the entire test varied from 1310.82
N to 2314.53 N with an average of 1812.01
N. - all similar values to the ones received in
our study. A negative correlation was observed
between age and the standard deviation. This
indicates that the experience accumulated
through the years can have a stabilizing effect.
Conclusions were drawn that age and sports
experience correlate with the maximum force
of the punch. These influences, however, have
a critical point, beyond which they bring a decreasing effect onto the maximum force of the
punch. The critical point regarding age is 31
years and the critical point about experience is
11 years. Beyond these critical points the karate practitioner will be advised to search for
ways to compensate the previously mentioned
decreasing factors by means of food or additional training supervised by a professional.
The short duration of the motion in martial arts
limits quantitatively the visual and proprioceptive correction which can be applied by the
athlete (Brito et.al., 2011).

es delivered onto a target decrease the force
of pressure of the two feet of the participant
studied onto the floor. The study of the support
pressure when performing punches can lead to
certain conclusions regarding the methodologies aiming to increase the force of the punch
by using the support reaction.
When regarding close-range punches,
highly qualified karateka are capable of generating higher punch forces that are impossible to achieve by beginner karateka. This, to
some extent, may result from the capability of
coordinating the duration of limb movement.
It seems that there is a functional use of this
synchronization since the value of the time interval is in negative correlation with the maximum punch force and the acceleration, and is
also in negative correlation with the time interval in which the force increases. The average
values of the forces achieved by professionals
is 2.69 kN. (Roberts et. al, 2013).
Another study of Loturco et.al. (2016)
proved that the energy transmitted from the
punch onto the target varied in a wide range
depending on how heavy the hands and the
gloves were and on the contraction forces of
the wrist.
The survey conducted with 12 karate
black-belt holders showed that the so-called
“reverse punch” delivered an average force of
325 pounds, as the strongest ones reached 412
pounds (Venkatraman et.al. 2019).
Vinicius Aguiar de Souza and André Mattos Marques (2017) performed an intriguing
survey on the relationship between age and expert knowledge on the one hand and the maximum force of the reverse punch of Shotokan
practitioners. By means of tenso-indicators
they studied the maximum force of the punch
of eight male black belts of Shotokan Karate-do aged 20.25 ± 4.13, height 1.74 ± 0.04 m;
body mass 72.41 ± 9.62 kg, sports experience
7.64 ± 4.33 years. The effect of the age and

CONCLUSIONS
Further increase in impact force requires
work to increase the physical qualities of the
muscles involved in the impact movement.
From the applied methodology with the experimental group there was an increase in the
impact force by 150 N, while in the control
group the increase in the impact force was 95
N. The respective difference between the aver63
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gatelni deystvia. Sport i Nauka, kn.2, pp. 11-17.
// Аракчийски, Здр. (2002). Количествена
оценка на вътрешно-силовата структура
при двигателни действия. Спорт и Наука,
кн.2, pp. 11-17.
Arakchiyski, Zdr. (2002a). Videokompy
utarna sistema za avtomatiziran analiz. Kinematografichni metodi za biomehanichen
analiz, Sbornik statii, NSA PRES, Sofia, pp.
86-91. // Аракчийски, Здр. (2002a). Ви
деокомпютърна система за автоматизи
ран анализ. Кинематографични методи за
биомеханичен анализ, Сборник статии,
НСА ПРЕС, София, стр. 86-91.
Bishop, M. (1989). Okinawan Karate:
Teachers, Styles and Secret Technique, A & C
Black, First edition, pp. 153 – 166.
Chiu, H., Shiang T. (1999). А new appro
ach to evaluate karate punch techniques, ISBS
Conference, Perth, Western Australia, Australia, June 30 - July 06, 17th International Symposium on Biomechanics in Sports, pp. 61-64.
Emmermacher, P., Witte, K., Hofmann,
M. (2005). Acceleration course of fist push of
Gyaku -zuki. ISBS Conference 2005, August
22 – 27, Beijing - China, Volume 2, pp. 884887.
Gulledge, J.K, Dapena, J. (2008). A comparison of the reverse and force punches in oriental martial arts, Journal of Sports Sciences,
Volume: 26, Issue: 2, pp. 189-196.
Habersetzer, R. (1998). Ko-budo:Les
Armes d’Okinawa, Modus, Moldova.
Higaonna, M. (1985). Traditional karate
do Fundamental Techniques, vol.1, Japan Publications, Sugawara Martial Arts Institute, 8th
edition.
Hofmann, M., Witte, K. & Emmermacher,
P. (2008). Biomechanical analysis of fist punch
Gyaku -zuki in karate, ISBS Conference 2008,
July 14-18, Seoul, Korea, pp. 576-579.
Kautzner, N., Marques Junior (2012). Shotokan karate: score of the techniques during the

age forces was 209 N after the training cycles
carried out and was to the benefit of the group
that had used the experimental methodology.
In the control group the dose of the exercises
was different from the one in the experimental
group, and so were the intensity and the contents of the exercises. The experimental group
worked with 85-100% intensity of F–max and
a lower number of repetitions, while the control worked with 75% of F–max and a higher
number of repetitions.
1. The parameter analysis of the force of
the rear-hand straight punch at the torso-level
- gyaku zuki chudan, as well as the application
of the experimental methodology aimed at improving the force of this punch brought about
observable positive results.
2. Increasing the force of the karate punch
is of particular importance to the attacking
techniques because an attack of high force and
speed is difficult to block by the opponent,
which may lead to winning the match.
3. The improvement of the force between
the attempts of both groups is credible, which
proves that the force measurement and the video analysis applied can be used in the sports
training of karate practitioners and will contribute to improving their sports skills.
4. The statistical analysis performed proves
that the experimental methodology applied
aiming to make the force of the rear-hand
straight punch at the torso-level has helped
improve the results concerning the studied parameters.
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ABSTRACT

Background: The anatomy, origin, function, and appearance of the Palmaris
Longus Muscle (PLM) in different populations are well studied. However, little
is known about its contribution to wrist flexion movements in sports. This study
investigates whether the existence or absence of the PLM affects maximal torque
output or torque consistency of submaximal wrist flexion moment.
Methods: One hundred ninety-seven well-trained sports students were clinically examined to ascertain the presence of the PLM. Forty of them from different
sport disciplines were assigned to two groups (athletes in handgrip sports: HG,
athletes in non-handgrip sports: NHG). Their 80 upper limbs were divided based
on the PLM-presence/absence and hand-dominance/non-dominance. Maximal
Isometric Torque (MIT) at 150º, 180º, and 210º wrist angle, and torque steadiness at 150º and 180º, at 25%, 50%, and 75% of MIT were measured on a Humac
Norm dynamometer.
Results: In all MIT tests, HGs significantly surpassed NHGs, independently
of the dominant or non-dominant side in presence of the PLM (p <.05). Steadiness
was significantly higher in HGs than in NHGs in dominant hands having the PLM,
at 25% and 75% of MIT at both angles (p <.05).
Conclusions: It is concluded that the existence of the PLM provides an
advantage in sustained handgrip sports (throwers, racquet sports, basketball,
handball players), contributing positively to decreased torque variability and
higher maximal torque independently of muscular length. Important implications for sports performance and injury prevention have also resulted.
Key words: isometric torque, maximal torque, torque variability, laterality

INTRODUCTION
The Palmaris Longus Muscle (PLM) is
one of the most variable muscles of the human body (Park et al., 2010). It can have the
characteristics of a phylogenetic retrograde
muscle – namely, a short belly and a long
tendon (Sebastin, Lim, et al., 2005). It a) acts
as a weak wrist flexor, b) has its origin at
the epicondylus medialis, and c) its insertion
point is on the aponeurosis palmaris (Natsis
et al., 2012; Schünke et al., 2016). The most

common variation is its absence uni- or bilaterally in about 22.4% of the human population (Reimann et al., 1944), although there
are reports that in some cases this percentage
can be significantly higher and reach 63.9%,
especially in Caucasian populations (Dimitriou et al., 2015).
Regarding the estimation of the functionality of the muscle for the hand, there are few
related studies (Fowlie et al., 2012; Sebastin,
Puhaindran, et al., 2005). Cetin, Genc, Sevil,
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The relationship between torque variability and handgrip performance in sports has
been better defined by Hamilton and Wolpert (2002) and Harris and Wolpert (1998).
They suggested that the application of steady
isometric force from the wrist flexors to the
tennis racquet and to the ball in handball and
basketball might be of great importance for
the goal-directed movement. Moreover, it has
been reported that highly skilled tennis and
handball players showed a significantly lower coefficient of torque variability at all examined submaximal isometric wrist contractions than sedentary individuals (Salonikidis
et al., 2009). Neural and mechanical mechanisms seem to underlie the torque steadiness
during isometric actions (Enoka et al., 2003).
However, the exact physiological mechanism
behind the differences in torque steadiness
between highly skilled and novice athletes is
not well understood. Therefore, it could be of
practical interest to study whether the presence of the PLM as an additional wrist flexor
in systematically trained hand grippers might
further stabilize the wrist joint and lead to better torque steadiness and performance.
To our knowledge, there has been no published research examining the function of the
PLM during isometric contractions and it is
difficult to determine whether its presence
contributes in, or even provides an advantage
to, handgrips used in sports. Based on the current literature, the presence of the PLM: i. Is
higher amongst athletes participating in sports
that require handgrip, ii. May assist metacarpal
flexion in the contraction of muscles around
the wrist, iii. Helps maintain steadiness, and iv.
Improves precision due to the additional muscle spindles and mechanoreceptors (Fowlie et
al., 2012).
For these reasons, further research is required to determine whether the actual function of the PLM may be advantageous in pro-

and Coban (2013) evaluated the influence of
the absence or presence of the PLM on the grip
and pinch strength, concluding that there was
no significant difference in hand strength between the two groups, while Gangata, Ndou,
and Louw (2010) showed the contribution of
the muscle in thumb abduction. Moreover,
the existence of the muscle may mean a larger reservoir of receptors inside the forearm,
which may be useful in reducing errors during
firmly holding an object or in increasing gripping accuracy. The muscle spindles found in
the muscle belly are thought to be responsible
for the sensation of position and movement
of the limb (Winter et al., 2005). Finally, histological studies have shown the presence
of Ruffini and Pacini mechanoreceptors and
Golgi’s tendon organs in the PLM (Jozsa et
al., 1993).
To date, controversial findings exist about
the function of the PLM in sports. There are
doubts about how important the PLM is for
handgrip (Eric et al., 2019; Vercruyssen et
al., 2016), while other researchers support
that the PLM contributes, or even provides,
an advantage to handgrips used in sports such
as basketball, handball, wrestling, tennis,
badminton, rowing, etc (Fowlie et al., 2012).
Specifically, they found that the presence of
the PLM was higher amongst both elite and
non-elite athletes competing in “sustained
grip” sports compared with “intermittent
grip” sports. During sustained gripping in
sports, submaximal isometric co-contraction
of carpo-metacarpal flexors and finger flexors
is required to maintain a stable grip (Chow et
al., 1999; Wei et al., 2006). In addition, Wadsworth (1983) reported that the PLM’s contribution to the metacarpal flexion could lead
to a stronger and more stable grip. The PLM,
with a greater pool of proprioceptors, may
provide athletes participating in sustained
grip sports with a superior grip precision.
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disciplines were examined to determine the existence of the PLM in their forearms. Then, 40
athletes (20 males and 20 females) were deliberately assigned to two groups; 20 participants
without PLM (10.15% from the initial sample)
and an identical second group of 20 participants
with PLM were selected for statistical reasons of
comparison. Out of these 40 participants, 26 (15
males, and 11 females) were active in sports disciplines with high (HG) wrist involvement (11
track and field throwers, 2 pole-vault athletes,
and 5 basketball, 4 handball, 4 tennis, and 2 volleyball players) and 14 (5 males, and 9 females)
participated in disciplines with no wrist (NHG)
involvement (5 football players, 5 runners, 2
long jumpers, and 2 dancers). Their anthropometric characteristics are shown in Table 1.

viding a more stable grip that is required in a
higher level of skill between athletes performing grip sports. We hypothesise that the existence of the PLM affects the ability to provide
a constant application of submaximal strength
in HGs more than in NHGs during a range of
wrist angles. Secondly, we hypothesise that the
presence of the PLM provides an advantage
to maximum strength in athletes in handgrip
sports.
METHODS
Participants
The sample consists of young athletes of
both sexes who have not yet started with their
occupational careers. Initially, 197 volunteer
sports students (18-25 yrs.) from different sport

Table 1. Demographic and anthropometric characteristics of the two group members (n=40)
Gender
Male
Female

age
(yrs.)
20.1±1.8
20.4±3.2

height
(cm)
172.9±4.0
168.3±3.0

HG
weight
(kg)
71.65±5.3
67.85±8.3

age
(yrs.)
20.8±1.2
19.6±1.4

NHG
height
(cm)
178.4±6.0
162.9±5.0

weight
(kg)
76.85±7.9
69.32±6.9

(HG = “athletes in handgrip sports”, NHG = “athletes in non-handgrip sports”).

Data acquisition
An individual assessment form was used
to record the demographic data, the setting of
the device, and the performance of each participant. Moreover, all participants filled out
the “16-question Handedness Questionnaire”,
to determine their dominant hand (Tran et al.,
2014). The tests were carried out on a calibrated isokinetic dynamometer (HUMAC NORM –
CSMi Medical Solutions, Stoughton, MA). The
sampling frequency of the device was set at 100
Hz (torque measurement accuracy is ± .5%).
The participants were fastened to the device
seat and their wrists were stabilised according
to the instructions of the manufacturer’s operating manual. The angle of 180º was selected
as the neutral position of the wrist joints since
this position corresponds to “anatomical zero”.

Unequal group-sizes occurred during the
selection process and we decided to test everyone instead of rejecting individuals from
the beginning. Their 80 hands were assigned
into a) dominant and b) non-dominant and into
i. Hands having the PLM and ii. Hands without
the PLM. All test participants were admitted to
the survey provided they had no anamnesis or
recent injury of the wrist, the fingers, and the
forearm, either on the right or the left side. Also,
six participants from the initial sample who
were found to be ambidextrous were excluded
from the research. Approval for the experiment
was obtained from the institutional ethics committee on human research in accordance with
the declaration of Helsinki and written consent
was obtained from each participant.
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a 1-min-rest, and during each angle change, a
2-min-rest was allowed.
Participants were familiarised with the testing procedures in an extra session a week prior to the main measurements. During the main
efforts, continuous verbal encouragement was
given, so that the participants could achieve their
best possible performance. After 3 days from the
initial test, the steadiness of the isometric torque
production during wrist flexion was measured,
due to the second protocol, at 150º and 180º
wrist angle. Meanwhile, for each participant, the
individual power percentages they had achieved
were calculated. Again, the starting order of each
side was randomly chosen. Participants were
given the opportunity to monitor their performance on a computer screen in real time, both
as a number and as a graph (bar chart), so they
could try to produce a constant torque. At both
wrist positions and for every percentage, two
valid attempts of 10 s were recorded. The targeted torque levels were set at 25%, 50%, and
75% of the individual MIΤ. Between the two
trials at 25%, there was a 30 s rest, at 50% a
1-min-rest, and at 75% a 2-min-rest. During the
change from 25% to 50% a 1-min-rest and from
50% to 75% a 2-min-rest were given. Similarly,
to the initial test, there was again verbal encouragement to motivate the participants to achieve
their most consistent performances.

Their forearms were in a supine position so that
their palms faced upwards. With a goniometer
(Model 01135, Lafayette), the elbow angle was
positioned at 160º, aiming at minimising the involvement of the biceps muscle.
Measurement process
Initially, the presence/absence of the PLM in
both hands was examined with the “Schaeffer’s
test” (opposing the thumb to the little finger and
flexing the wrist) (Johnson et al., 2020). Subsequently, those who showed absence of the PLM
in this test were subjected to further examination with the following four tests: “Thompson’s
test” (involves flexion of fingers to make a fist,
followed by wrist flexion, and then opposing
the flexed thumb over the fingers), “Mishra’s
test I” (passive hyperextension of the metacarpophalangeal joints, followed by resisted active flexion at the wrist), and “Mishra’s test II”
(resisted abduction of the thumb), as described
by (Johnson et al., 2020), and “Pushpakumar’s
two-finger sign” (index and middle fingers are
fully extended, the other fingers and the wrist
are flexed and finally the thumb is both opposed
and flexed), as Pushpakumar, Hanson, and Carroll (2004) suggest. Only when in all five tests
the PLM was not detected, then the muscle was
considered as completely absent. For the measurements of MIT and the steadiness during
the wrist flexion, two protocols were followed
and prior to the start of the tests a standardised
5-minute warm-up of the wrist muscles took
place by both resistances and stretching.
The first protocol included measurements
of maximum isometric torque of the wrist joint
in both hands, which was recorded at three angles: 180º (neutral position), 150º (slight bended wrist), and 210º (slight extended wrist). The
side-starting-order of the attempts was random
to avoid any fatigue effects. In each position,
two valid trials of 5 s duration were recorded. Between each of the two trials, there was

Processing of raw data
To avoid the observed variation both in
the beginning and at the end of the 10 s trial, the first two and the last two seconds were
removed from all participants so that only the
remaining 6 s were evaluated. Again, from the
recorded two valid efforts at each percentage
rate, only the most consistent one was used for
statistical analysis (Figures 1a, b). The Coefficient of Variation according to the equation:
CV=(SD/Mean)×100 was computed, and the
resulting index was put into the SPSS program.
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Figures 1a, b. Representative best submaximal isometric constant torque (ΜΙΤ) recordings at
25, 50, and 75% of MIT by “athletes in handgrip sports” (HG) and “athletes in non-handgrip
sports” (NHG) who had about the same levels of strength.
Figures 1a, b. Representative best submaximal isometric constant torque (ΜΙΤ) recordings at
2
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Statistical
analysis
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3.1) showed
at calculated.
least 36 subjects in total were required to
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levels that
2
set ata0.05
and 0.80,
respectively.
The ηstatisdetect
moderate
effect
size (partial
p > 0.06) among means with the statistical design
tical analysis of the results was made using
RESULTS
performed (ANOVA with between and repeated factors) with alpha and power levels set at 0.05
SPSS 25.0. For all examined variables the
All statistical significance values of the
Means and Standard Deviations (SD) were Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test were found above
calculated with descriptive statistics. Prior to the level of p > .05, thus confirming that the
the main data analysis, the normal distribu- dependent variables followed a normal distion of the scores at the dependent variables tribution. The sample was constituted from
was checked by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 26 HGs and 14 NHGs. In HG participants,
test. ANOVAs with repeated measurements the PLM was detected 27 times (67.5% of
were applied, for both maximum strength and the hands), either uni- or bilaterally, wheresteadiness. The defined factors were domi- as in NHGs the muscle was detected 11 times
nance and the presence/absence of the PLM, (32.5%).
wrist angles and levels of torque. Respectively, the dependent variables were the achieved
MIT
strength performances at each tested wrist
HGs surpassed the NHGs in torque perangle, in presence or absence of the PLM, formance in all three angles and in both limb
both on the dominant and non-dominant side, sides, when having the PLM. There were difas well as the CV-scores during the effort to ferences (p < .05) between HGs and NHGs on
apply constant submaximal moments at all the dominant side in all wrist angles and for
percentages, which were set as the target at the non-dominant limb the MIT-performancboth angles of the wrist for both upper limb es differed at 210O (Table 2). Also, there were
sides. As a statistical significance limit for all no significant torque differences (p > .05)
analyses p < .05 was chosen. In addition, the between HGs and NHGs in both conditions
effect sizes were calculated using partial eta (presence and absence of the PLM) after trans71
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showed higher torque values in all three wrist
angles when having the PLM, compared to
NHGs (CI95%: 13.722 to 17.267, 8.554 to
13.385) for the differences between means
for all statistically significant (p < .05). Pairwise comparisons did not include the zero
value, suggesting that the means were different. HGs also reached higher torque at 210O
than NHGs in the absence of the PLM. There
was not any triple interaction between three
angles X groups (HG vs NHG) X PLM (presence vs absence) (Figures 2a, b, c).

posing the absolute torque values in relative
ones to the body mass (N.mkg-1). There was
an interaction effect between dominance and
the PLM-presence (F1,36 = 2.847, p = .046,
η2p = 0.170). Pairwise comparisons showed
that the presence of the PLM in the dominant
limb contributed to higher torque levels independently of the different angles (CI95%:
11.260 to 15.497, 10.167 to 13.245). Interaction was also observed among group and the
PLM-presence (F1,72 = 2.894, p = .044, η2p
= 0.068). Pairwise comparisons within the
2-way interaction effect revealed that HGs

Table 2. Maximal isometric torque (Nm) for dominant and non-dominant limb of the two groups
(n=40)
Limb
Dominant
Non-dominant

150o
14.37±6.53*
13.14±5.35

HG (n=26)
NHG (n=14)
180o
210o
150o
180o
210o
16.31±5.53* 15.81±4.80* 9.37±2.53 11.71±3.07 11.83±3.14
14.87±6.20 14.20±5.20* 10.28±4.20 11.33±3.31 10.36±3.06

(HG = “athletes in handgrip sports”, NHG = “athletes in non-handgrip sports”); * p < .05, HG vs.
NHG groups in dominant and non-dominant side

Bars depict mean values ± standard deviation (n=40); * p < .05, HG vs. NHG groups when the PLM is
present.

Figures 2a, b, c. Dominant upper limb’s isometric torque maximum (MIT) at three different angles (150o, 180o, and 210o) by “athletes in handgrip sports” (HG) and “athletes in non-handgrip
sports” (NHG) during isometric wrist flexion.
Application of constant torque
There was no statistically significant effect
of the factor angle on CV and no interactions
were observed among angle, group, and the

PLM-presence on the same variable (p > .05).
On the contrary, there was a statistically significant main effect of the factor dominance
on steadiness (F1,36 = 14.678, p = .001, η2p =
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action was found among the factors angle,
dominance, and torque level (F2,72 = 2.900,
p = .051, η2p = 0.058). The dominant limb
showed better steadiness at 150o in all three
torque levels and at 180o in two levels (25
and 75%). A multiple interaction was found
among the factors angle, dominance, group,
torque level, and the PLM-presence (F6,72 =
3.100, p = .039, η2p=0,069). At both angles,
the HG group in presence of the PLM in the
dominant side showed lower CV-values at the
25% MIT-level than the NHG group. Similar
results were obtained at 75% torque level for
both groups. At 50%, both groups showed the
same behaviour according to CV-index, independently of whether they had the PLM or
not. However, the HG group presented better
steadiness than the NHG group. In addition,
at 180o there were no statistical differences
between the two groups in steadiness performance (Figures 3 and 4).

0.099). Pairwise comparisons showed that the
dominant side reached higher steadiness than
the non-dominant in all examined conditions
(CI95%: 2.146 to 2.652, and 2.319 to 2.824).
There was also interaction effect between
dominance and group (F1,72 = 3.097, p = .05,
η2p = 0.086), and between dominance and the
PLM presence (F1,72 = 3.033, η2p = 0.068, p =
.039). Pairwise comparisons within the 2-way
interaction effect revealed that the HG group
presented lower CV-values compared to the
NHG group and the PLM-presence in the
dominant side in the HG group strengthened
the steadiness performance (CI95%: 2.098 to
2.520, and 2.374 to 2.950 respectively).
There was no significant main effect of the
factor torque level on steadiness performance,
and no interaction was observed between the
factors angle and torque level (p > .05). At
both angles (150o and 180o), there were differences in CV-values at the three examined
levels. However, statistical marginal inter-

Bars depict mean values ± standard deviation (n=40); * p < .05, HG vs. NHG groups when the PLM is
present at 25 and 75%.

Figure 3. Dominant limb’s steadiness index (CV) in presence (PLM) and absence (NO PLM)
of Palmaris Longus Muscle, at 150o wrist angle in three different submaximal torque percentages (25, 50, and 75%) by “athletes in handgrip sports” (HG), and “athletes in non-handgrip
sports” (NHG).
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Bars depict mean values ± standard deviation (n=40); * p < .05, HG vs. NHG groups when the PLM is
present at 25 and 75%.

Figure 4. Dominant limb’s steadiness index (CV) in presence (PLM) and absence (NO PLM) of
Palmaris Longus Muscle, at 180o wrist angle in three different submaximal torque percentages (25,
50 and 75%) by “athletes in handgrip sports” (HG), and “athletes in non-handgrip sports” (NHG).
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The main findings of this study were that
grip-sports students having the PLM in their
dominant hand presented a greater ability to perform steady submaximal isometric wrist flexions at 25% and 75% of MIT compared to nongrip-sports students. The greater steadiness was
not muscle length specific. The HG-group outmatched the NHG-group in MIT performance
in all experimental conditions, especially when
the PLM was present. The above findings confirm the initial hypothesis that the existence of
the PLM affects the ability to exert a constant
submaximal strength in different wrist angles,
but also, that the presence of the PLM provides
an advantage to maximum strength in athletes
involved in hand-grip-sports.
In many sports, such as basketball, handball, wrestling, tennis, badminton, rowing,
volleyball, the performances during wrist
flexion movements are critical to the overall
performance of an athlete in skills that require
the development of high levels of maximum

strength, as well as high-quality steadiness in
the maintenance of submaximal torque.
Salonikidis et al. (2009) suggested that experts were more accurate than sedentary young
adults having the same level of force and this
result was not due to differences at the level of
muscles activation patterns. Therefore, the extended practice of the skill-trained individuals
in a specific skill may affect the strength variability during submaximal torque testing rather
than strength level. In the same line, our study
showed that HGs have more frequent presence
of the PLM in the often-used hand than NHGs
and that this is accompanied by a higher MIT
and greater ability to perform steady submaximal isometric wrist flexions at all tested levels
of torque. Our findings are supported by Fowlie
et al. (2012) members of sports clubs and national athletes. Methods: Participants were invited to complete a questionnaire that assessed
their main sport, elite or non-elite level of participation, and level of activity. The presence
of the palmaris longus was assessed visually
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muscle with short belly and a long tendon, will
produce more steadiness at a given torque level
and could also produce sufficient forces in the
muscle fiber’s short lengths because of tendon
elastic properties (Troiani et al., 1999). The importance of the existence of the PLM in the dominant wrist flexors on steadiness performance
is demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4. When the
muscle was absent, the steadiness perturbated in
both groups similarly. Furthermore, at 75% of
MIT, when the requirements on torque production are increased, the presence of the PLM is
more important for the joint steadiness and the
steady torque application, adding more muscle
activation and supporting from its mechanoreceptors, as is demonstrated in Figures 3 and
4. According to our findings, the PLM’s absence at this difficult level of torque worsens
the steadiness independently on the wrist angle
and muscle length. To our knowledge, this is the
first study that addresses the contribution of the
PLM with a greater pool of muscle fibres and/
or proprioceptors in the near-maximum torque
and steadiness of the wrist flexors, especially in
individuals participating in grip-sports.

using a standardised test. Main outcome measures: Presence of the palmaris longus, type of
hand grip required for the sport and the level of
participation. Results: The presence of the palmaris longus was higher in elite athletes (21/22,
96%, who demonstrated that the PLM-presence
was more frequent amongst both elite and nonelite athletes competing in sustained grip sports
compared to intermittent grip sports. These results suggest that the presence of the PLM may
be of benefit to sustained and intermittent grip
sports that require a higher level of skill and
more accuracy.
In elite grip sports, increased steadiness
may provide more precise execution of the
actions and reduced errors. Previous studies
supported the suggestion that the presence of
the PLM may also assist in metacarpal flexion
via its attachment to the palmar aponeurosis,
and its contribution to the action of metacarpal flexion may provide a stronger and more
stable grip which is important for a cylindrical
grip (Sebastin, Lim, et al., 2005; Wadsworth,
1983). The palmaris longus, also with a greater
pool of proprioceptors, can contribute to superior grip precision in these sports. Assuming
that the PLM, when present, is active in assisting metacarpal flexion, it may also assist
in the contraction of muscles around the wrist
to maintain steadiness and performance. The
additional muscle spindles and mechanoreceptors that the PLM provides or influences, may
offer an advantage in peripheral feedback for
cupping the palm (Jozsa et al., 1993). The presence of the PLM may reinforce the findings of
previous research that high skill HGs dominate
in grip performance and steadiness.

In terms of MIT, we found better performance in HGs than in NHGs when the PLM
was present, at all angles. On the other hand, it
seems that the side dominance did not play any
role in MIT-performance for both groups. This
is in contrast with previous findings where no
significant differences in MIT between high
skilled and sedentary individuals were observed and this could be partially justified by
the contribution of the PLM to the action of
metacarpal flexion providing a stronger and
more stable grip (Jubeau et al., 2006; Salonikidis et al., 2009). The existence of one more
muscle may offer more strength to the joint, especially providing to athletes participating in
grip sports an additional pool of muscle fibres
that can be recruited for strength development.

The significantly lower torque variation in
25% of MIT at both measured wrist angles,
in HGs with presence of the PLM, confirmed
the above assumptions. The specific typology
and mechanics of the PLM, which consist of a
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when it comes to avoiding injuries – both acute
and chronic ones. However, this remains to be
confirmed through appropriate experimental
protocols and future studies.

In terms of wrist angle effect on torque development and steadiness, no significant differences were observed between both groups,
suggesting that the PLM as a part of the wrist
flexors is acting across the whole range of motion in a similar manner in HGs and NHGs.
Especially in the extended wrist angle for the
HGs, the PLM contributes further to the steadiness of the wrist joint at the increased torque
level. The above finding is in line with the
findings of other researchers (Friden & Lieber,
1998; Salonikidis et al., 2011).
According to steadiness and MIT-increases
(%), our results did not confirm any relationship, regardless of the presence of the PLM and
the skill level at both wrist angles. This is in
accordance with previous studies (Löscher &
Gallasch, 1993; Newell & Carlton, 1988), but
it is in contrast with other studies which reported that during isometric handgrip, force tremor amplitude decreased from 5% to 60% MΙΤ
(Christou & Carlton, 2002; Laidlaw et al., 2000;
Salonikidis et al., 2011). Differences in protocols, type of action, skill’s expertise, muscular
group, and visual feedback could only partly
explain such a discrepancy. The lack of consideration of the factor existence/absence of the
PLM in the previous studies could be another
reason for deriving different results in the present study. The existence of the PLM seems to be
important especially for the movement accuracy and grip performance in high level HGs who
have more frequent presence of the PLM in the
often-used hand. Moreover, HG’s without PLM
could be recommended a more focused training on movement accuracy and for a long time
which might have a positive impact both on grip
steadiness and hand flexion performance.

Several limitations need to be considered.
The study had a cross-sectional design, and
the participants were divided into grip and
no-grip expertise regarding sports activity in
which they were participating at the time of
the questionnaire completion. In addition, the
presence or absence of the palmaris longus
in this study has not been examined against a
diagnostic ultrasound or Magnetic Resonance
Imaging. Moreover, the simultaneous use of
EMG is thought important to estimate how and
when the muscle is activated during its flexion.
It is acknowledged that less-developed variations of the palmaris longus may not have been
identified by the assessment procedure used in
this study.

CONCLUSION
The PLM may benefit athletes who participate in sports that require a dominant-handed
or two-handed grip which seems to support the
first hypothesis of this study. At an applied level, this research aspires to contribute to further
knowledge of whether the genetically determined presence of the PLM gives an advantage
in steadiness or in the development of greater
torque during wrist flexion, especially in elite
grip-sports athletes. This second hypothesis has
been partly confirmed. MIT was higher in the
dominant hand with the presence of the PLM
than the hand in which there was an absence
of the PLM. The importance of the PLM-existence in individuals with extended practice in
grip sports seems to be beneficial for task precision. However, further research is required to
Injury prevention is another important con- determine the actual function or benefit that the
sideration. Greater wrist stability in grip sports PLM may provide in cylindrical and sustained
would be expected to provide added benefits grip sports played at elite and non-elite levels.
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It is often needed in basketball practice to evaluate the stage of the young
basketball players‘ preparation. In this way the necessary information is received which serves as a landmark about the level of their development – whether they have the necessary physical qualities and basketball skills, whether they
go forward within the educational and training process and whether there is a
perspective for their development as highly qualified competitors in the future.
The disclosure of the factor structure of the physical development and the specific
workability of growing up basketball players has high informative value for the
optimization of the educational and training process.
The aim of the study is to optimize the training process for growing basketball players by revealing the factor structure and identifying the main factors
of sports preparedness in the age range of 15-16 years. The subject of research
is the sports training of growing basketball players. The object of the study is
the signs of physical development, the special physical and specific techno-tactical preparation. The research was done among 65 basketball players (15-16
years old). Sport and pedagogical tests as per 20 indicators, bearing information
about the basic symptoms of the physical development and the specific basketball
workability, were made for the needs of the study. The results of the tests were
subjected to processing by descriptive statistics, correlation and factor analysis.
Results: At the beginning of the study, seven main factors were identified that
characterize the specific preparedness in basketball, while at the end of the study,
the derived components were five.
Key words: growing up basketball players, optimization, educational and
training process

INTRODUCTION
Modern basketball is incomparable with
the game from the first periods of its development. The increasing dynamics places new,
higher and specific requirements on the participants in it (Tsarov, Djordjevic, 1997). For
years, one of the characteristic features of training and coaching was their dependence on the
composition of the team (Zhelyazkov, 1978,
Tsarov, 2001, Borukova, 2018). A characteristic feature of basketball is the emphasized role
of movements in the content of the game (running, jumping, throwing, passing and catching
the ball, resistance, etc.). Motor actions are
aimed at overcoming various difficulties and

obstacles that hinder the achievement of the
goal of the game. In addition, natural movements and individual skills and abilities are
developed and improved in games.
To increase the efficiency of the training
process, it is especially important to take into
account the relationship between the physical
and technical training of the basketball player.
Technical training is a process aimed
at mastering sports technique, according to
the tasks of the sport (Zhelyazkov, Dasheva,
2017). Within the multi-year training process,
the technical preparation goes through two
stages (Matveev, 1977). These are stages of
basic technical training, during which the ini80
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pants in the study had been training organized
basketball for 6 ± 2 years. The training sessions during the last two years had been once
or two a day, six days per week. All 65 participants in the study had taken part in the National Basketball Championship for the respective
age group and some of them were members
of the national team project for the respective
age. All clubs in the country are working according to the Common educational methodology, introduced by the Bulgarian Basketball
Federation in 2018.

tial training is carried out, a rich background
of sports-technical skills and habits is created,
serving as a basis for technical improvement,
and a stage of in-depth technical improvement
and mastering of sports-technical mastery
(Zhelyazkov, Dasheva, 2017). During these
periods, the work for the development of speed
and strength abilities should not be interrupted,
but when applying different means, it is necessary to apply an individual approach to the
competitors.
The development of speed and strength
abilities requires persistent, repeated repetition
of concentrated physical exercises. Power of
will is also needed to focus attention, to mobilize speed abilities at the right moment, or
to maintain speed until the end of the exercise
(Yahontov, 2006).
To the greatest extent, the contribution of
each of the studied indicators to the sporting
achievement of an individual or a set depends
on 3-4 main factors.
The disclosure of the factor structure of the
physical development and the specific workability of growing up basketball players has
high informative value for the optimization of
the educational and training process (Tzarova,
Borukova, 2012).

Procedure
The sport-pedagogical tests were applied
by one and the same researcher and the coach
of the respective team under terrain conditions within the frames of one regular training session (120 min). The anonymity of the
children was guaranteed by listing them under
a different number, (which was known by the
team coach only) with the purpose to use the
results for the optimization of the school-training process after processing the data. Everybody participated in the study voluntarily and
received no money or financial compensation
for their contribution. Nobody from the participants refused to take part in the study except
those with injuries or indisposition. Short instructions, video and demonstration of the test
battery were presented prior to testing. After
we measured the anthropometric parameters,
each team had 10-15 minutes to warm up. The
tests of all were performed according to the
sequence presented in Table 1. The study was
performed in standard conditions – a basketball hall with the necessary equipment; chronometer, measuring apparatuses; cones, basketball balls and a medicine ball of 3 kg. The
participants performed each test twice. Their
better achievements were taken in view when
analyzing the results. Sports pedagogical testing was conducted with the participants for the

METHODS
The aim of the study is the optimization
of the education-training process for coming
up basketball players by revealing the factor
structure and identifying the basic factors of
the sports preparedness during the age range
of 15-16 years old players.
The study was conducted during the period
between September 2018 and June 2019.
Participants
The research was done among 65 junior
male basketball players listed in various clubs
in Bulgaria at the age of 15 ± 0.7.The partici81
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needs of the study, probated and standardized
test battery was used, covering 20 indicators
bearing information about the basic indications of the physical development, physical
preparedness and technical skills in basketball.

The indicators were divided into three groups:
for physical development – from the 1st to the
4th indicator; for physical preparedness – from
the 5th to the 11th one and for technical skills
– from the 12th to the 20th indicator.

Table 1. Description of the used tests in the research
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Indicators / Parameters
Height
Weight
Body Mass Index
Stretch (horizontal)
Running 20 m sprinting
Vertical rebound
Triple jump
Running between stands
Throwing of solid ball
Occipital leg press (crunches)
Running «Shuttle» 252 m
Leading the ball between stands
Index of leading a ball
Defense
Eights with dribble
High-speed shooting in motion - time
High-speed shooting in motion - number
High-speed shooting in motion – coefficient
Rebound shooting with a passer
Penalty shots – number of successful ones

Measuring
units
cm
kg
kg/m²
cm
s
cm
m
s
m
number
s
s
s
s
number
s
number
s
number
number

Measurement
accuracy
1,0
0,5
0,01
1,0
0,01
1,0
0,01
0,01
0,01
1,0
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
1,0
0,01
1,0
0,01
1,0
1,0

Direction
of growth
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

more widely than shoulders, the ball is positioned at the right flank. Upon a signal, dribble
is performed with the right hand on the right
leg side, then crossed dribble follows by moving the ball from back forward through the
legs, taking the ball with the left hand, dribble
on the left leg side, crossed dribble from back
forward between the legs to the right hand and
so on. Each tap of the ball on the ground, performed without infringing the defined consecutiveness of the movements, is counted. The
exercise is 30 s long. It is performed twice, and
the better results are recorded.
Test 12 - Leading the ball between stands.
The same exercise is performed as described
for indicator 8 (running between stands) – see
Figure 1 but the distance is overcome by leading the ball. The result is recorded with exactness of 0.01 s.

The physical development and physical
preparedness tests are standard and applied in
the sports practice for many years. The tests
for the technical skills are strictly specific for
the different sports and for better illustration
and perception of the information they should
be described.
Description of the tests for technical
skills used for basketball
Test 8 - Run between stands. From high
start as initial position, the player is running
along equilateral triangle with 10 m length of
the side. Stands are posted at the three tops
of the triangle and in the center. The route is
shown in Figure 1. The direction of the start is
by choice – to the right or to the left. The result
is recorded with exactness of 0.01 s.
Test 15 - Eights with a dribble. Initial position – basketball posture, feet are positioned
82
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Figure 1. Diagram of positioning of the stands for the Tests 8 (Running between stands) and 12
Leading the ball (dribble) between stands
Test 13 - Leading the ball index. It presents
the difference between the results of test 12
and test 8, recorded in seconds with exactness
of 0.01.
Test 14 - Moving in defense. It is performed
round a square with 5 m sides. Stands are posi-

tioned at the angles (Figure 2). Running sprint
on side 1-2, moving in defensive standing 2-3,
running back on side 3-4 and then the distance
is overcome in the same way in the reverse direction towards the initial position. The result
is recorded with exactness up to 0.01 s.

Figure 2. Diagram of positioning of the stands for Test 15 Moving in defense
Test 16 - Speed shot on the run. Initial position – high start at the base line (under the
basket) holding the ball with hands. Roundabout is performed by leading the ball, then a
shot to the basket while moving follows (after
two steps) consecutively at each of the three
stands, positioned at the 3 p line (against the
basket and under angle of 45º from the left

and from the right) – (Figure 3). Two tours
are performed (6 shots total). During the first
round the leading and shooting are performed
with the dominant hand and during the second
one – with the non-dominant one. The time of
the performance is recorded with exactness of
0.01s, as well as the number of the successful
shots into the basket (at correct coordination).
83
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Figure 3. Diagram of positioning of the stands for Test 16 Speed-shot of the run
Data analysis
For the realization of the purpose and tasks
set for the study, the following methods of research were applied: survey study of the specific literature and sport-pedagogical testing.
The results from the study were subjected to
mathematical-statistical processing with SPSS
23; depending on the tasks of the research the
following statistical methods were applied:
• variation analysis – for defining the average
values, normality of distribution and variety
of the indicators under study;
• correlation analysis – for defining the degree
of dependence between the indicators under
study. Ordinary linear correlation was used
according to the “everybody against everybody” method;
• factor analysis and Index method.

Test 17 - Speed shot while moving– number.
The successful shots in the basket are recorded
(correct coordination) while performing indicator No. 16.
Test 18 - Speed shot while moving. The
coefficient of effectiveness for the speed shot
while moving is calculated; the time of the
performance is divided into the number of the
successful shots in the basket. Exactness of up
to 0,01 s is recorded.
Test 19 - Shot with feeder. Three series of
10 shots into the basket from 3 positions are
performed:
perpendicular to the board;
under angle of 45° to the board;
under angle of 0° to the board.
The positions may be arranged in the left or
right half of the playing ground (according to
the executor’s choice). After each series both
players change positions. Shooting is performed at 5.00 m distance from the ring center projection on the ground. The total number
of the successful shots into the basket for the
three positions is recorded.
Test 20 - Free throws – number of successful ones. The number of the successful
shots is recorded. The relative share of the
successful shots in the basket against all free
throws performed is calculated as a result of
the test too.

RESULTS
The main research task is related to the discovery of the factor structure of sports preparedness and the identification of the main factors
that make up this structure. To solve the purpose
and tasks of the research, the results of the conducted sports-pedagogical tests were subjected
to processing with the help of correlation analysis. It reveals the relationships between the studied features and establishes their strength and
direction in order to correctly apply factor anal84
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ponents (factors). To understand how many
factors would best describe the variability of
the sample, we applied the rotation of the two
factors with the varimax and Kaiser normalization methods and obtained the rotated solution,
in which the components were again 7, but the
independent variables in them were different.
We can summarize that at the age of 15-16
years (at the beginning of the study) the factor
structure of basketball players is composed of 7
main factors (Table 2), which explain a very high
percentage of the initial variance of the studied
phenomenon (82.61%). Table 1 shows that the
first factor F1 (component 1) clearly groups the
variables associated with the different types of
basketball shooting with weights of .934, .913,
.776 and .741, respectively. The variables related
to anthropometric data with weights .939, .936,
.823 and .451, respectively, were grouped to the
second factor F2. On the last variable - „Triple
jump“ the factor weight was of value 0.5, it is
considered by default that the weight threshold
in this distinction is 0.5, but the latter strongly
depends on the sample size, in our case it was n
= 65. When analyzing the table, it is important
to know that if a variable participates with high
weights in more than one factor, it is considered
that the number of factors is not good and the
corresponding factor model is rejected. If there
is a variable whose participation is low in all factors, it is considered to have little influence in
the data cloud and should be dropped from the
factor model. No cloud-weakening variable was
observed in our model.
The derived factors also show the place of
the speed-power characteristics in the factor
structure of 15-16-year-old basketball players
at the beginning of the study. It is interesting
that the indicators that carry information about
them were present in the third, fourth, fifth and
sixth factors. Only one indicator was in the second component, which had the lowest weight
of all four variables - „Triple jump“ (-.451).

ysis. The absolute number of relationships and
values of all correlation coefficients between the
signs of physical development and the specific
preparedness in basketball between the individual indicators are a lot and different in strength,
which makes it difficult to analyze why their
number is reduced based on the calculated correlation coefficient (r) at a high degree of statistical reliability Pt ≥ 99%, at which critical = 300.
In the analysis of the results, the qualitative
assessment of the degree of dependence between each pair of indicators is in accordance
with the norms of the sports statistics according to Gigova (2002).
The analysis of the correlation matrix sho
wed that the total number of significant coefficients of ordinary linear Pearson correlation,
between the observed 20 signs of physical development and specific preparedness, was 66.
After deriving the correlation matrix with
Pearson‘s coefficients for each pair of quantities of all variables, the results of the two tests
of basketball players were processed by factor
analysis. To solve the purpose and tasks of the
study, two factor structures were derived for
15-16 year old athletes: one at the beginning of
the study (at the beginning of the sports-competition year) and one at the end of the study (at
the end of the sports-competition year).
The application of factor analysis allowed
to derive the main components and on this basis
to build the factor models of physical development and the specific performance of the studied population, as well as to reveal the features
of each factor structure, depending on age and
level of preparedness of the basketball players.
About 15-16-year-old basketball players, after extracting the 7 factors by the chosen method of Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), we received the so-called initial factor
solution in the Component Matrix with 7 components. The initial factor solution showed the
20 independent variables grouped into 7 com85
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FI
.934
.913
.776
.741
.033
.045
.065
.225
.026
.147
.013
.367
.428
.273
.221
.153
.387
.051
.134
.009

F II
.090
.072
.083
.137
.939
.936
.823
.451
.028
.139
.01
.356
.375
.08
.116
.075
.371
.342
.252
.084

F III
.022
.005
.335
.198
.022
.081
.040
.402
.758
.739
.634
.620
.557
.198
.217
.076
.216
.047
.152
.097

F IV
.165
.096
.068
.306
.080
.026
.001
.213
.155
.104
.375
.010
.308
.862
.703
.197
.075
.035
.473
.036

FV
.163
.147
.093
.255
.069
.089
.092
.364
.063
.302
.359
.029
.038
.117
.133
.852
.641
.068
.386
.064

F VI
.043
.001
.188
.142
.084
.071
.517
.163
.233
.093
.281
.388
.076
.075
.032
.016
.049
.817
.538
.043

∑а² = 82.61 %

19.24 %

10.90%

9.03 %

6.14%

5.46 %

F VII h
.043 .939
.066 .874
.072 .774
.035 .787
.077 .908
.030 .900
.027 .959
.090 .628
.139 .678
.122 .712
.354 .876
.067 .801
.078 .742
.008 .882
.595 .976
.045 .801
.187 .788
.019 .796
.02 .767
.954 .934

1-h2
.118
.236
.401
.381
.176
.190
.08
.606
.54
.493
.233
.358
.449
.222
.047
.358
.379
.366
.412
.128

5.073 %

№
Indicators
1. High-speed shooting in motion – coefficient
2. High-speed shooting in motion - time
3. Penalty shots – number of successful ones
4. High-speed shooting in motion - number
5. Stretch (horizontal)
6. Height
7. Weight
8. Triple jump
9. Occipital leg press (crunches)
10. Running 20 m sprinting
11. Running «Shuttle» 252 m
12. Throwing of solid ball
13. Rebound shooting with a passer
14. Running between stands
15. Leading the ball between stands
16. Defense
17. Eights with dribble
18. BMI
19. Vertical jump
20. Index of leading a ball

26.70 %

Table 2. Factor structure of physical development and physical capacity of 15-16-year-old
basketball players at the beginning of the study

In addition to the factor weights, the table plained (h²) as well as the unexplained (1-h²)
also presents data on the magnitude of the ex- of the initial variance of each studied feature.

Figure 4. Relative share of the initial variance explained by each factor in 15-16 year old basketball players at the beginning of the study
ball players (respectively 10.90% and 9.08%),
and the last three are additional and the variance explained by them is less than 10%.
The first factor in the factor structure of
physical development and the specific performance of 15-16-year-old basketball players at
the beginning of the study is determined by

The relative shares of the initial variance
explained by each factor are illustrated in Figure 4. The analysis of Figure 4, shows that the
first derived factor explains 26.70%, the second explains 19.24%, the next two have a lower
contribution to the total physical development
and the specific working capacity of the basket86
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ers from the studied population. This allows it
to be identified as a technical-tactical factor.
The second factor (19.24%) can be defined as
morphological. It reveals the place in the factor
structure of the height-weight indicators, which
are a prerequisite for higher achievements in
the performance of a triple jump (Figure 5).

four main indicators (Figure 5), which explain
the highest percentage of the initial variance
of the studied phenomenon. (26.70 %). This
factor reveals the high importance of the skills
and speed of scoring a point in shooting on the
move, as well as the scoring of penalty shots for
the general preparedness of the basketball play-
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Figure 5. Factor structure of 15-16 year old basketball players at the beginning of the study - I
and II factors
The fourth factor (9.08%) can be identified
as a special movement speed in attack both
without a ball and with a ball, which largely
depends on the ability of basketball players to
masterfully lead the ball on the spot (Figure 6).

The third factor (10.90%) determines the
place in the factor structure of 15-16-year-old
basketball players of speed and strength abilities and their positive influence on the ability
to score a shot when shooting from a position
with a passer (Figure 6).
1
0.8

.862
.758

.703

.620

.557

0.6

Forth factor

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

Third factor
Running 20
m sprinting
Running Throwing Rebound
«Shuttle» of solid shooting
252 m
ball
with a
passer

Occipital
leg press
(crunches)

-0.4

Running Leading
between the ball
stands between
stands

-0.6
-0.8

- .739

- .634

Figure 6. Factor structure of 15-16 year old basketball players at the beginning of the study III and IV factors
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The fifth factor (6.15%) determines the
ability to handle the ball on the spot and the
speed of movement in defense (Table 2).
The sixth factor (5.46%) determines the
influence of body mass index on the explosive
force of the lower extremities during vertical
muscular effort (Table 2).
The seventh factor is the last factor in
the factor structure and makes up 5.07%. It
includes only one indicator that determines
the ability to lead the ball at high speed. This
means that this feature does not give an advantage to the studied basketball players
(Table 2).
After a year of practice and competition,
the factor structure of physical development
and the specific working c apacity of 15-16
year old basketball players underwent significant changes. Table 3 shows that at the end
of the study the derived factor structure explained a lower percentage of the initial dis-

persion (76.64%) of the studied phenomenon,
compared to the factor structure after the first
study.
Table 3 presents the derived factors, which
show that after one year, the factor structure
of basketball players was already made up of
5 main factors. The table shows that in the
first factor F1 (component 1) six variables are
clearly grouped, mainly related to speed-power capabilities and factor weights, respectively .864, .828, .703, .692 and -.500.
Four variables are grouped to the second
factor F2, and after the first study, they are
related to the anthropometric data with factor weights .909, .881, .843 and .741, respec
tively.
In addition to the factor weights, the table
also presents data on the magnitude of the explained (h²) as well as the unexplained (1-h²)
of the initial variance of each studied feature.

F II
.200
.135
.000
-.091
-.057
.402
.909
.881
.843
.741
-.170
.173
.220
-.031
-.374
.284
-.378
-.079
.518
.364

F III
-.080
.114
.228
.577
-.017
.219
-.089
-.133
-.388
.109
.912
-.875
.496
.230
-.117
.033
-.282
.330
-.138
-.411

F IV
.016
-.005
.039
-.073
-.053
.054
-.188
-.041
-.027
.116
.090
-.111
-.284
.847
.734
.659
.491
-.034
-.058
-.068

FV
-.104
.354
-.268
.123
.088
.179
-.162
-.088
.144
-.211
.126
-.116
-.487
.014
.127
-.105
.057
.791
-.655
.603

9.53 %

9.29 %

∑а² = 76.64 %

FI
.889
.864
.828
.703
.692
-.500
.093
.194
.108
-.423
.162
.042
-.011
.030
.227
-.306
-.480
.110
-.019
-.384

11.96 %

Indicators
Running between stands
Leading the ball between stands
Defense
High-speed shooting in motion - number
Running «Shuttle» 252 m
Occipital leg press (crunches)
Weight
Stretch (horizontal)
Height
Throwing of solid ball
High-speed shooting in motion – coefficient
High-speed shooting in motion – time
BMI
Rebound shooting with a passer
Penalty shots – number of successful ones
Vertical jump
Eights with dribble
Index of leading a ball
Triple jump
Running 20 m sprinting

21.25 %

№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2.
4.
1.
10.
11.
12.
3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
7.
5.

24.61 %

Table 3. Factor structure of the physical development and physical capacity of 15-16 year old
basketball players at the end of the study
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h
.848
.903
.811
.856
.494
.494
.905
.840
.894
.797
.911
.822
.613
.773
.760
.621
.696
.754
.719
.817

1-h2
.281
.185
.342
.267
.756
.756
.181
.294
.201
.365
.170
.324
.624
.402
.422
.614
.516
.431
.483
.333
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Compared to the factor structure of the first (24.61%) and the second component
15–16-year-old basketball players at the be- had the highest percentage (21.25%) and exginning of the study and at the end of the study, plained almost 46% of the sample (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Relative share of the initial variance explained by each factor in 15-16-year-old basketball players at the end of the study
The second component can be considered
as morphological, because it includes all anthropometric indicators, as at the beginning of
the study, but here we already have an indicator related to the explosive power of the upper
limbs, which shows that height and weight are
a prerequisite for higher achievements when
throwing a solid ball.

In the first component presented in Figure
8, it is seen that there was an increase in the
contribution of the speed of movement on the
field without the ball and with the ball, the performance of the protective posture, the speed
endurance and the strength of the abdominal
muscles. At the beginning of the study, these
variables were located in the third and fourth
factor components.
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Figure 8. Factor structure of 15-16 year old basketball players at the end of the study - I and
II factors
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.491

Fifth factor

Running 20 m sprinting

Eights with dribble

Triple jump

Forth factor

-.655

-0.8
-1

.603

Index of leading a ball

-0.6

.659

Vertical jump

-0.4

High-speed shooting
in motion-coefficient

0.2

.791

.496

Penatly shots-number
of successful ones

High-speed shooting
in motion-time

0.4

-0.2

.734

Third factor

0.6

0

.847

Rebound shooting
with a passer

0.8

.912

BMI

1
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- .875

Figure 9. Factor structure of 15-16 year old basketball players at the end of the study - III, IV
and V factors
speed of movement, of guiding the ball and the
explosive force of the lower limbs in horizontal muscular efforts.
DISCUSSION
The factor analysis made at the beginning
and at the end of the study showed that in this
age group within a sports-competitive year
there is dynamics in terms of physical development of basketball players in this age group.
At the beginning of the study, athletes were in
a period when strength was increasing and
this should be used rationally by coaches. At
the end of the study, some of the basketball
players were at the end of their 16 years, and
this is the age when the topography of muscle
strength is formed. In adults, strength increases, which shows that our methodology for developing speed and strength in 15-16-year-old
basketball players is suitable and can be applied in the annual training cycle with young
players. A similar study conducted by Tsarov
and Tsarova with 125 basketball players (15-

The third component of the general physical and technical-tactical preparedness at the
end of the research presented in Figure 9 included the ability to quickly score points and
the body mass index.
Although the last two components had the
lowest percentage of the explained dispersion (F4 = 9.53% and F5 = 9.29%), the fourth
component (Figure 9) determined the second
to last place in the factor structure of the accuracy of the shot from the penalty line, the
shot from position, the explosive power of the
lower limbs in vertical efforts, as well as the
ability of basketball players to keep the ball in
place. They show that at the end of the study,
the effectiveness of shooting from the penalty
line and shooting from a position had lost its
significance as one of the most important signs
of physical development and specific performance.
The fifth component (Figure 9) determines
the place in the factor structure of the special
90
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„CSKA“, BC „Academic-Bultex“ and their
coaches. Without their participation, this study
would not have been possible.

16-year- old), who, however, were included
in the national team of Bulgaria in the period
2009-2016 found eight components. The socalled morphological factor, revealing the high
significance mainly of the linear dimensions of
the body, was the most important for the general preparedness of 15-16-year-old basketball
players. Indicators related to the physical preparedness of athletes identified the fourth last
factor as the so-called „basketball athletics“.
According to Tsarova (2013), the results
of factor analysis can serve as a particular
criteria for optimization. This means that the
traits reported in each athlete with a low level
of development (low sigma scores T) should
be rearranged depending on the significance
of each trait, reported according to the place
of this trait in the integral factor structure of
sports preparedness.
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Nowadays our global society faces big challenges and threats in the times of
the first major pandemic. The outbreak of COVID-19 has forced governments to
impose the lock-down policies around the world. Social isolation became a new
normal form of living. After the first confirmed case on the 8th of March in Bulgaria, the government announced on the 14th of March the lock-down as a preventive strategy for the whole Bulgarian population. Under such circumstances,
the big issue became the question of how to maintain the physical and mental
health of people, and how to cope with the new reality. Based on this evidence
the aim of the joint research study with Ohio State University, USA, entitled
“Psychological Responses, Coping Strategies, and Physical Activity during the
COVID – 19 Pandemic” has been proposed from the Bulgarian perspective as
follows:
1. Investigate psychological responses, coping strategies, and physical activity during the COVID – 19 lock-down periods.
2. Examine the influence of physical activity as a coping strategy in psychological health and overall well-being during social isolation.
To this end, an online questionnaire containing an adapted version of the
short-form of International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ-SF) has been
used to assess the practiced level of physical activity and Metabolic Equivalents
(MET) energy expenditure, PROMIS Item Bank v1.0 Emotional distress-Anxiety, Herth Hope Index (HHI) (Herth, 1992), and Brief Resilient Coping Scale
BRCS (Sinclaire, Wallston, 2004) to evaluate psychological well-being during
the social isolation.
Evidence suggests that regular participation in physical activity helps decrease overall levels of anxiety and depression as a reliable coping strategy
to overcome the social isolation and, as a whole, the negative aspects of lockdown.
Key words: COVID-19, physical and mental health, coping strategies

INTRODUCTION
The lock-down strategy against COVID-19
Pandemic was imposed in Bulgaria on the 13th
of March. To ensure social distancing and limit
the movement of the population, schools, public places, and businesses were shutdowns.
Moreover, people could move away from their
homes only to do essential work (healthcare
and social care sectors, police, and armed forces, firefighting, water, and electricity supply)
or perform essential activities (health visits,
medicine purchases, or food supply). The

worldwide spread of COVID-19 has upset
the normality of daily life, forcing the population to social distancing and self-isolation.
Since the containment precautions also concern sport-related activities, home workout
remained the only possibility to play sports
and stay active during the pandemic (Maugeri
et al., 2020). Banned outdoor recreation, fear
of being infected SARS-COV-2, and concerns of impact of this disease might be the
reasons leading to a higher proportion of anxiety/depression (Tran et al., 2020). In addition
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motion and clinical treatments, involving the
application of environmental, behavioral, and
psychological principles to enhance physical
and mental wellbeing. This may also provide
opportunities for general health promotion
and potential prevention of depression (Sarris
et al., 2014).
The benefits of physical activity - impro
ving physical condition and fighting disease
- have long been established. Physical activity is also considered vital for maintaining
mental fitness and has been recognized as an
effective coping strategy to deal with stress.
Studies show that physical activity produces
endorphins - a chemical in the brain that acts
as natural painkillers - and also improves the
ability to sleep, which in turn reduces stress.
Evidence suggests that regular participation in
physical activity helps decrease overall levels
of tension, and makes one feel energized and
healthy (Lai et al., 2020).
Regular physical activity is a cornerstone
of chronic disease prevention and treatment.
Engaging in an active lifestyle is associated
with a number of important mental health out
comes. In contrast, physical inactivity is associated with poor mental health outcomes.
These associations are generally robust after
controlling for variables that are known to confound the activity–mental health relationship
(Duncan et al, 2020).
Exercise is known to be associated with
reduced risk of all-cause mortality, cardiovascular disease, stroke, and diabetes (Chekroud
et al, 2018).
Physical activity (PA) may be therapeutic
for people with severe mental illness (SMI)
who generally have low PA and experience
numerous lifestyle-related medical complications. (Stubbs et al, 2018).
Factors closely linked with SB such as so
cial isolation, loneliness, physical inactivity,
chronic physical conditions, and disability

to being a public physical health emergency,
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) affected global mental health, as evidenced
by panic-buying worldwide as cases soared
(Wang et al., 2020). Female gender; youth
age; single status; students; specific symptoms; recent imposed quarantine; prolonged
home-stay; and reports of poor health status,
unnecessary worry, concerns for family members, and discrimination were significantly
associated with greater psychological impact
of the pandemic and higher levels of stress,
anxiety and depression (Tee et al., 2020).
Physical activity and overall health
During the COVID-19 pandemic the necessity of urgent psychological intervention is
becoming much more critical (Iancheva et al.,
2020). The analysis of scientific publications
shows a strong correlation between mental
health and physical activity.
Most comorbid associations of depressive
symptoms with specific chronic illnesses are
explained by accompanying poor self-reported health and functional status, but some illnesses probably have a direct psychobiological
basis (Niti et al., 2007). Many meta-analytical
studies suggested a positive anxiolytic and depression-reducing effect of exercise programs
(Wegner et al., 2014).
The prevalence of depression may be affected by changes in psychiatric practices and
the availability of online mental health information in the past two decades (Lim, et al.,
2018). There is now compelling evidence that
a range of lifestyle factors are involved in the
pathogenesis of depression. Many of these
factors can potentially be modified, yet they
receive little consideration in the contemporary treatment of depression, where medication and psychological intervention remain
the first-line treatments. “Lifestyle Medicine”
provides a nexus between public health pro94
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pandemic on PA behaviors and SB. It is important to note that we may also be at risk for a
viscous cycle where current and potentially accelerated PI patterns and sedentary behaviors
may worsen the impact of future pandemics
(Hall et al, 2020).
Emerging data indicate a substantial decrease in global physical activity levels during
the period of social isolation adopted worldwide to contain the spread of the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19). This body of know
ledge can inform evidence-based policies to be
urgently implemented to counteract the impact
of increased physical inactivity and sedentary
behavior during the COVID-19 outbreak (Pecanha et al, 2020).
According to the World Health Organization, regular physical activity can help give
our days a routine and be a way to stay in contact with family and friends. It is also good
for our mental health - reducing the risk of
depression, cognitive decline, and delaying
the onset of dementia - and improves overall
feelings.

may play a major role in depression among
middle-aged and older people. Lifestyle interventions focusing on reductions of depression among this age group need to take these
factors into consideration (Vacampfort et al,
2020).
Sedentary behavior and perceived stress
are both negatively associated with physical
and mental health (Ashdown-Franks et al,
2020).
The largest proportion of the sedentary
behavior-depression relationship was explained by mobility limitations (49.9%),
followed by impairments in sleep/energy
(43.4%), pain/discomfort (31.1%), anxiety (30.0%), disability (25.6%), cognition
(16.1%), and problems with vision (11.0%)
(Stubbs et al, 2018).
The impact of sedentarism, caused by the
COVID-19 home confinement, is on the neuromuscular, cardiovascular, metabolic, and
endocrine systems. Just a few days of a sedentary lifestyle are sufficient to induce muscle
loss, neuromuscular junction damage and fiber denervation, insulin resistance, decreased
aerobic capacity, fat deposition, and low-grade
systemic inflammation. Regular low/medium
intensity high volume exercise, together with
a 15-25% reduction in caloric intake is recommended for preserving neuromuscular, cardiovascular, metabolic, and endocrine health
(Narici et al, 2020).
While of a different nature, the world has
been living with another pandemic for years
– physical inactivity (PI) and sedentary behavior (SB) (Pratt et al, 2020). According to
the World Health Organization, 31% of individuals at the age of 15 or older are physically
inactive and approximately 3.2 million deaths
per year are attributed to this unhealthy lifestyle behavior.
To this point, we have discussed the potential detrimental impacts of the COVID-19

AIM OF THE STUDY
The aim of the joint research study with
Ohio State University, USA, entitled “Psychological Responses, Coping Strategies
and Physical Activity during the COVID 19 Pandemic” has been proposed from the
Bulgarian perspective as follows: The aim
was to investigate psychological responses, coping strategies, and physical activity
during the COVID - 19 lock-down period,
and to examine the influence of physical activity as a coping strategy in psychological
health and overall well-being during the social isolation.
METHODOLOGY
This study was conducted as an online
survey realized through the Google Forms
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Likert scale from 1 (Does not describe me
at all) to 5 (Describes me very well).
5. Short-form of International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ-SF) Participants reported the frequency and duration
of different types of activities: vigorous
(i.e. heavy lifting, performing intense aerobic exercises, using bike or treadmill);
moderate (i.e. carrying light loads and bicycling at a regular pace, working out in
the garden); walking activities, as well as
the average time, spent sitting on a weekday, including sitting at work. Responses
were converted to Metabolic Equivalent
Task minutes per week (MET-min/week)
according to IPAQ-SF (http://www.ipaq.
ki.se).

web survey platform (Google LLC, Mountain
View, CA, United States). The online survey was anonymous and not traceable to the
identity of participants, including a brief description of the study, its aim, and the declarations of anonymity and confidentiality. The
study was approved by the Risk Management
Committee of the Joint Training Simulation
& Analyzed Center of the Institute of ICT,
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, and it was
conducted following the Declaration of Helsinki.
The survey was carried out in Bulgaria
and 10 other countries (China, Malaysia, India, Turkey, Ireland, North Macedonia, Singapore, Spain, USA, and Brazil) over the period 10th of July-31st of August. The research
was done among 952 Bulgarian citizens aged
between 18 and 65+. The aim was to obtain
information from all different age groups.
The demographic information is provided in
Table 1.
To fulfill the aim of the study we used the
following complex of methods:
1. Sociodemographic information (age, sex,
place of residence, employment status,
etc.).
2. PROMIS Item Bank v 1.0 – Emotional Distress-Anxiety & Depression. This
scale contains 10 items answered in Likert
style from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). https://
www.healthmeasures.net/search-view-measures?task=Search.search
3. Herth Hope Index (HHI) (Herth, 1992). The
scale contains 12 subscales based on 3 factors answered from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to
4 (Strongly Agree). The higher the score the
higher the level of hope.
4. Brief Resilient Coping Scale BRCS (Sinclaire, Wallston, 2004). The short-scale
contains 4 items answered on a 5 point

Statistical Analysis
The statistical program SPSS 26.0 was
used to process the initial data. We made desc
rip
tive analysis, correlation analysis, comparative analysis (Mann Whitney U Test, 1
way ANOVA, and Krusk al-Wallis test). Ad
ditionally, Cohen’s (1988) conventions to interpret effect size were used. A reliability test
with the coefficient of Cronbach’s alpha was
used to assess the internal consistency of the
questionnaire made up of multiple Likert-type
scales and items.
RESULTS & ANALYSIS
The results obtained from the descriptive
statistic regarding the sociodemographic characteristics of the participants of the survey are
presented in Table 1. We analyzed the participants from different age groups, their marital
status, degree of education, residency in Bulgarian cities and abroad - a total of 453 Female – 47.6% and 499 Male – 52.4%.
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Table 1. Demographic description
Variables
City
Gender
Age

Degree

Marital status

Capital
Other Bulgarian Cities
Abroad
Female
Male
18 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
+ 65
Secondary education
College
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Ph.D
Single
Married or in a domestic partnership
Widowed
Divorced
Separated

Frequency
638
249
65
453
499
174
180
236
188
138
36
222
40
210
381
99
342
478
7
102
23

Valid Percent
67.0
26.2
6.8
47.6
52.4
18.3
18.9
24.8
19.7
14.5
3.8
23.3
4.2
22.1
40.0
10.4
35.9
50.2
.7
10.7
2.4

item-total Correlation showed a lower correlation between item 9 (I had suicidal thoughts)
and the other items. If item 9 had been removed,
the Cronbach’s alpha could have increased to
.896 (Table 2). The scores of Anxiety & Depression were computed without item 9.

Reliability test Cronbach’s alpha was used
to assess the internal consistency of the questionnaire made up of multiple Likert-type
scales and items.
The Anxiety Depression subscale, consisting of 10 items, was found to be highly reliable
(Cronbach’s alpha a =.887). The Corrected

Table 2. Anxiety & Depression reliability analysis
I felt fearful
I found it hard to focus on anything other than my anxiety
My worries overwhelmed me
I felt uneasy
I felt worthless
I felt helpless
I felt depressed
I felt hopeless
I had suicidal thoughts
COVID-19 kept me awake at night

Corrected Item- Cronbach’s Alpha
Total Correlation if Item Deleted
.631
.875
.754
.867
.687
.871
.529
.883
.641
.876
.789
.862
.722
.868
.759
.867
.184
.896
.459
.886

The Herth Hope Index scale – 12 items, tion showed a lower and negative correlation
was found to be highly reliable Cronbach’s al- between items 3 and 6 (“I feel all alone” and
pha = .885. The Corrected item-total Correla- “I feel scared about my future”) and the other
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items. If items 3 and 6 had been removed the (Table 3). The scores of Anxiety & Depression
Cronbach’s alpha could have increased to .911 were computed without item 9.
Table 3. Herth Hope Index – reliability analysis
I have a positive outlook toward life.
I have short and/or long-range goals.
I feel all alone.
I can see possibilities in the midst of difficulties.
I have a faith that gives me comfort.
I feel scared about my future.
I can recall happy/joyful times.
I have deep inner strength.
I am able to give and receive caring/love.
I have a sense of direction.
I believe that each day has potential.
I feel my life has value and worth.

Corrected Item-Total
Correlation
.693
.692
-.062
.682
.665
.002
.721
.803
.788
.807
.774
.732

Cronbach’s Alpha
if Item Deleted
.870
.869
.911
.870
.871
.911
.867
.863
.865
.862
.865
.867

The Brief Resilient Coping Scale BRCS, highly reliable Cronbach’s alpha = .866, with
consisting of 4 subscales, was found to be strong item correlation (Table. 4).
Table 4. BRCS reliability analysis

I look for creative ways to alter difficult situations.
Regardless of what happens to me, I believe I can control my
reaction to it.
I believe I can grow in positive ways by dealing with difficult
situations.
I actively look for ways to replace the losses I encounter in life.

Corrected ItemTotal Correlation
.616

Cronbach’s
Alpha if Item
Deleted
.882

.754

.821

.819

.794

.730

.824

week (MET-min/week) though automatic
scoring of the IPAQ-S. Based on the IPAQ
recommendations for scoring protocol, participants of the study were classified in three
groups of physical activity considering the
MET–min/week of the sum of walking, moderate-intensity physical activities, and vigorous-intensity physical activities: low active
(<600 MET–minutes/week); moderate active
(≥600 MET–minutes/week) and high active
(≥3000 MET–minutes/week) (http://www.
ipaq.ki.se).

The questions of IPAQ-SF allowed to assess physical activity by providing information about the minutes per day or days per
week, at any time of the day, spent doing
activities during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Participants reported the frequency and duration of different types of activity: vigorous
(i.e. heavy lifting, performing intense aerobic
exercises, using bike or treadmill); moderate (i.e. carrying light loads and bicycling at
a regular pace, working out in the garden);
walking activities. Responses were converted to Metabolic Equivalent Task minutes per
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Table 5. Psychological responses & Coping strategies & Levels of PA during COVID-19 Pandemic
Variables
Frequency
Valid Percent
Anxiety & Depression
Low
373
39.2
Average
265
27.8
High
314
33.0
HHI
Low
343
36.0
Average
309
32.5
High
300
31.5
BRIC
Low
144
15.1
Average
527
55.4
High
281
29.5
MET
Low
179
19.2
Average
355
38.1
High
397
42.6
Levels of PA
Increased
83
8.8
Decreased
409
43.4
Almost the same
365
38.7
I don’t know/Hard to tell
85
9.0
ing) and gender, the differences were marginally significant (Female M = 3.95 vs Male M =
4.02, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d =.09).
We analyzed the physical activities during
the lock-down performed by men and women.
The Mann Whitney U Test showed insignificant
differences between the groups (N = 931, Female = 448, Male = 483, 3442 vs 3471, N.s., Cohen’s d =.04). The analysis revealed an insignificant difference between the groups regarding the
levels of vigorous and moderate levels of physical activities. Regarding walking activities we
found slight differences in the observed groups
(N = 885, Female = 430, Male = 455, 1537 vs
1197, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.13) (Table 6).

With the purpose to evaluate the difference
between female and male participants regarding
their psychological responses (anxiety and depression, hope and coping strategies) during the
COVID-19 pandemic we used Mann Whitney
U Test. Additionally we computed Cohen’s coefficient to interpret effect size. The total number of respondents was N = 952, Female N =
453, Male N = 499. The test revealed significant
differences in the levels of anxiety (Female M =
1.62 vs Male M = 1.35, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d
=. 324). HHI (Hert Hope Index) revealed moderately significant differences (Female M = 3.29
vs Male M= 3.53, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.25).
Regarding BRIC (Brief Resilience Index Cop-

Table 6. Comparative analysis along with the factor gender
Variables
Anxiety
BRIC
HHI
MET
Vigorous
Moderate
Walk

Female
1.62
3.95
3.29
3442
1306
749
1537

Male
1.35
4.02
3.53
3471
1641
871
1197

Sig.
.0001
.02
.0001
N.s.
N.s.
N.s.
.0001

Cohen’s d
.32
.09
.25
.04
.03
.04
.13

χ2 (5, N = 952) = 38.48, p < .0001. The pairwise
comparison test revealed significant differences
between group 1(18 – 24) and the 3 of the observed 6 groups. The effect size was measured

Hypothesis Testing
The Kruskal Wallis test rejected the null hypothesis stating that the distribution of levels of
anxiety was the same in the observed age groups
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with the Mann Whitney test. A significant difference was revealed with the group 4 (45 – 54) (N
= 362, 1 = 174, 4 = 188, 1.66 vs 1.41, p < 0.0001,
Cohen’s d =.27), group 2 (25 – 34) (N = 354, p <
0.0001, Cohen’s d =.24), and group 3 (35 -44) (N
= 410, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.24). The analysis
revealed high levels of anxiety and depression
among the youngest respondents in comparison
with those among the groups aged 25 to 54.
The comparative analysis of the HHT
(Herth Hope Index) along the factor age revealed significant differences χ2 (5, N = 952)
= 48.67, p < .0001 between the group 6 (+65)
and the other 5 observed groups. The biggest
difference was found in the comparison with
group 4 (45 – 54) (N = 224, 4 = 188, 6 = 36,
3.1 vs.3.5, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.28).
The Kruskal Wallis test rejected the null
hypothesis stating that the distribution of mean
scores of BRIC was the same in the observed
age groups χ2 (5, N = 952) = 23.75, p < .0001.
The analysis revealed significant differences
between group 6 (65+) and the other 5 groups.
Analyzing the levels of physical activities
among the observed groups with the Kruskal

Zornitza Mladenova

Wallis test, we rejected the null hypothesis stating that the distribution of MET was the same
across the different age groups χ2 (5, N = 952)
= 49.16, p < 0.0001. The pairwise comparison
revealed a statistical difference between group
6 (65+) and the other 5 observed groups. But
the analysis showed a negative trend in the
comparison of first two groups 18-24 and 2434. (N=354, 1 (18-24) = 174, 2=180, 3314 vs
3803, p < 0.05, Cohen’s d =.17). Regarding the
founded difference we analyzed the levels of
vigorous physical activities between the same
groups (N = 333, 18-24 = 163, 25-34 = 170,
1306 vs 1641, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.37) and
the levels of moderate physical activities (607
vs 1076, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d =.18).
The comparative analysis of the different
kinds of physical activities along factor age revealed significant differences between group 6
(+65) and the other groups. The analysis showed
that the adults 65+ had the lowest levels of all
physical activities, but also revealed the lowest
levels in vigorous and moderate activities in the
groups of youngest respondents in comparison
with those of the other age groups (Table 7).

Table 7. Comparative analysis along with the factor age
Variable
Anxiety
BRIC
HHI
MET
Vigorous
Moderate
Walk
a. Kruskal Wallis Test;

Asymp. Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
b. Grouping Variable: Age

The aim of that study was to explore the
impact of the change of the levels of physical
activity during the lock-down period, among
mental health and wellbeing. The Kruskal
Wallis test rejected the null hypothesis stating
that the distribution of mean scores of BRIC
was the same in the observed groups χ2 (3, N =
952) = 30.80, p < .0001. The analysis showed a

df
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Chi-Squared
49.161
23.746
38.487
48.672
83.679
55.011
73.417

significant difference between the groups with
increased and decreased levels of physical activities (N= 492, Increased = 83, Decreased =
409, 4.2 vs 3.9, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.20).
The comparative analysis of the HHT
(Herth Hope Index) along the factor age also
revealed differences χ2 (3, N = 942) = 8.60,
p < .03 between the observed groups. The analysis
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The comparative analysis of the levels of
presented slight differences between the groups
with Increased and Decreased levels of physical Anxiety & Depression revealed no significant
activity (3.9 vs 3.3, p < 0.0001, Cohen’s d =.12). differences between the groups (Table 8).
Table 8. Comparative analysis along the factor levels of physical activity during the lock-down period
Variable
Anxiety
BRIC
HHI

a. Kruskal Wallis Test;

Asymp. Sig.
N.s.
.000
.035

df
3
3
3

Chi-Squared
7.248
30.802
8.606

b. Grouping Variable: PA levels

The open-ended question “During the lockdown period, what are the top five things you did
to cope with the difficulties in order to maintain
positivity?” was summarized to present the most
used things for coping with the extraordinary situ-

ation. After mentioning “friends”, which presents
some of the cultural features of the Bulgarian population, the respondednts reported “Sport” as the
second important thing as a coping strategy with
the consequences of social isolation (Table 9).

Table 9. Responses to the question “During the lockdown period, what are the top five things
you did to cope with the difficulties in order to maintain positivity?”
Coping

sport
music
friends
family
communication
dances
care
books
films
meditation
learning
teaching
work
hobby
science
fait
painting
love
will
calmness
courage
walking
action
cooking
persistence
wellbeing
positivism
others

N
138
63
201
105
91
16
72
123
65
39
40
7
79
61
32
117
13
24
56
57
20
30
31
53
33
35
36
59
1696

Total
101

Responses
Percent
8.1%
3.7%
11.9%
6.2%
5.4%
0.9%
4.2%
7.3%
3.8%
2.3%
2.4%
0.4%
4.7%
3.6%
1.9%
6.9%
0.8%
1.4%
3.3%
3.4%
1.2%
1.8%
1.8%
3.1%
1.9%
2.1%
2.1%
3.5%
100.0%

Percent of Cases
22.7%
10.4%
33.1%
17.3%
15.0%
2.6%
11.9%
20.3%
10.7%
6.4%
6.6%
1.2%
13.0%
10.0%
5.3%
19.3%
2.1%
4.0%
9.2%
9.4%
3.3%
4.9%
5.1%
8.7%
5.4%
5.8%
5.9%
9.7%
279.4%
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DISCUSSION
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic is having a profound effect on all aspects of society, including mental health and
physical health. In the midst of this COVID-19
crisis, the discussion is open about what we
need to be preparing as citizens in an interconnected world against the incoming second
wave of pandemic and the threats of any kind.
The unprecedented disruption of the normal life of the citizens around the world was
a big challenge for the whole society, the governments, the public sector, but also for the scientists from different areas. Moreover, science
has to find reliable means – drugs and vaccines
against COVID – 19, which requires a lot of
resources and time. The mental and physical
health of the whole population during the era
of a pandemic have to be ensured.
The main goal of the analysis was to examine the influence of physical activity as a
coping strategy in psychological health and
overall well-being. Regarding this perspective,
we have summarized the following tendencies:
43.4% of the respondents have decreased
levels of physical activities, besides 8.8%
answered increased;
The most affected groups of decreased
levels of physical activities are the group
(65+) followed by the youngest respondents (18-24);
The group of the youngest has the highest
levels of anxiety and depression;
According to the change of the levels of
physical activity during the lock-down
period the respondents with the increased
levels of PA presented significantly higher
levels of coping with the pandemic situation in comparison with the persons with
decreased levels of PA;
“Sport” was answered as the second important tool as a coping strategy with the
consequences of social isolation.

Zornitza Mladenova

The lack of specific drugs and vaccines,
which provides anxiety about the uncertainty
of virus development, the lock-down orders,
and the increased number of confirmed cases and deaths, could lead to negative health
consequences long after overcoming the pandemic situation. The big issue is how to create coping strategies applicable to the whole
society and how to encourage the groups with
lower levels of physical activity to do exercises. One of the high impacted group is 18-24
years most of them are pupils and students,
which requires educational institutions to introduce new educational programs in order to
increase physical activity and improve mental
health.
The enhanced levels of physical activity
not only could support physical and mental
health but also could be used in the prevention
of infections and other non-communicable
diseases. Although behavioural therapy can
help them to combat anxiety with the use of
relaxation techniques and prevent depression
onset by altering the schedule of their routine
activities, cognitive behavioural therapy CBT
can mitigate maladaptive coping behaviours
such as avoidance, antagonistic confrontation
and self-blame by enhancing their ability to
manage stress (Ho et al., 2020).
LIMITATIONS
During the era of COVID – 19, pandemic,
and unprecedented lock-down in the countries
around the world maintaining physical and
mental health becomes more important than
ever. The global impact of the pandemic situation leads to an urgent need to create strategies
for combating such pandemic. The long-term
goal of the study is to examine the differences
in psychological responses, coping strategies,
and physical activity across countries and to
reveal the reliable coping strategies for creating a sustainable future for our society.
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Football attracts the attention of a number of researchers who study the
management of football clubs and academies in different countries. The focus is
on the managerial philosophy, goal setting, organization of the sports training
process and others. An important element in the business management of football
clubs is the use of marketing techniques - active communication, targeted promotional activities, the choice of communication constants to impose corporate
identity and reputation.
The purpose of this research was to examine the experience and operational capabilities of some football academies in Bulgaria in creating a corporate
identity and establishing a football brand. The research tasks were related to:
researching literary and documentary sources on the problem under study, conducting expert research with heads of football academies (14 people) in connection with the application of brand management as a form of brand management
and enforcement, researching and analyzing the experience of PFC “Levski” in
the policy of imposing the brand among the fans.
As part of our work we used different research methods, such us: content
analysis, survey method, with a strong expert focus and case studies.
During the research we analyzed the promotional tools used by football
academies, their policy to create a club identity, the importance of quality in the
creation and supplying the service of teaching and the professional training of
young players.
A study of similar nature is a novelty for sports management practice in
football. The conclusions and final recommendations can be used as a starting
point in order to upgrade and diversify the forms of promotional policy of football academies.
Key words: brand management, brand, corporate identity, marketing, football academies

INTRODUCTION
Modern sport develops in an extremely
dynamic environment - a new legal framework, relatively changing economic indicators - income, inflation, GDP, highly developed technology sector, the dominant role of
social media, the scientific advances in various training methods, the changes in the value
system and consumer perceptions. All these
processes lead to even more challenges which
the management of some established commercial brands (including the sports ones)
faces. The number of consumers is growing,

and becoming more demanding and difficult
to predict in terms of their interests and behavior, while competitors are coming to be
more inventive and aggressive (Trendafilov,
2020).
Globally, there is probably no more significant manifestation of the rise of sports business
than that observed in football. The indisputable dominance of the game is due to a number
of factors: 1). geographical attraction - football
is understandable to every nation on earth. 2).
demographic - the accessibility and inclusion
of people of different ages. 3). socio-cultural
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- sport is associated with all free and intended for entertainment and recreation activities.
4). recreation and entertainment - this game
takes millions of people away from everyday
life and stress. 5). economic environment and
business industry - the high commercialism of
football, expressed in the amounts generated
for bonuses, transfers, salaries, advertising and
TV rights, etc.
As a result, football attracts the attention
of a number of researchers who study the management of football clubs and academies in
different countries. A detailed analysis of the
specific goals, objectives and football philosophy of youth football academies in Greece in
accordance with the sector in which they operate (public, private or voluntary) was made
by Chris Trikalis, Zisis Papanikolaou, and
Sofia Trikali (2014). The authors summarized
the results for the football academies for each
of the listed sectors in the areas: management
(strategic planning, philosophy, promotion,
etc.); training process (goals, means, training plans, participation in competitions, control, etc.), and accompanying and supporting
services (sports infrastructure, including the
access to it, consultations with various specialists, physiotherapists, rehabilitators, nutritionists, psychologists, etc.).
Profiled marketing and corporate identity
of the brand also find their place in various
scientific and practical publications. Pursuing one of its main economic goals - financial
stability, each club needs to apply the principles of corporate governance of the brand
(Slavchev, 2009).
The brand is the promise a company makes
to its customers (Kapferer, 2007). The value
of the brand is measured as equity. According to Kotler (2002), this capital is “based on
the degree to which there is high brand loyalty, name awareness, perceived quality, strong
brand associations and other assets, such as

trademarks”. Globally, strong equity fosters a
successful brand strategy and influences purchasing intentions, price premiums, and brand
loyalty (Spry, Pappu and Cornwell, 2011).
Today, the literature views sports teams
as brands in their own right (Mullin et al.,
2007; Tsolov, 2008). The brand is considered
the most important advantage of sports teams
(Bauer et al., 2005). Brand and branding create a strategic lever for generating value for
organizations (Keller and Lehmann, 2009), in
sport in particular (Ross, 2006), both from a
marketing and financial point of view (Mizik
and Jacobson, 2008). According to I. Sandanski (2006), the brand is “the most valuable
intellectual property on which the success of
all current and future marketing initiatives of
the club is built.”
Sport is able to project influence far beyond the products and services it produces
(De Angelis, 2016). It has the tools to build
a strong loyalty relationship with its fans
(consumers) which is stronger than any other
industry. One of the leading questions in the
management of sports organizations is how
the value of the brand can be increased. The
ways to achieve this can be different: increasing brand awareness, creating strong graphic
symbols (icons), increasing the level of brand
knowledge, increasing customer loyalty and
satisfaction (fans).
Companies, represented by sports organizations, can create equity for their products
by making them memorable, easily recognizable and superior in quality and reliability. To
achieve this goal, the role of the media as a
translator of ideas, products and services is essential. The theoretical and practical study of
brand management as a strategic component
in the management of sports organizations
includes presentation and knowledge of the
potential elements of the brand. In the scope
of the existing theoretical approaches, we find
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the differentiation of the elements of the brand
in four main directions (Meffert, & Burmann,
1996):
1. Brand elements related to the product
(quality characteristics, product design);
2. Elements related to symbols (brand, brand
logo, brand history and brand communication);
3. Elements of the brand related to the organization (belonging to organizations,
conglomerate or branches, employee behavior);
4. Brand elements related to consumers (cultural connection and perception).
An important practical direction in brand
management is the imposition of company (organizational) identity, containing three components:
1. Corporate design - includes the logo of the
sports organization and its use in various
club documents, letterheads, folders, business cards and printed materials;
2. Corporate communications - club site,
blog, advertising campaigns, public relations, media partnerships, distribution;
3. Corporate behavior - values of the sports
organization, style in presenting the club
idea and identity;
The identity of a football club is not just
an association of the brand with players, coach
and fans (Heere, James, 2007). In most cases,
the club identity is influenced by a number of
external factors such as: demographic affiliation, professional, public and other types of organizations, political parties - i.e. the identity
of a club is mainly influenced by the character
of its supporters (Budakov, 2016).
The purpose of the research was to study
the experience and operational capabilities of
some football academies in Bulgaria in creating a corporate identity and establishing a
football brand. The research tasks related to
the goal were:

1. Research of literary and documentary
sources on the researched problem.
2. Expert research in football academies in
connection with the application of brand
management as a form of brand management and enforcement.
3. Research and analysis of the experience of
PFC “Levski” in the policy of imposing
the brand among the fans.
METHODS
For the realization of the complete research
a toolkit was used, including the following research methods:
1. Content analysis - research and theoretical analysis of specialized literature, normative documents and programs, including:
• Scientific literature on issues of brand
management (tools, goals and brand management), marketing, promotional and
communication activities.
• Research of basic documents related to the
management of the football academy and
PFC “Levski”.
2. Methods of consultation with marketing orientation - survey among experts (managers and directors) of football academies
in Bulgaria. The position of the respondents
emphasizes the expert nature of the overall
textual analysis.
To implement the tasks of the research, an
expert card was designed, containing several
main research areas: promotional tools used by
the football academy, policy for creating a club
identity, quality parameters in creating the service “training and professional training among
young players”.
3. Case study - used to describe a specific management situation related to the study
of forms of communication and interaction of
the football academy “Levski” to impose the
brand among its fans.
For the overall implementation of the
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method, a large amount of specific information related to the specific case was collected.
In the technological dimension, many structured and unstructured interviews were conducted.
4. Mathematical and statistical methods
- Methods for quantitative evaluation of research data were used for analysis of the studies, including:
• relative percentage share of the answers
received in the survey;
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
“Vision for the future 2018-2022” is the
main strategic document reflecting the efforts
of the Bulgarian Football Union in the development of children and youth football in Bulgaria. One of the priorities in this strategic document is related to “building a football identity
that brings pride and joy to the nation.”
Creating identity plays an important role

in the behavior of organizations. Brand name,
logo, motto, colors, symbols are some of the
factors identifying organizations that impose
the brand among consumers. The tools most
often used by organizations, including sport
ones, are advertising and other means of communication, sponsorship, social marketing
tools, and more.
In the study on identity and organizational
brand we analyzed the opinion of 14 experts,
representing 14 football academies in Bulgaria, from the first and second professional
leagues and academies aimed at the development of children and youth football.
On the basis of “gender”, 100% of the experts were men between the ages of 28 and 47.
The position of the respondents is presented
in Figure 1. The category “other” includes an
administrative director (3 people) and 1 sports
director of a club.

Figure 1. Occupation
The first part of the analysis was aimed
at the establishment of promotional tools and
the frequency with which they were used in
football academies. The one-dimensional dis
ribution of the results showed that among the
most popular and preferred forms were the
information on the club’s website (used in
85% of the academies), corporate sponsor-

ship (70%), organization of sports competitions (85%).
Figure 2 represents the preferences of the
clubs for the use of the listed forms of promotions. The promotional activity of football
clubs is amongst the leading marketing activities and is characterized by a relatively large
variety, diversity and different frequency.
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Figure 2. Promotion forms used by the football academies
We found some reservations in promoting
the football academies. Our research showed
that the modern and popular forms of communication - blogs were not used efficiently. Professionally designed textual comments and analyzes would add an extra nuance to everyday
football events. Another not so popular form
amongst football academies is the organization
of autograph sessions.
Regarding the frequency of use of promotional activities (Figure 3), it should be noted
45
40

that in 40% of the football clubs, corporate
partnership contracts are concluded once a year.
However, it is not to be overlooked that in 30%
of the academies such contractual relations are
established repeatedly during the season.
Raising public awareness of the directions
in the activities of football academies, incl.
organizing demonstration events, conducting
national castings, performance and ranking
in the championships, etc. is subject to subsequent analysis.

40%

35

30%

30
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10%

10%
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Often (once every
three months)

Very often
(every month)

5
0
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Figure 3. Frequency of distribution of corporate sponsorship
The statistics reflect the preferred sources
for providing information amongst different
audiences (Figure 4). The figure illustrates the
percentage of sources used by the experts in
the study. The Internet occupies the leading
position. The academy’s own site and official

page in the social medias have a dominant role
in the communication process with users. Targeted advertising is one of the most unpopular
form of communication among fans and parents of young football players.
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Figure 4. Preferred sources for providing information (possibility to indicate more than one
answer)
The main strategy of the Bulgarian Football Union is raising the level of training
and performance of children in youth football academies. The goal is to be achieved
by 2022. The growth can be realized through
better coaching education, development of
a methodology for training young athletes,
integrative partnership with various institutions, incl. international ones, development
and implementation of investment projects
for construction of modern sports facilities,
ensuring the safety of fans and everyone at
football stadiums, etc.
All these activities are factors that greatly
contribute to improving the service provided by football academies. In the next area of
analysis, the importance of these factors will
be commented on, according to the experts
in the study. The expert card identified 11
components that determine the quality of the
service.
The one-dimensional distribution of the
results showed that the factors most important

for the management of the football academies
were the creation of a specialized methodology
for training football players of different ages
and the competence of the sports specialists
who implemented the service (92.6%). Both
indicators have a strong educational character
and involve various institutions such as the
Bulgarian Football Coaching School at the
Bulgarian Football Union, National Sports
Academy which are responsible for the policy making, setting standards and developing
coaches to help clubs.
The next group of important factors were
related to the provision of the sports training
process - the general condition of the sports
infrastructure - training grounds, official pitches for home matches of the teams (85.6%) and
providing sufficient equipment and supplies
(78.6%).
The weak and insignificant factors were
related to the provision of parking spaces near
the facilities for home matches and the variety of fan items offered in the stores.
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Figure 5. Importance of the factors determining the quality of the service “education and
training of young football players” (in percentages)
Figure 6 illustrates the target group to which
the offered service is directed. The leading academies carry out training sessions with children
of different ages - between 300 and 400 children depending on the size of the organization.

This is a large number of active athletes, which
requires football academies to effectively and
efficiently plan and use their available resources - staff, material and technical, financial, scientific and technical, information.

Figure 6. Number of children training in football academies
others. The concept of the brand is associated
Corporate identity is the overall idea of the

brand of the organization or product in the minds with several concepts - brand identification (viof people - consumers, partners, investors and sual elements of the brand such as colors, logo,
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etc.); brand personalization (defining the business, mission, values, etc.); added value, positioning, recognizability, brand strategy, brand
attributes (name, logo, slogan, mascot, advertising face, organization design, distinctive features on vehicles, etc.), user experience (feelings, emotions, thoughts, feelings, experience).
The object of analysis in the following direction is some of the communication constants that

are used in sports practice to impose the brand.
We researched and established the importance of
11 elements. The data is illustrated in Figure 7.
Once again we see the dominant role of coaches (92.9%) in managing the standards of football
academies. The next priority element in the communication process for imposing the brand is the
policy of the club in integrating football players
from their own academies into the first team.
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Figure 7. Importance of communication constants used to impose the brand among fans and
consumers (in percentages)
This is essentially one of the most important
quantitative measures of academy performance.
The objective of most academies in Bulgaria is
to successfully develop, implement and include
more home-grown talents in their first team on
professional level. The name of the football academy and its players have a significant importance
(71.4%). The communication elements defined
with the least importance were the flag and the advertising slogan of the sports organization (7.7%).
In the other scientific and practical direction, we will make an analysis of the communication policy applied by PFC Levski. The

recent events accompanying the rescue of the
club, with the active role of the fans, is a direct
proof of the achieved level of corporate image
and reputation. The implemented campaigns,
compliant with the restrictive measures in our
country due to the spread of COVID-19, are
an example of activity on the part of the club’s
management in the use of marketing and communication strategies. Their scale directly affected the development of the football academy
at the club. Some of the campaigns included:
1. Launch of virtual tickets for Efbet League
matches;
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2. Opportunities for personalization by placing your face in the stands for matches behind closed doors after the resumption of
the football championship in June;
3. The sale of virtual tickets for the 106th
anniversary of the club;
4. Personalization and strong impact of advertising messages (slogans) in the individual campaigns - to report on the anniversary of the club - “one hundred and six
with dignity and honor”; for virtual meetings - “for a full stadium… in hearts”;
5. Organization of active purchase of membership cards.
6. Organization of a campaign for financial
support in the HelpKarma platform;
7. Creation of a donation account;
8. Active sale of fan items from the club’s
stores, including the launch of new ones,
specially created to activate the fan community due to COVID 19 - scarves, masks, etc.
The items are divided into two categories:
“Donors” and “All for Levski”, differing in
the presence or absence of personalization;
CONCLUSION
The obtained results allow to make an indepth analysis and to ask important questions
about the policy of the football academies in
Bulgaria in the process of imposing the brand
amongst fans and potential consumer groups.
In general, the results of the research determine the main vision in the management
of clubs and the use of sports marketing tools
with a strong communication effect.
The results support the thesis that football
academies use primarily known, popular and imposed in practice tools for promotional activity corporate sponsorship, organizing traditional to
urnaments, Internet dissemination of information.
The obtained and analyzed data are a good
prerequisite and starting point for the academies,
which in the future could expand and further de-

velop the potential and efforts in imposing corporate identity. In the field of sports, especially in
football, a large financial asset is the income from
the fans - attendance at football matches, purchase
of fan items. This indirectly affects the conclusion
of contracts for television broadcasts, etc.
There are some unanswered questions in
this research:
1. To what extent does the existing legal
framework help or counteract the implementation of corporate partnerships?
2. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of the main promotional tools
used by football academies?
3. Which communication constants are part
of the arsenal of individual academies?
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Journal of Applied Sports Sciences accepts for review articles (original articles, reports, discussions, studies, editorial materials) in any of the following research areas: sport, sports excellence, sport
medicine, sports physiology, biomechanics, nutrition, sports education, sports psychology, sports management and sports training, applied health and medical sciences related to the sports practices, social
dimensions of sport and European dimensions in organizing modern sport.
The volume of the articles should not exceed 20 standard pages. Publications in Journal of Applied
Sports Sciences should be written in English language.
Submissions to Journal of Applied Sports Sciences are made using ScholarOne Manuscripts, the online submission and peer review system. The registration and the access are available directly at https://
mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/jasportssciences.
Full information and guidance on using Scholar One Manuscripts is available at the Emerald ScholarOne Manuscripts Support Centre: http://mchelp.manuscriptcentral.com/gethelpnow/training/author/.
REGISTERING FOR MANUSCRIPTS SUBMISSION
If you have not yet registered on ScholarOne Manuscripts, please follow the instructions below:
● Please go to: https://journal.nsa.bg. On the left side you will see “Send your manuscript here” button.
● The system will offer you to enter to your Account or to Create Account. If you already have a registration you may enter with your e-mail and password.
● If you are going to create an account, please follow the on-screen instructions, filling in the requested
details before proceeding
● Your username will be your email address and you must input a password of at least 8 characters in
length and containing two or more numbers
● Click Finish and your account has been created.
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION PROCESS
The proposed papers are submitted to the Editorial Board of the Journal of Applied Sports Sciences.
Article submissions should be only made through electronic submission module on. To submit a paper
for publication in the journal, the submitting author should log in the ScholarOne Manuscripts platform.
We kindly request authors to carefully read Instructions & Forms before submitting their articles for
review. Once logged in, the author can see a chronology of submitted manuscripts and send a new one
through “Start New Submission” => “Begin Submission”. The process of sending a new manuscript
includes 7 basic steps:
Step 1: Select type of the manuscript, fill in the title and abstract in English language.
Step 2: File Upload. Here you may upload the Main Document, Title page, files with tables and figures.
Remember, that the Main document should be anonymous. If you are submitting a revision, please include only the latest set of files, and delete the previous versions. If you have updated a file, please delete
the original version and upload the revised file.
Please, fill the PLAGIARISM DECLARATION and attach the file in the system when submitting your
manuscript, as “Supplemental file NOT for review”. The declaration you may find on the journals website in the Author’s guidelines section.
Step 3: Attributes. Write and/or choose keywords. (The number of the keywords should not exceed 5
words).
Step 4: Authors & Institutions. Enter your co-authors‘ information by searching on each of their email
addresses below. If they have an existing account, their information can be easily imported to the submission. If necessary, you may add a co-author as a new user in the system by clicking „Create New Author“.
Step 5: Reviewers. To suggests a reviewer or request the exclusion of a reviewer, click the Add Reviewer button below and enter their information along with the desired designation.
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Step 6: Details and Comments: The submitting author may enter or paste a cover letter text into the „Cover
Letter“ box. The cover letter may also be attached. Answer any remaining questions appropriately.
Step 7: Review & Submit. Review the information below for accuracy and make changes as needed.
After reviewing the manuscript proofs at the foot of this page, you MUST CLICK “SUBMIT” to complete your submission.
The received manuscripts are reviewed in accordance with Author’s Guidelines by a member of the
Editorial Team. Manuscripts that do not comply with the requirements shall be returned to the authors
for revision. Manuscripts that meet the requirements shall be admitted for review.
For each of the submitted and approved articles the Editor-in-Chief shall assign minimum two reviewers. Reviews shall be made in terms defined by the Editorial Board and in accordance with its
requirements to the reviewers.
Reviewing of articles shall be done in accordance with the standards for the evaluation of manuscripts through the double-blind peer review system. The reviewers give their assessment of the manuscripts in terms of the following criteria: scope of the research, novelty of the examined issues, originality, accuracy and clarity of the abstract describing the main text, logic structure and sequence of the
submission, relevance of the methodology, validity of the results, proving the thesis, applicability of the
results, validity of findings and conclusions, propriety and relevance of citations, accuracy and clarity
of language.
The Editor-in-Chief commits the final decision for publication, based on the conclusions of the reviewers. The decision can be: publish it without revisions, publish it after revision in accordance with
the recommendations made in reviews, refuse to publish. If the Editor-in-Chief commits a decision to
publish the manuscript after revision upon recommendations, authors should review and answer to the
Editorial e-mails. The authors have to revise their manuscripts and present a report of the revisions they
made in terms defined by the Editor-in- Chief, upon which a decision whether to publish it or refuse to
publish the manuscript will be made. If there are contradictions of the reviews, the Editor-in-Chief may
determine an additional reviewer (reviewers).
SUBMISSION AND STRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ARTICLES
The article submissions shall be provided in Microsoft Word format, as follows:
Font: Times New Roman 12;
Format of the pages: Page Setup: Top: 2,5 cm, Bottom: 2,5 cm, Left: 2,5 cm, Right: 2,5 cm
Line Spacing: 1,5 lines; First Line: 1,5 cm; Paper Size: A4.
The main structure of the article shall include:
● First page; ● Introduction; ● Main text; ● Conclusions; ● References.
TITLE PAGE (PAGES)
The Title page/s includes:
Title of the article (it is recommended the title of the article be short (5-10 words) and present the main
topic of the study);
Abstract. The abstract should be only in English language. It should be clear and concisely contain the
following elements:
- Introduction (“background” of the study) (required);
- Purpose and objectives of the study (required);
- Applied methodology (“staging of the research”) (required);
- Achieved major results (required);
- Conclusions (required);
- Limitations of the research and consequences (if any).
The maximum length of the abstract should not exceed 300 words.
Keywords (specify up to 5 keywords in English).
Article Classification. Authors must categorize their paper as part of the ScholarOne submission process.
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MAIN TEXT
Introduction
The purpose of the introduction is to convince readers that the published research contains novelty and
it is applicable. It answers the following questions:
What is the main problem?
Are there any existing solutions (indicates the level of study the problem at the moment)?
What are the best solutions according to the author/s?
What is the main limitation of the research?
What is expected to be achieved by the author of the research?
The main text is structured into separate sections, distinguished by their titles (headings should be
brief, with clear indication of the differences between their hierarchy). The preferred format for writing the
main titles is to be bold format and subtitles to be written in italics. font – Times New Roman 12, capitals,
left alignment).
The main text should include:
Purpose and objectives of the study. The purpose and objectives of the study should ensure the understanding of the publication’s focus and should justify its structure. After that, authors should specify:
What is the significance of the publication?
Why the publication is important and original?
To whom is the publication designed?
Additionally, can be discussed potential utility of practice, importance for future studies, detailed
limitations of the study and others.
Main thesis and hypothesis of the research. Authors’ arguments about their merit are presented.
Applied methodology and methods. The author should indicate the main methods used by him in
a separate title. Author should demonstrate that the methodology is robust and appropriate to achieve
the objectives. It is expected by the author to focus on the main theme, to point the main stages of his
research, to show the used methods and influences that determine the chosen approach by him, to give
arguments why he has chosen specific extamples and others.
Achieved major results. When presenting the results, it is important that authors focus on the essentials. The publication must contain only the essential facts and those with a wider meaning, without
giving many details of every possible statistics. If development is full of statistics, it is possible to
prevail over the conclusions and after all the publication to be seen primarily as an enumeration of
facts, not as a scientific study. The main thesis of the author must be clearly traceable and steadily
established.
When describing the results author should seek answers to the following questions:
Do you provide interpretation for each of the submitted results you want?
Are the results consistent with what other researchers have found?
Are there any differences? Why?
Are there any limitations?
Does the discussion logically lead the reader to your conclusion?
It is important when presenting the results not to make statements that go beyond what results can
acknowledge.
Conclusion
The general rule is that the conclusion should not only contain a summary of the research (it can be
found in the abstract). The conclusion should give answers to the set at the beginning of the publication
questions and to indicate opportunities for further research. It would be better to reveal how the achieved
results will be applied in practice and to identify constraints in this regard. While indicating how this
research can be applied and extended in future studies, it is not accepted in the conclusion to introduce
new material or state the obvious. In the conclusion it should be emphasized what is different in the
research results, what stands out in the design or is unexpected.
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Notes
Notes or Endnotes should be used only if absolutely necessary and must be identified in the text by
consecutive numbers, enclosed in square brackets and listed at the end of the article.
Funding agencies
The funding agencies of the scientific research should be added in Step 6 of the submission process
on ScholarOne system.
Figures
All Figures (charts, diagrams, line drawings, web pages/screenshots, and photographic images)
should be submitted in electronic form.
All Figures should be of high quality, legible and numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals.
Graphics may be supplied in colour to facilitate their appearance on the online database.
● If possible, the figures should be made in graphical programs (Corel Draw, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
PhotoShop) or Excel. The figures should not be in Picture format. They should be numbered consecutively in order of citation in the text. Numbers and titles of the figures are placed below them. Authors
should avoid many inscriptions inside the figures.
● Pictures and scanned images can be made into separate files, preferably in JPG or TIFF format, not
embedded in the text. Photos must be of good quality and suitable for printing. Colour illustrations are
accepted in exceptional cases after special agreement and eventual additional costs!
● If authors make a blueprint they should use Word Equation. The numbers of formulas should be written in brackets in the left side of the page!
Tables
Tables should be typed in Word Table or Excel format. They should be numbered consecutively according to citation in the text. Each table should have a title. Numbers and titles of the tables are placed
over them. It is preferable that it fit on the page without turning widest part of the sheet horizontally. The
necessary explanations are given below by means of appropriate symbols / characters.
Human and animal rights
In accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000 and 2008, all authors should
consider the following:
Manuscripts describing procedures involving humans or animals must include an explicit and easily identifiable statement pointing out that the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional and national) and with
the Helsinki Declaration. If any doubt exists as to whether the research was conducted in accordance
with the Helsinki Declaration, the authors must, in primis, explain the rationale for their approach, and
then demonstrate that the institutional ethical committee explicitly approved the doubtful aspects of the
study. If the authors reporting experiments in which animals were included, authors must indicate that
the institutional and national guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals was followed.
The journal will not accept advertising for products or services known to be harmful to health (e.g.
tobacco and alcohol products).
References
References to other publications must be in APA style and carefully checked for completeness, accuracy and consistency.
The cited authors should be presented in any of the following ways:
● Surname and year of publish (ex. Adams, 2006)
● Citing both names of two and year of publish (ex. Adams, Brown, 2006)
● When there are more than three authors, it is typed the surname of the first author and year of publish
(ex. Adams et al., 2006)
At the end of the paper a reference list in alphabetical order should be supplied.
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For books

Surname, Initials. (year). Title of Book, Publisher, Place of publication.
e.g. Harrow, R. (2005). No Place to Hide, Simon & Schuster, New York, NY.
For book chapters
Surname, Initials. (year). Chapter title, Editor’s Surname, Initials, Title of the
Book, Publisher, Place of publication, pages.
e.g. Calabrese, F.A. (2005). The early pathways: theory to practice - a continuum, in Stankosky, M. (Ed.), Creating the Discipline of Knowledge Management, Elsevier, New York, NY, pp. 15-20.
For journals
Surname, Initials. (year). Title of article, Journal Name, volume, number,
pages.
e.g. Capizzi, M.T. and Ferguson, R. (2005). Loyalty trends for the twenty-first
century, Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol. 22 No. 2, pp. 72-80.
Surname, Initials. (year of publication), Title of paper, in Surname, Initials
For published
(Ed.), Title of published proceeding which may include place and date(s) held,
conference
Publisher, Place of publication, Page numbers.
proceedings
e.g. Jakkilinki, R., Georgievski, M. and Sharda, N. (2007). Connecting
destinations with an ontology-based e-tourism planner, in Information and
communication technologies in tourism 2007 proceedings of the international
conference in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2007, Springer-Verlag, Vienna, pp. 12-32.
Surname, Initials. (year). Title of paper, paper presented at Name of ConferFor unpublished
ence, date of conference, place of conference, available at: URL if freely
conference
available on the internet (accessed date).
proceedings
e.g. Aumueller, D. (2005). Semantic authoring and retrieval within a wiki, paper presented at the European Semantic Web Conference (ESWC), 29 May-1
June, Heraklion, Crete, available at: http://dbs.uni- leipzig.de/file/aumueller05wiksar.pdf (accessed 20 February 2007).
Title of Encyclopedia. (year). Title of entry, volume, edition, Title of EncycloFor encyclopedia
pedia, Publisher, Place of publication, pages.
entries (with no
e.g. Encyclopaedia Britannica. (1926). Psychology of culture contact, Vol. 1,
author or editor)
13th ed., Encyclopaedia Britannica, London and New York, NY, pp. 765- 71.
(For authored entries please refer to book chapter guidelines above)
For newspaper
Surname, Initials. (year). Article title, Newspaper, date, pages.
articles (authored) e.g. Smith, A. (2008). Money for old rope, Daily News, 21 January, pp. 1,3- 4.
For newspaper ar- Newspaper (year). Article title, date, pages.
ticles (nonauthored) e.g. Daily News (2008). Small change, 2 February, p. 7.
Surname, Initials. (year). Title of document, Unpublished Manuscript, collecFor archival or
tion name, inventory record, name of archive, location of archive.
other
e.g. Litman, S. (1902). Mechanism & Technique of Commerce, Unpublished
unpublished
Manuscript, Simon Litman Papers, Record series 9/5/29 Box 3, University of
sources
Illinois Archives, Urbana-Champaign, IL.
For electronic
If available online, the full URL should be supplied at the end of the refersources
ence, as well as a date that the resource was accessed.
e.g. Castle, B. (2005). Introduction to web services for remote portlets, available at: http://www-128.ibm.com/developerworks/library/ws-wsrp/ (accessed
12 Nov 2007).
Standalone URLs, i.e. without an author or date, should be included either
within parentheses within the main text, or preferably set as a note (roman
numeral within square brackets within text followed by the full URL address
at the end of the paper).
For each source quoted in Cyrillic - in Bulgarian language should be given the
3a източници на
same source, written in the regulations of the transliteration.
български език
e.g. Erhard, L. (1993). Blagodenstvie za vsichki, Sofia, UI „Stopanstvo” //
Ерхард, Л. (1993). Благоденствие за всички, София, УИ “Стопанство”.
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